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Large Variety
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at «5 cents per
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LACTART mo HONEY.
medical profession and
the trade, for a medicine
FREE from objectionable
drugs, which will effectually cure Coughs, Colds,

COUNTERPANES.
**

to l>e sold before Christmas, at
30c. 45c., 50c., 75c., Sic., etc., up

$10.00,

2t

CONCEDED

Honey,

believing

epen and

offering

One-half Ounce Balls for 35 cts.

Weigh!

“BOSTON.
I recommend Lactart and
Honey’ as a safe and very
efficient remedy for Coughs.
Colds, Croup, etc.
O. G. CILLEY, A M., M D.”

winds-

The indications for New England

slightly

SILK,

I—

from Boston to

oct22

W. D. LITTLE & GO.,
liSlAKLIMIIED IN

—

OF THE

592 CONGRESS SL PORTLAND, ME.

(Organiat Nt,

paid

Cathedral,)

Teacher of Organ and Pianoforte,

$1,000,000.00

Reserve for re-insurance, 2.265,427.88
Reserve for all
oilier

Claims,
SET SURPLUS,

553,171.26
1,858,879.85

$5477,478.99
eud3w

CORSETS

Street, City.

Sow open,

octlsndtf

full line of P. D.

n

Xbermo’ter

|

°§

makes.

Fail lo call and sec our stock of
Fall und Winter goods. It is more
complete tlinn ever before, and
includes everything that is nobby
and stylish in the shoe line, and
qualities and prices to suit all
tastes and

pocketbooks.

w

New Loudon 29.82

Albany, N. Y

that

our

MILLETT, EVANS & GO.,
517 fftiurrm Street, and 7 flaseo Street
d3t

nov8

hekebv

given,
Notice
subscriber has been duiv appointed and tak-

lines of Ladies

Goods

complete and as usual,
Include all the correct styles.
We want lo show you our goods.
Come and see them.
are now

that the

upon himself Hie trust of Administrator ol the
estate of
JOSEPH E. MILLER, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, arc reto extdbit the same; and all persons inquired
debted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
FRED V. CHASE, Adm’r.
nov8dluw3w*
Portland, Nov. 3, 1880.

M. G. PALMER,
No.

541

NATURE’S
REMEDY.

5treet.

Congress

eodlf

THE ONLY TRUE

BLOOD PURIFIER.

Change in Business.

Strictly Vegetable. Composed
f the plants and roots best known to
most eminent medical botanists for

HAVING PURCHASED THE

alterative, tonic, and solvent properties. Scrofula, Cancerous Humors,
Canker, Eruptive and Skin Diseases
are
speedily eradicated by its use. Vegetina
annihilates disease by going to its very foun-

Grocery und Provision Business,

58 FREE STREET

MARKET,

tain source, and exterminating the poison from the
system. It is a complete Resolvent, dissolving and
carrying away through the natural channels the diseased and wasted particles, and restoring to healthy
action all the functions of the body. For sixteen years
this invaluable Blood Purifier has been before the
public. Millions of bottles have been sold, and in no
one case has it failed to effect the promised results.
No other medicine has so good a record, or can show
so many unsolicited testimonials.

of George H. McKennay & Go., 1 wish to
assure his former patrons that a continuance of their patronage will bo appreciated.
My endeavor will be to keep a Firstclass Market, deliver goods carefully
and promptly, and at the Lowest Cash
Prices.
An early call from such as have not
dealt with the former llrm will be grati-

qjj|SOULES

Headache, Si deache. Coated Tongue,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the Mouth.
The best Liver Regulator known. 25cts.; 6 boxes,
$ 1.00. By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce ft Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.

TELEPHONE NO. 404.

Portland, Nov.

1,1880._nov2dlw

Winter Dry Goods.

In Bed Blankets, Horse Blankets, Winter Underwear and Gloves we haTe
a very large stock.

Red Blankets.

SO tents and

•

Horse Blankets,

•

Underwear,
Gloves, 4 Bntton,

•

•

59
50
50

“

“

“
“

FMW&wlyl8tor4tbDiinn

i»ih&

HliELLlJiES,

40

46
52
29
28
33
34
29
23
26
30
24
28
27
36

Milwaukee. 30.17
Duluth, Minn 80.10
St.

Paul,Minn

30.17
30.25
30.22
30.21

St. Louis. Mo
Leavenworth
Omaha, Neb.
Yankton. 30.08
St. Vincent.. 29.93

35
36
37
32
38
32
42
34
54

Bismarck,Da 29.94
Cheyenne.... 30.04
North Platte 30.11
Denver, Col.. 30.01
El Paso, Tex. 30.05

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be depended upon und fair
prices guar? meed.

RINES
BROTHERS.
I10V6_

470 Congress St

•

dtf

WE

prepared

PIANOS.

THE UNKORM
EXCEU.KNCC "f
TITOf FIAUCl.

Augustus Cummings,

(successoi toO. W. FULLAM,)
—

DEALER IN

Ranges

QRGANf/^fWJO

eodly

eb24

china Tired
FOR AMATEURS.
IN A SUPERIOR MANN Eli.
CHARGES MODERATE

w. w.

Furnaces,

CO’

eai TREMONT BT...BOSTON MASS*
BEND ros CATALOGUE LAO PRICES-W'-NTION PAPER-

--

and

TSUf/Wttrt

whTpple

& CO.,
dtf

!I1 Market Mqunre.

TENNEY &

DUNHAM,

NO. 41 EXCHANGE STREET,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

I'OBTLAIVD, ME.

STOVES, TIN WARE

Agent for the GLENWOOD B. and NEW
llange* and Glenwood
Parlor Stove; also Novelty Hot
Air Furnace and the Garland
Oil Stove.

—

ELMWOOD,

nov4dim

AND

—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
12 EXCHANGE ST..

PORTLAND ME
WF&M6IU

je23

FLAVOR TOUR

i THANKSGIVING GOLD WATCHES!
TURKEY

DRE86INO WITH

WM. G. BELL & CO.’S
(Boston, Mass.)

Spiced Seasoning.

Sample Box to Flavor Fight-Pound
Turkey tout for 2*ccut stamp.
00115

___dtnovlS
Notice.

forbidden trusting any of the
parties
crew of the English bark "Etta! Stewart
ALLhills
will he
as
are

no

signers.
nov 1

paid by ihe master or con.
J. 8. WINSLOW & CO.
d2w*

offer in GOLD WATCHES.

it would pay you to call
to buy
SPECIAL
stock of Silver Watches always
are

soon

If you

early

on hand,
large
prices to suit the times. Finger Rings a specially. Call and see my price* in the big ahow
window of my new store, 177 MIDDLE STREET,

A
at

U%tM*wa

C. H. LAMSON,

CIDER BARRELS.
4 FINE lot of barrels Just received and for sale
by K. STANLEY & SON, 410 Fore Street,
•
sep20dtt
Portland.

Eastern

A

House Struck
row

Escape

A

Young

Experienced

cloudy
Cloudy

Lt Clear
7 Clear
Lt Cloudy
Lt Clear,
6 clear
Lt Clear
Lt Clear
Lt Clear
12 clear
Lt Clear
Lt clear
6 Clear
8 Fair
Lt Cloudy
8.

In

Maine.

by Lightning-Narof the Inmates.

At noon the barometer fell to the “hurricane” point, causing consternation among
the shipping. Yessels dragged their anchors
The sea ran high, the
and several collided.
ferry boat ceased running; and logs were
lifted from the booms and driven up stream
against the strong current, among the ship-

ping.
At 2.30 o’clock an attempt was made to
ring the fire alarm, but the wires would not
The fire was in a barn on Essex
work.
street, which, together with 60 tons of hay,
Several fires were seen from
was consumed.
the Pullman train along the line of the
Maine Central railroad.
At Burnham a telegraph pole was blown
down, dragging the wires with it, and the
paper train striking it tore out several sections of the wire.
At Detroit a tree was blown against a telegraph pole, and both came to the ground.
This obstruction was also struck by the palter train, rendering useless every western
wire. The roofing of the new Maine Central freight depot was blown away, and
much damage was done to property in BanFred Gardiner, of Corinna, and a young
man, name unkuown, were hunting deer at
Pushaw Pond this morning, and their boat
must have been capsized, as the body of
Gardiner was found floating in the water,
and his companion is missing.
Seamen say that the gale must have caused
serious disaster along the coast.
An ; Associated Press
despatch from
Bangor says that the heaviest thunder
storm for years passed over this city Saturday night. The rain fell in torrents, the
wind blew a gale, land heavy thunder and
vivid lightning continued almost iminterruptedly from 10 o’clock Saturday night to 7
o’clock Sunday morning.
The house of Mr. Hohnboe was struck and

slightly damaged,

Citizens

the

Deny

commissioner of customs, has addressed a
coinmunicatien to the Citizen, to show the
falsity of charges which have appeared

against the inhabitants |of Campobello and
adjacent Island, that they had been guilty of
the gross and cruel crime of plundering and
otherwise maltreating the citizens of Eastyort, on the occasion of the late disastrous
fire by whicli that city was visited.
Mr. Blaine Stilt In New York.

New York, Nov. 7.—Mr. Blaine is still at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel. He told a reporer
I.n

Uhaw,

...

1,,..,

La

-1A

leave the city. He thought he might remain
for several days yet. He was tendered a din
last night by Mr. Stephen B. Elkins at
the latter’s residence in New York. Those
ner

present

were

Gen.

tT. Sherman, Chaun-

cey M. Depew, Wm. Walter Phelps, Whitelaw Keid and many
other distinguished

guests.

Satisfactory Work of the New England Ship Building Company.
Salem, Mass., Nov. 6.—Steamer Sadie
made a trial trip at Salem, Friday, and the
boiler and engines worked satisfactorily.
They were put in and run by V. D. Mitchell
from the New England Ship Building Co.’s
Iron Works of Bath. The Sadie leaves for
Florida, this week. She is 05 feet long, 15
feet beam, 5 feet depth and will measure 45
tons. She will hail from Salem, is owned by
Mr. A. S. Kinsman and is intended to run on
the inland waters of Florida to carry freight

Fire-Bug

In

Rockland.

Rockland, Nov. 0.—The fire-bug is still at
his nefarious work at the North End of this
place. Wednesday evening smoke was discovered issuing from under the platform of
the Pine Grove schoolhouse. On tearing up
the plank there was found a paper bag filled
with rags and saturated with kerosene oil.
This had been set on fire and but for its
timely discovery, the schoolhouse with the
books would have been burned. It is said
by the police force that there have been near-

f'J IDG

and a child was

Brewer.
The body of Dr. Fred Gardiner, of Silver
City, N. M., was found in Pushaw Pond tolie was

about 35 years of age, and
leaves a widow at Silver City. It is supposed
that another man, whose name is unknown,
was also drowned, as he went with him, and
has not been heard from since. Gardiner

formerly practiced medicine

in

Kenduskeag.

ANOTHER CRANK.

Jump

Successful

from

at burning in that part
the past three or four

Mail

Bag

Found.

frnm UnilHnn

ntnc-

IV

4 1.

Boston train, and was packed with mail,
there being checks aggregating thousand* of

dollars,

one of which, amounting to
8118,
for Mr. J. H. Greely of Augusta.
Two
the
days ago
post office department received
was

information that the pouch had been found
in the woods near Danforth
completely gutted. There is no clue to the thieves.

the

Ni-

Niagara Fai.i.s, Nov. 7.—Lawrence Donof New York, jumped from the new
susiH>nsion bridge, a little past the centre, at
at 6.55 o’clock this morning.
He came from
Buffalo last night, and stayed at the Suspension bridge.
His (jump was witnessed by
four or five persons,
lie was accompanied
by Prof. Haley and a Butfalo reporter. He
made the jump successfully—a distance of
190 feet—going straight down, feet first. He
came up somewhat dazed, but struck out for
a boat, in whicli were the reporter and Haley, and he was taken in and given stimu-

He is not seriously injured, one rib
being probably broken and his hip bruised.
He said before he got out of the water that
he would not jump again for a million dollars, but afterwards said he would jump
next summer lor ginuu.
ne said tie wanted
to jump at Rochester and quit.
Buffalo, Nov. 7.—Denovan, who jumped
from the Suspension bridge at Niagara Falls
today, Is here, lie says the river is unusually low, and he must have dropped 215 feet,
lie wore the suit he had on when he leaped
from Brooklyn bridge, and wore his coat unbuttoned.
To the flatter fact he attributes
his broken rib, ns the garment spread out
when he dropped.
Donovan says the shock
was terrible when he struck the water, and
as
they pulled him into the boat lie spit up a
quantity of blood. His doctors say he will
be all right in a day or two.
lants.

A

Negro

called 3 per cent bonds as a basis of the
national bank circulation will make no

change

If these proportions

tion.
Prof. Spencer F. Baird asks Congress to
appropriate $250,000 to begin the new building of the flank of the Smithsonian building

the West.
Another similar sum will
needed to finish the structure.
says such a building Is much
needed as the present museum is greatly
crowded and its operations impeded.
on

probably be
Prof. Baird

Tho President Leaves for Boston.

The President accompanied by Secretaries
Bayard ard Lamar and Col. Lament left

Washington

money enough
scribed by the audience to discharge outstanding bills and run the Association till
1887. The new building is situated Oil Post
Office Square, and is provided with chapel,
parlors, reading room, game room, gymnasium, Ac., costing when completed 89000, comprising the finest Y. M. C. A. premises in
Maine. The rooms were opened to the public last Thursday evening with a reception
by the ladies’ auxiliary. One thousand people visited the rooms,three hundred of whom
sat down to an elaborate banquet.

Say Swift
"Counted Out.”

Lawler’s Election
be Protested.

20,000 Majority for Republican

in Illinois.

Chicago,

Nov. 6.—A speeial despatch
Indianapolis says: Gov. Grey has received a telegram from Senator A.. V. Kent
frem

of Clinton countv, saying that pluero-pneumonia In epidemic form has appeared in that
county, that sixty head of cattle are already
affected and that stock men ask for immediate protection.
The state board of health
will send a veterinarian physician to investigate the matter.

Con-

gressional Delegate.
Canton, Minn.. Nov. 6.—The Canton Adsummary of the official and estimated
returns gives Gifford 1C,000 majority in South
Dakota, and 4000 in North Dakota, or 20,000
in the Territory.
The State Still
Claimed by Both
Parties.
vance

St

Paul, Minn.. Nov. 0.—Both

parties
Republi-

claim the election of governor, the
cans by about 3000 and the Democrats

by

1000. Several comities in the northern portion of the State have not been heard from
officially and charges are freely made on both
sides that gross frauds hare been committed.
Will

Probably

Havs a Constitutional
Revision.

to hold a constitutional
convention
year has undoubtedly been carried.
uiavian's

cri

Yesterday

—President Cleveland to be Present

T<>-Day.
Boston, Nov. 7.—The observances of the
250th anniversary of the founding of Harvard College which were inaugurated Fridav
were continued to-day.
The weather was

clear and immense audiences were in attendance upon the religieus and musical exercises of the day and evening.
The morning
service at 10.30 o’clock in Appleton Chapel
were continued by President Dwight, of
Yale College, and Prof. C. C. Everett, dean
of the Harvard faculty of divinity.
Kev.
Francis G. Peabody, the Plummer Professor
Dreached a sermon from Job xxxvi:16.
‘‘Even so would He have removed thee out
of a strait into a broad place.” At 4.30
o’clock a grand concert was given in SaundcFs Theatre by the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Commemorative services were also
held in Appleton Chaple at 7.30 o’clock, conducted by President McCosb, of Princeton
College, and Prof. Francis G. Peabody. The
sermon

was

Brooks,

preached

by Rev. Phillips

D. I)., from the text “Hebrews xiii:
“Jesus Christ, the same (yesterday, today and forever.” Tomorrow will be the
day of the celebration, when Presiprincipal
dent Cleveland, Secretaries Endicott, Lamar
and Whitney. Governor Robinson and other
dignitaries will be present.

8.”

SOMETHING LIKE

Shipwrecked Crew Rescued.
York, Nov. 6’—Schooner Anna R.
Hutcheson, lately arrived, reports that on
Oct. 14th, they picked up the shipwrecked
crew of the Spanish bark Tres Auroras, and
A

New

The Manhattan

tled and the men in one of the shops will return to work in the morning.
A board of
arbitration, consisting of District 30 officials
and the advisory Board of the Lasters' Union, have not yet met and in all probability
will not until the middle of the week, when
a decision will be rendered.
The general
opinion prevails that their decision will sustain the lasters in posting their list in various shops.
A prominent Knight of Labor
said this evening that in his opinion the
outcome of this complex fight would be a
contest between the Knights of Labor and

Despatch.

came

into this port yester-

day morning for shelter and started out,
presumably for New York, about 9 o’clock
this morning. The wind was blowing a gale
and a tremendous sea was running.
Just
after passing the breakwater and getting into the full force of the gale blowing up the

the Lasters’ Union.

sound she was seen

by William King, an
He
oyster dealer, living at Oyster Point.

A Suit

watched her through a glass and as she appeared to be laboring heavily and was evidently in distress, he ran to a telephone and
tried to notify some of tugs in port.
When
he returned the vessel was still to be seen
and in trouble. A few minute later, not over
three, she had disappeared and nothing
could be seen. He Is of the opinion that she
went down with all on board.. He states
that under the most favorable circumstances
she could not have steamed out of sight inThe tug Alert went
side of 20 minutes.
down to the breakwater this afternoon, but
was compelled to return without going outside owing to the high wind and heavy sea.
There is no way ol positively confirming the
identity of the vessel tonight, or to obtain

rirs

nited States Court which comes iu at New
Haven. The suit is brought under the law
of 1885.
_

A

Snow

In

Pennsyl-

vania-Storms In Other Places.

of the season began falling at noon today.
The storm was severe and lasted three hours.
At Glen Summit on the mountain six miles
from here it has been snowing all day and it
is reported this eveuing to be 11 inches deep
nn n.

IpvpI.

New York, Nov. 7.-A heavy wind prevailed In the upper part of Westcheatei
county last night, blowing down telegraph
wires, fences and out houses.
Snow fell in
different parts of the State. Plattsburg reseven
inches; Whitehall five inches
ports
and Troy three inches; with an occasional
flurry today. There was a snow squall here
this afternoon and the temperature has fallen rapidly since last evening.

GENERAL NEWS.
■

Shea, who was arrested in Springfield,
Friday for the alleged killing of James Lawlen, was arrained Saturday morning charged
with murder. He plead not guilty and was
committed without bail until next Saturday,
to which day the case was continued.
In Ansonian Saturday, Thomas Feeny, a
saloon keeper, accused with assault with intent to kill Joseph L. Hakes, a temperance
advocate was held for the Superior court in
Fishermen on the New Jersey coast arc
excited over the discovery that dynamite is
being used by some persoas to capture fish
In a recent explosion »f dynamite bones
of millions of lacerated fish were seen.
Henry George was given a reception in
Cooper Union Hall Saturday night. He expressed a desire for a national

party.

The first snow of the season in Illinois fell
Friday night. The storm lasted some little
time but not a great amount fell.
Should
snow fall *n any great
quanty at present

great damage would be done.
A Wichita, Kansas, despatch says that M
M. Kettleman of Kansas defeated Charles
Gibson of California, Friday afternoon ins
1M yard foot race, for the
championship oi
of America and ,8*5,000. His time was 14j
seconds. Over 8100,000 was wagered on the
result.

Accident.

Cincinnati, Nov. 7.—The little steamer
Dale that plies up the Ohio 14 miles, blew up
the boiler head tonight on her down trip.
uigut

were

drowned.

v«ct imam

juiujicu

EASTERN

nuu

RAILROAD.

Preferred Stock to be Issued by the

particulars as no tug in me oaroor couiu
live through the search outside.
Branford,

Company.

eight miles to the eastward, reports that a
large quantity of wreckage is coming ashore
and strewn along the beach] for two miles.
It consists of woodwork, apparently inside
cabin work, breadstuff, biscuit, oil cans, etc.
The crew of the Manhattan is supposed to

Eastern stock closed at 123J Saturday, Boston A Maine recovered to 210, Great (Falls A
Coacord was steapy at 104 to 105, and Maine

The matter of issuing preferred stock was
decided on Saturday by the directors, and the

clerk issued a notice stating that Eastern
railroad holders of certificates of indebted-

She was commanded by Lieut, T. F. Tozier,
who is regarded as one of the ablest officers
in the service and It is the opinion of the
chief of the revenue marine that she could
not have foundered unless as the result of
The other of.
some extraordinary accident.
fleers of the cutter were Second Lieut. W. S.
Holland, Executive Officer; Lieut. J. C. Harris; Engineer James Ogden; and Assistant
Engineer Willets Fedrick.

ness can

in

working |up

forms at several stations on

Handsome Business Teams.

for Active Service.

are

of

I

The Adams Express Robbery.
St. Lor is, Nov. 6.— Specials from Nevada,
Mo., says that Frank James has sent to Su.
perintendent Damsel of the Adams Expres;

russet leather.

entists Wonder.
Several weeks ago the Pres* published an
account of the killing of a monster moose In
the Kangeley region. The story came to the

attention of officers of the Department of
Agriculture In Washington, and the following letter was sent to the Pricks :

froniivu'nrlr onuurincr fnr rninv

wooHiar

TIia

which are yellow, with “B. A.
Atkinson & Co.,” in green and red letters,

the

blankets,

cost an even 81,000.

Aquatic.
William F. Conley, the champion

MAMMALOCT,

sculler of New England, has
land for a few days.

come

Fred A. Plaisted has returned to Portland

from Saecarappa, and resumed work with
Davis has orM. F. Davis for the winter.
ders for 28 or .to singles, including one for
Hanlon, one for Gaudaur and one for Qosmer, and he also has an order for a double
for two well known

professionals. Davis Is
also building an eight-oar shell which, it is
claimed, is far superior in style and speed to
any boat of its kind in the w orld.
The Jail Workshop.

The county commissioners were not in session Saturday morning. Sheriff True has
appointed Mr. Pennell superintendent of the
Jail workshop, while the commissioners still
Satursustain Mr. Greely in that position.
day morning Sheriff True sent the prisoners
into the workshop and they labored during
the day under the charge of Mr. Pennell.
We are informed that the report that
Sheriff True intended to apDoint his son to
the position of superintendent was erroneous.

Articles of agreement for a dash of 125
yards, have been signed by George H.
Smith of Fitchburg. Pa., and Henry M.
Johnson, champion of America, also of
Fitchburg. The race will be for 81,000 and
will take place at the exposition driving
park, on the afternoon of Dec. 6th.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

I
Aoriccltitsk. f
or THU

Department or
Washinoton. D. C., Oct. 28, 1888. j
To the Editor of the Preen.
Dear 81r:-I notice In the dally
Ipapers a clipping from the “Portland Prexm." stating that “a
mammoth moose” has recently been killed In the
Kangeley Lake region. Por years I have been
collecting reliable measurements of large moose
but the biggest "bull” I have recorded Is much
smaller than the size mentioned In certain early
accounts of the animal
Hence, I am particularly
anxious to secure trustworthy information of the
size of this "monster.”
The height at the shoulder is the most valuable single measurement. Do
you happen to know If accurate measurements
were taken ?
If so, can you put us In correspondence with the person who made them?

Very respectfully,

C. Hart Mekriam.
at once sent to Mr. E. E.
Thomas, who shot the moose, stating that
accurate measurements were desired.
This
reply has been received, giving not enly the

letter

A

was

height of the monster, but
description of the chase:

hunter’s graphic

a

To the Editor of the Preen

Kknnedauo, Nov.

You

6,1886.

ask for the
size
and
height ot
moose
that
I
shot, and the particulars In regard to him.
Alter the
Ashing
season was over 1 hauled up at the little streamer
Reindeer and started down the lake, then up the
stream to Little Kenuebago, and made my bead<1uarters at the Wigwam (that Is well known to all
the sportsmen that visit the Kenuebago Lake).
1 then paddled up and down the stream very carefully the Arst two days. I shot partridges that
numbered over thirty. Then I says: “Enough of I
this small game," and stopped Ariug. Ou the afterIlOon of ill** Rppond li:iv I nipf
v trstinp aa
I wag I

the

slowly paddling my way down the Kennebago

that flows from one lake to the other
About tliree-fourths ot a mile down the stream t
heard something walking In the water, and to my
great surprise a large cow moose walked out on
the bar about twenty rods ahead. My rifle was on
her In a second, but before I had time to pull the
trigger a better specimen made Its appearance
from the same quarters and the bearero! a splendid
set of antlers was then my mark; the llrst bullet
stream

Inch.

This

head
to go

slowly

bone by

one-halt

unexpected, and as he turned bis
and began to tblnk ot the way
I put a bullet through his heart.
That finished him. He went about four rods and fell.
The other moose walked slowly away, and I then
went to the wounded moose as he lay thrashing tu
the water, and waited for him to be quiet enough
to use the knife.
Then to ray surprise the old
cow came

was

around

quietly walking back,

and

came

up

within six rods of me. She was not half so pretty
as the one that lay In the water.
The long bristles
on her back looked very much like those of a
porcupine, and her nose turned up In a rather
ridiculous manner. I swung my hat and shouted
so loud that 1 think you editors might have heard
me If you had been out la the open air.
The
Maine law gives a man but one moose a year and
fines him oue hundred dollars for every other oue
allied the same year. But the cow left aud I was
glad. I camped that night with him, and the
next morning a party going up the stream helped
haul him out of the stream.
He stood eighteen
and one half hands high (six feet and two Inches.)
and weighed 860 pounds.
K. E. Thomas.

Captain Thomas, however, has a rival who
has also shot a very large moose. This Is a
letter received from Councilman Elwyn W.
Lovejoy of Lowell. Mass.;
To the Editor of the Preaa:
In your issue of the PHEsa Oct. 23d, 1886 you
have an Item "Maine's Jumbo Moose Killed"
Wbils I do not seek for publicity, I do feel that
undue praise has been accorded the shooter of the
moose by your article; and for that reason
only, 1
am inclined to writs you.
I send you this slip
from the Lowell Morning Mall of (fctober 1P**i,
1886, which describes the animal which I shut:
"Mr. Lovejoy and his guide occupied a ‘crow's
nest,’ a c latform In a tree four days, until, after
this patient walttng. this magnificent bull moose
appeared below about 11 o’clock In the forenoon,
October 7tb. A shot from Mr. Lovejoy's Winchester entered behind the foreshoulder, making a
mortal wound, but three other outlets were put
Into him before he fell with a crash into the undergrowth. Mr. IxjveJoy drew his knife across
the creature’s throat to finish him. and the mag
nificent animal, a veritable monarch ot the rorest,
was secured.
The task of dressing him. however,

The animal was one of the largthe Parmachenee region, and
1200 and 1500 pounds. • • •
The head of the moose, which was uninjured In
killing him, was preserved Intact, and Is an unusually handsome one. The spread of the antlers Is less than sometimes found on a moose of
this size, but It Is rarely that they are found so

was no sinecure.
est tver killed In

weighed between

Their
symmetrical and perfectly developed.
spread Is 31) Inches. The head weighs 60 pounds
divested of flesh."
I had as guide, Aldana Brooks, of Upton, Me.

Any person desiring to know more about It, can
write him or John Dantorth, Camp Caribou, Me.,
old guide and hunter, known personally by
many hunters, and by reputation to all. I brought
the head to Lowell, and have it mounted now. 1
came out from
Parmacheenee via Magalloway
river, Upton juul Bethel, thence by the Grand
Trunk aud Ballou and Maine railroads, and many
hundreds of people saw the head of my moose
while in transit to Lowell. Noue competent to
Judge set his weight under 1200. and most of the
guides estimated him more. Danforth said, "not
less than 1200 pounds."
Who do you think has
an

mil "Jumhot"

I shot

xniohtvii.i.k.

JennleJohnson met with a serious accident
Her class being
recently in the school.
called to recite,she caught her heel and threw
herself. The teacher went to her assistance
and excused her from her class, as she
thought her ankle was sprained. It proved
to be a broken bone, with the ligament*
badly strained.
(

mine Oct

7th

1 Hxf,

ahuut

ten miles from Farmacbeenee Lake.

Respectfully

yours,

KlwtynW. Lovejoy.

aew

ball.
SACCAKAPPA.

balf-pastlseven o’clock Saturday evening Miss Marv Megulre, when opposite
Chase’s lauadry on Main street, Saccarappe,
At

to fall to the ground. She was carried Inside the laundry, by Mr. Spear, and
Doctors Martin, Smith and
Bailey were
called. The young lady soon expired. Miss
23
was
years of age, and a sister of
Megulre
Mrs. George Libby of Saccarappa. It is said
she had been In feeble health for sometime
past. Coroner Gould investigated the case
yesterday morning and decloed an Inquest
unnecessary, the young lady having died
from heart disease.
was seen

T A R KOCTII.

Extensive improvements are being carried
on at the junction.
The Grand Trunk Kailroad Company ts building a side track above
the depot capable of holding 35 cars.
The
Maine Central Railroad Company has recently purchased land of Dr. Burbank and
will run a track from the Grand Trunk railroad connecting with the Maine Central railroad, near the Bath bridge which will be
more convenient for the extensive business
carried on at the junction.
The ptatlorm of
the Maine Central's store house la being rebuilt by the section meu.
(

Many

AKDROSCOOOfN COUNTY.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company of
Brunswick is said to intend to build a dam
at Simpson's Kips, above Brunswick.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Yarmouth is taking action to devise better
menus for protection against Are.
The Bridgton News says that Mr. Virgil
Kennersun, formerly of Brldgton and Harrison, but for the last ten or fifteen years a
resident of Worcester, Mass., has become
quite wealthy, by the royalty on a certain devioe invented and patented by him, and Introduced into the manufacture of wire.
UANCOCK COUNTY.

The Democrats at Deer Isle ar angry at
the retention of the Kepublican deputy collector of customs at that place, ai d petition
for his removal on tbe ground that t “change
of administration should mean i. change of
men.”
■

KNOX COUNTY.

white

Camden.

robin

been

has

sbot

In West

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The projectors of the horse railroad between Waterville and Fairfield estimate that
they can build it and equip it for $12,000.
The firm of Burleigh A Bud well, extensive
breeders and importers of Hereford cattle,
was dissolved on Monday last, Hon. J. K.
Bodwell selling his half interest to his partner, Mr. U. C. Burleigh.
Deputy Sheriff Stephen Cobb died Friday
forenoon, at his borne in|Clielsea. Mr. Cobb
fell from a load of hay last summer, breaking three ribs. The bones never knit, and
later on he was thrown from his carriage at
(iardiaer, sustaining serious injuries. An
attack of typhoid fever and erysipelas followed, resulting in his death.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

Hubert E. Sproule, who was hung in British Columbia, went to California from Bristol in 1852.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Little Edith Buck, of Milton Plantation,
was killed a few
days ago by failing in her
father’s barn.

PENOBSCOT

Cumberland Centre people
taking advantage of the One weather for
painting and repairing the outside of their
buildings.
The Auxilllura Clubgave a dramatic entertainment last Thursday evening at "aion
Ifall. The acting was unusually flne and all
the parts were well carried out.
The readings between toe acts formed a pleasant featare

ure of the entertainment.
Miss Julia Durant closed a very successful term of school last week at Cumberland

Centre.
The Ladles’ Circle of Cumberland Centre

met Friday afternoon and evening at the residence of Mrs. Laville Merrill.
A goodly
number were present and the hours spent

right merrily.

The severe rains of last week, caused the
earth to settle badly where the water pipes
were laid, and
several horses slumped

through.
“Winnie” or William Brown, son of Jsj.
Brown, aged about 16 years, residing on Forest Avenue, above the Maine Central railroad depotdisappeared from his home Tuesday in company with a Norwegian by the
name of Charles Hanson, who bad been In
the employ of Clark Brothers, coal dealers.
Young Brown had been dissatisfied with bis
home for some time past, and threatened to
run away.
He gained an entrance to the
house by raising the window while his mother
was
absent
in
the afternoon, and
took nway his clothes and a small sum of
money. .Search has been made In various
directions to ascertain his wherabouts, but
Mr. Hannothing as yet has been learned.
son was a sailor, and without doubt tb« two
have shipped on board some vessel sailing
from Portland.
Tonight the Village Improvement Association will meet and act upon the matter of
one hundred street lanterns to be
purchasing
located between Deertng Bridge and Morrill’s Corner.
The round house at the Forest Avenue
crossing, has been neatly fitted up for tke
accommodation of
passengers over the
Portland A Rochester road. It Is now a signal station under the charge of Mr. E. M
Sawyer, agent.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
dad's oikl.
"Dad's Girl,” In Its former presentation*
here was an attractive play, possessing many
features of interest.
When produced at

Portland Theatre tonight bv Miss Blanche

COUNTY.
now

PKN0B8C0T COUNTY.

The town of Lincoln is thinking of

ing 810,000

waterworks.

spend-

News has been received in Banger of the
death of Charles N. Mersey, at Atchison,
Kansas. He was a son of Clark Mersey of
Corinth, and a member of the Cumberland
Bar.
Jos. Warren, under indictment for rumselling aud adultery, who escaped from Xorridgewock jail some time ago, was captured
in

it

will nrAhaKli

In

Lr.>

uvoai

Kuibae

than before because the lady has a reputation for being an excellent singer and dancer.
Furthermore, it Is said that whether In the
effervescence of comedy or the depths of pathos, she carries with her the sympathy of
her audience.
WEEN ELIZABETH.
who heard Stoddard’s lecture
on “I.ouls Napoleon” will be Irresistibly
drawn to City Hall Thursday night, to hear
his lecture on “Queen Elizabeth.” A few
tickets can be secured at Stockbridge’s.

Everybody

TREASON OF ARNOLD.

Among the stories of the 'American Revolution few are fuller of thrilling and pathetic incidents than the treason of Arnold.
A* told In the captivating language of Mr4
John Fiske at Park street church tonight. It
will excite a vivid interest even in those familiar with the historical Incidents.
THE WEBER

WARTRTTR.

The Weber

Quartette will give the next
entertainment in the Y. M. C. A. course.
Tickets are now ready at Stockbridge’s. The
Cleveland Leader says:
"The Webor Quarlette of Boston Is certainly the finest ever
heard here.
Its Individual members are artists, as their solo performances during the
evening, which were highly applauded, fully
proved, and the nicety and harmony with
which their voices blend Is almost perfertloa
Itself.”
KARMIEOTON srKEENER*.

The concert given by the “Lend a Hand"
Society at Reception Dali, Saturday afterThe music
uoon, passed off very pleasantly.
was exceptionally fine.
Miss Alice Jordan's
xoio, “The Old Oaken Bucket," was received
with much enthusiasm.
A new amt pleasing feature of the entertainment was giving
flowers
to the audience
and randy, the
latter made by the young members of the
society. Those who we-e kept at home by
storm and would like to contribute to tho
"Lend a Hand” fund, may do so by sending
the remittance, small or great, to the president, Miss M. A. Perkins, 384 Cumberland
street.
NOTE*.

“Shadows of a Great City” at Portland
Theatre. Nov. ISth, 16th ami 17th.

T. II. B. Pierce, Esq., of Dexter, is
the editor of the Dexter Gazette.

on
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At the annual meeting of the Golden Cross
Circle, Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. John Baker
I.eander
Mrs.
was
elected president,
Charles Carl 11.
Moody, vice president: Mrs. treasurer,
rhe
secretary, Mrs. Merrill Hall,
circle gave an oyster supper In the «','-,,lng.
The Golden Cross contemplate building a

DBEB1HO.

I.OWIU, Mass., Nov. 1, 1886.

Kenieuilier that the Annex will repeat the

“Living Pictures” at Congress Square vestry
Wednesday evening.
Mr. George Leaiock has left the “Ring of

Iron” company.
Messrs. William ('aider and H. Cecil Beryl
have arranged for the Great Britain righto of
"Shadows of a Great City.”
Peschka Leutner, prima donna of the opera houses of Leipslc ami Hamburg, Is about
to retire from the stage. She sangIn Boston
U

Ill
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STORIES FROM THE STATE.

Dexter, Thursday.

The Bangor Association of Union ex-prisof war have voted that all Union exprisoners of war be requested to send their
prison record to the secretary, Dr. F. II.
Chase, No. 12 Main street, Bangor, to enable
the association to complete a roster of all
Union ex-prisouers in the Mate. The prison
register called fer is the name, residence,
company and regiment, or battalion, or ship,
in wnlcn the man served, the date and place
of capture, place or places of imprisonment,
date amt place of exchange, parole or escape,
time of imprisonment in days, etc.
oners

amateur
to Port-

CENTS.

bllities ol about $4700. The annual asset*
about $3fi0o and actual asset* about $2000
Gideon L. Pease, general trader, Wilton. I*
settling his affairs in insolvency.
Wm. H. Varney, dealer la clothing, etc..
Hallowed, owes about $2S00, and ha* nominal assets of $27oo.
Andrew S. Dayman, grocer, Eastport. I*
with hi* creditor* at 23 cent*
compromising
on the dollar.
Stephen Sherlock, general trader, Eastport, Is reported to owe sbout $3000.

Division or Economic Oknithouxjv

On the sides

Abbott-Downing Co. of Concord, X. H.,
made the wagons at a total cost of 81,500.
The six horses which the firm procured for
The harness and
these teams cost 82,500.

A Contested Election Case.

New Yokk, Nov. 6.—The rumors of the
death of Senator Evarts are denied. He left
for his country house at Wlnsor, Vt., this
morning.

English

of each wagon is the inscription: “B. A.
Atkinson & Co., House Furnishers, corner
of Washington and Common streets, in red
and drab-shaded letters, bordered with gold.
Each wagon is also provided with a white

Chicago, Nov.o

False Rumor about Senator Evarts.

main line.

Last Thursday forenoon, says the Globe,
four handsome new teams stood in front of
the popular house furnishing establishment
of B. A. Atkinson & Co., in Boston, and
were the object of much attention.
The
wagons are of the Concord pattern, built on
the same general plan as the wagons used by
the express companies.
They are painted
pure white, and have a Vermillion stripe on
the edge of the panelings.
The seat irons
are niekle plated, and the end-board straps

Armed

bodily injury.

its

and express.
A committee was appointed in Camden
Saturday to confer with other parties about
building a railroad fiom Rockland to Camden, distance eight miles, to connect with
the Knox and Lincoln.
The new sw itch on the Grand Trunk at
Yarmouth Junction is nearly completed. It
is said that it will be connected with the
Maine Central in the same manner as the
one below.
It is the intention of the M. C. R. R. to
build an iron bridge at Gardiner in place of
the one just north of the station. It will be
extended about 200 feet in length, and the
width will admit of the extension of the
platform, also, the same number of feet. A
survey has already been made.

TROUBLE.

representatives sent to watch the official
count were given no consideration whatever,
and in one instance were threatened with

a

baggage

& Torley’s foundry, and the Westinghouse
Machine Company foundry were burned
this morning. The buildings adjoined each
other on Liberty street and occupied nearly
the entire square between SMa and Jiitli
streets. They were brick and iron clad end
extended back to Spring alley, a distance of
about 100 feet. The fire started In Winters’s
grease factory and an amount of inflammable material spread east and west enveloping two foundries before the fire department
arrived. In 36 minutes from the time the fire
was discovered the buildings were in ruins.
Tlie total loss was $80,ono. All of tlie buildings were fully insured.

Cincinnati, Nov. 7.—George Thobe, the
candidate against Speaker Carlisle far Congress in the Sixth Kentucky District, announces his intention to contest the election
He claims that after the conof Carlisle.
test became very close, the returns in the
back counties were "doctoredalso that his

scheme for

The running of long and heavy trains necessitates this, as there is not room for the passengers to alight and the transfer of the

Blaze.

i\

new

are

were £460,327; in 1885, £334,120; increase,
£126,206.
The Maine Central is extending the plat-

Nov. 7.—Emile Winters’s
grease rendering establishment, McCunvay

1U

entirely

capitalists

one of these days.
The rumor to the effect that the Canadian
Pacific had bought the South Shefford and
Chambiy and the Waterloo and Magog KailThe Canadian Pacific
ways is not correct.
Railroad has made running arrangements
with the South Shefford and Chambiy Railroad from St.Johns to Farnham, to be in
force up to 1st of July next.
The increase of earnings of the Canadian
Pacific for October 1886 and October 1883 was
<125.000 and since January 1st the increase
has Been <1,471,444.
The net earnings of the Gland Trunk railway for the nine months ending June 30tb,

Burned.

aria UCIU it lUUlCHlRC

an

Hunters Tell Their Stories end Sci-

somebody

Pittsburg,

J/U1

MATTERS.

They are
keeping their movements as secret as possible for a while, bnt they Intend to surprise

Cleveland. Nov. 7.—The Otis grain elevator on River street was burned today. The
loss is $33,otio: insured.

U4

3,154,600

railroad into Aroostook county.

and one lady’s hands severely
burned. The audience began a precipitate
rush for the door but confidence was restored before any one was injured.

mour’s office today, but they declined to talk
about the proceedings. Several largely attended meetings of strikers were also held.
The deputy sheriffs did not leave their barracks during the day, all detail work being
done by the regular Town of Lake police. A
great majority of the strikers remained
One hundred more
away from the yards.
deputy sheriffs arrived in the evening making a total of 300.

1876

NOTES.

badly signed

uiuuuvi

of

It is reported that certain

Put Out.

7.—Gv. Oglesby has issued instructions to Gen. Flztsiuiwons, commanding tlie first brigade of State troops tonight, directing the officers and enlisted men
of tlie 1st and 3d regiments of the brigade to
assemble
at their armories “armed and
equipped for active service.”
There was no disturbance worthy of menArmour &
tion at tlie stock yards today.
Co., report that 800 cattle were slaughtered
in their establishment. It is now know that
the striker's committee formally presented
their demands to the packers yesterday.
They asked for an eight-hour system and a
scale of wages slights less than the one in
force for ten hours. The packers refused to
entertain the proposition and a strike was
ordered.
The strikers sent committees around today
to induce the men still at work to quit.
In
many instances, especially with firemen and
A
engineers, the attempt was successful.

under act

RAILWAY

Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. a—In the old art
gallery last evening, while a large number of
amateurs were engaged in the presentation
of tableaux vivants to about 300 spectators
composed of the elite of Buffalo society, u
calcium light broke and a piece of white neat
dropped to the carpet.
In a moment tlie whole front of the stage
was ablaze but th« curtain was instantly
torn down and the lire stamped out, though
not till Dr. Brown’s face and eyebrows were

Equipped

A

Now outstanding.$13,106,600
Cash In hands trustees.
6,102.65

FIRE RECORD.

Chicago

Co., Kidder, Peabody

Grand total.$13,647,000
Cancelled to date.
440,600

League.

that he will be prosecuted for publishing resolutions adopted by branches of the National League. The United Ireland of Dublin has received a similar notice.

Troops Ordered at

A

(sterling).

Dublin, Nov. 6.—Gasper Tulby, editor of
tlie Roscommon Herald, has received notice

LIKE

Higginson

Total issue

MuTilinfl* thA Irish Prnss.

$80,000

stock,

of exchange.
At this time the bond account of the road
will be of interest. Here it is:
Total Issue under act of 187«(gold)$10,329,50O

Liverpool, Nov. 6.—Five hundred delegates attended the convention of the Irish
National League of Great Britain in this
city to-day.
Among those present were
Thos. Power O’Connor, Joseph Biggar, Mr.
O’Brien, and the members of the Irish parliamentary party. President O’Connor said
he never had such faith in the success of the
league's cause as he had new. After lengthy
discussion resolutions were adopted
expressing gratitude to Mr. Gladstone, America
and Australia, for their generous aid.

An

to common

amount named are tendered exchange will
be made pro rata. Each bond exchanged
must have all unmatured coupons attached.
Today the bondholders will receive a circular from the above named bankers stating
these facts and saying that ten shares of preferred stock will be given for each $1000
bond, and sterling bonds exchanged at par

the
on a

It is alleged in Russian quarters that movements similar to the one at Bourgas on
Wednesday are being made in several towns
It is said that forces under
in Roumelia.
Captain Nabokoff seize the authorities of the
town and then proclaim Russian rule.

An Elevator

preference and priority

Ira

Russian Movements.

Promptly

stock for their cer-

Co., and the London agents by 12 o’clock
Nov. 23d. If the $3,150,000 of preferred stock
is not issused then the certificates of indebtedness in excess of the amount issued will
be returned. If bonds, in excess
of
the

train from Manaco to Cannes, was attacked
and robbed by three men who struck and
stunned him with a weapon known as a
“life presorver,” and stabbed him with a
stilleto. One of his wvunds is likely to prove
fatal. Mr. Briarel has been able to describe
the assassins, who jumped from the train as
it was near Cannes.

A Fire

preferred

only the certificates must b« deposited with

FOREICN.

Irish National

obtain

tificates to the amount of $3,150,000, entitling
them to receive the annual net earnings not
exceeding $6 a share in semi-annual instalments payable March 1st and September 1st

THREE

are

struck his neck but missed the

Central reached the astonishing figure of 150
for 50 shares. Friends of the Eastern believe that the common stock of Eastern will
pay 5 per cent, dividend at no distant day.
Careful estimates would indicate that after
all expenses are paid *>y the BostonA Maine,
including dividends. Eastern will have a
handsome 5i per rent, coming to show.

number from 10 to 15 men.
The Manhattan
was in command of Lieut. Tozier.
Washington, Nov, 7.—The steamer Manhattan, which is reported to have foundered
off New Haven this morning, is a revenue
cutter. The chief of the revenue marine
says she was a staunch screw steamer of
about 125 tons and carried a crew of 25 men.

and

Pittsburg, Pa.. Nov. 7.—Nearly an inch
of snow fell here this evening. The weather
is cold aud threatening.
Miiidlebury, Vt., Nov. 7.—Six inches of
snow has fallen here since early morning
and it is still snowing.
Wii.lesbaiire, Pa.. Nov. 7.—First snow

Fatal

mu

LOOKS
Eleven Inches of

for SI 5,000.

Hartford, Conn.. Nov. 7.—United States
Attorney Stanton has brought suit against
the Northtield Knife Company of Litchfield.
Conn., for 815,000, penalties for importing 15
English laborers under contract. The oaare returnable to the April term of the

WINTER.

84,000.

hearing Tuesday.

Second

Whitman. Mass., Nov. 7.-The lasters
trouble in this place has been partially set-

next

rnpiTiON

The Exercises Continued

Ellen
S.
Chcago, Nov. 7.—Schooner
Pierce, valued at $13,000 and carrying 1100

New York, Nov. 7.—William Orton, the
Tlchborne claimant, was arrested last night
at his hoarding house in Brooklyn, on complaint of the Pension Department at WashHe is charged with having persoington.
nated Charles Curtis, who is claimed to have
served in the 106th New York volunteers,
and with trying to draw Curtis’s alleged pension. In default of $2500 bail Orton Is in
the Raymond street jail.
He will have a

Lasters to Return to Work.

PRICE

THAT BIC MOOSE.

AND

LABOR! TROUBLES.

New IIIave.n, Conn., Nov. 7.—United
States Steamer Manhattan is reported to
have foundered about half a mile
off
the
mouth of this harbor this morning and all
hands are supposed to have been lost.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 6.—The proposition

Woman

Arrest of the Tlchborne Claimant.

wanted._

Heavy Gale Prevailing and Much
Wreckage Coming Ashore.

to

Indianapolis. Nov. 6.—Daniel F. Gleeson
who ran against Frank Lawler for Congress
in the Second Illinois district stated today
that before the day was over he would produce affidavits from a man who will swear
he saw election judges in some precincts
erase figures credited to Gleeson and substitute others.

Drowned.

FROM NEW YORK.

has been

rality.
Congressman

LAKE.

escaped.

Off New Haven, Conn., Harbor.

London, Nov. *1.—James Briarel,
American painter, while journeying

San Francisco, Nov. 6.—The Chronicle
claims that Swift, Hep., for governor has
been “counted out’’ in this city. The Democrats claim the State for Bartlett by 350 plu-

New Brunswick, N. J., Nov. G.—Yesterday afternoon the passenger steamboat Minhehaha, 100 feet long, owned by Philadelphia parties, reached this city .via the Delaware <fc Raritan canal, bound for New York.
Prior to starting down the Raritan river
Capt. ilulse of tills place offered to pilot the
steamer down the river for $5. This the captain of the Minnehaha refused, expressing
the belief that he couid take her out himself.
While proceeding dowd the tortuous channel, the vessel ran on n mud bank off Sayreville. The tide going out left the boat high
and dry, and at« p. in., she toppled over.
i ne nre in rue iurnace was inrown our, aim
the steamer ignited and was totally destroyed. The loss is $0000. The captain and
crew barely escaped with their lives.

tons ot coal sunk yesterday In 000 feet of
water 25 miles southwest of Manitoba Island.
The crew escaped in boats.
The schooner City of Sheboygan, coal laden, and valued at $15,000, struck a rock iu a
furious storm Thursday night near Detour
mouth
if
the
Saulte
river
and
sunk in deep water.
The cook, a woman,
was drownt d.
The rest of the crew of eight

The Vessel Last Seen

special

The Republicans

Confider.t and
Economical
Captain Loses His Boat.

men

Crew to Have
Been Lost.

An American Stabbed in France.

of

the evening was largely attended. The address was by L. W. Messer, General Secretary of Cambridge, Mass. Association. “The
Nature of Y. M. C. A.
Work, and its relation to towns of this size.” At the conclusion of the address
was sub-

a

THE ELECTIONS.

DESTROYED.

Sink-A

on

Manhattan

And Her Officers and

train at 4 o’clock
this afternoon for New York.
Secretary
on
left
the
Whitney
regular train at 2 o’clock.
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Schooners
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Request for a *250,000 Appropria-
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a eoal black negro barber, serving on
the United States grand jury, was refused
admittance yesterday with the white members of the jury to J. W. Knott’s and the
Capital Hotel restaurants. When the facts
were
reported to Judge Caldwell, he made a
speech from the bench, saying that the jurors were officers of the law and couid not
be separated, and they were sent hack, and
the United States Marshal Instructed to acMr.
company them and report to the court.
Knott refused again to admit the negro, and
said he would never admit one to the peoThe Capital Restaurant, howple’s room.
ever, took the jury in a body, and for the
first time a negro enjoyed his repast at a
lending hotel in the State, and among white

THE

are

volume of the national bank circulation will
not be felt in the channels of trade, because
the national bank notes withdrawn from circulation will be replaced by disbursements
from the
Treasury and in addition the banks
that have surrender bonds and reduce their
circulation receive money for 10 per cent of
the bonds redeemed and five per cent of the
circulation so surrendered, making 144 per
cent upon the face of the bonds. On August
12th the total amount of 3 per cent bonds
held by banks as a basis for circulation was
a little more than 8103,000,000 so that when
these bonds are all paid their payment will
put in circulation $14,000,000 more than the
amount of the currency then outstanding on
these bonds. The redemption of the national
banks is very slow. The last report of the
treasurer showed that he was holding $00,000,000 lawful money for the redemption of
outstanding bank circulation, and 01 course
the more rapid the surrender of the circulation the larger will be the amount required
to be held in the Treasury until people
choose to send notes in and take lawful
money instead.

Nair,

ON

Treasury

out the changes resulting from future calls
of 3 per cent bonds, there may be a further
contraction of about $58,000,000 by the time
all these bonds are withdrawn. It is said at

Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 7.—Willis Mc-

STEAMBOAT

attitude of the

Department, because this opinion only confirmed the rule heretofore followed. The bank
acting under this rule have withdrawn from
the deposit and presented for redemption
nearly $40,000,000 of 3 per cent bunds since
August 12th, the date of the first $10,000,000
call.
At the same rate hereafter it Is expected that the withdrawals will keep pace
very fairly with future calls.
Against the 3
per cents withdrawn only about $8,000,000
of the other bouda have been deposited, so
that the total bonds on deposit to sefcure the
national bank circulation have been reduced
by about $31,000,000, which contracts the circulation by about $28,000,000.

kansas Hotel.

people.

in the

to come from Jim
Cummings,
the money inclosed in
that letter. James says that Cummings, the
original, in no respect answers the description of the man whom Messenger Frothingham describes as the perpetrator of the recent robbery. A special from Kansas City
says that chief of police Spurs has information to the effect that the original Cummings
member of the notorious James gang has
within the past week returned from the Wyoming ranch, where he na been employed
for several years, to his old home in Liberty.
Clay county. His return was public and voluntary. and he can be had at any time if

the

on

Washutotos, Nov. 7.—It is stated ou authority that the opinion given by the Attorney General as to the unavailability of the

with tWhites at an Ar-

DISASTERS

the \ oung Men’s Christian Association was
dedicated this afternoon with
appropriate
services, led by the president, F. J. Bicknell.
A public mass meeting in Farewell hall in

Pluero-Pueumonla

Eats

Opinion

President Cleveland on His Way to
Boston.

INNOVATION.

AN

s

Co., the letter purporting
anil also

Reported to Have Foundered

A

Called 3 Per Cent. Bonds.

ovan

A Fine Y. M. C. A.

Building.
Rockland, Nov. 7.—The new building

Attorney General

slightly

stunned.
The baru of W. H. Bishop was struck by
lightning and burned, and the agricultural
shed at the fair grounds was blown down.
A barn and fences were also blown down in

A

FROM WASHINGTON.

at Pushaw,
Companion Missing.

agara Suspension Bridge.

Charge of Plundering.
Ottawa, Ont., Nov. G.—James Johnston,

top. JTtiey had been on it from Sunday to
Thursday without food, and without water.
They could not have lasted much longer.

Steamer

States

OTKWtWB

REPORT.

STARTLING
United

PRESS.

1886.

8,

vessel hail been capsized in a hurricane and
the si* men managed to swim to the cabin

[Special to tlie Press.]
%
Bangor, Xov. 7.—A gale accompanied
with lightning and rain, visited this place
Sunday morning, and was the severest ever
known in this vicinity. For hours the heavens were brilliant with the electric fluid,
which struck in seven places.
The house of
Mr. Holmboe was struck, and the roof damaged and clapboards and shingles torn off.
The fluid entered through the chimney, and
made the circuit of the house and passed out
through the attic window, leaving a trail
The occupants in the beds
across the yard.
were covered with soot, but were not serious-

day.

..

sitting with their legs
J2lCy nm?^0
Their legs were swoolen and
fiite.n5te/h
and they couldn't move them.
stiff,
The
sailors were Manilla men, and
being more
accustomed to roughing it, were
better off
than the captain and mate at Key West. The
mate was able to
creep around, but the
captain had to be carried off the boat. The

Man Drowned

and His

NOVEMBER

at Key West.
mate 'Vere *n au awful con-

Considerable Damage to Shipping In
the Harbor.

hand engine.

Campobello

half

AND WnABH.in HAVE ESTAT*two A HCPUTATION UWE9UALUQ
BTAHY HAHUT ACTOR IK*

4JLMC-BOSTON
CAM ZEMMH •»
—-AMO nun—
DRCOS or OTHER
MUiitAl AUTHCR

oct2

Stoves

IN

|*— NY.

CO.,
Jewelers,

Charles

Clear

Bangob, Nov. 6.—The sixth of October, it
will be remembered, a mail pouch was stolen
from the depot platform at Vance boro. The

GroSTEr.KgcCo'a.

J. A. MERRILL &

__apl3_eodly

one

Missing

to furnlsb the
ever offered.

229 MIDDLE STREET.
J. A. Merrill.
A. Keith.

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy

months.

FOR $5.00!

best Watch for
a little money
This is a Lever
Watch, with seven Jewels, medium size, stemwinding, solid Nickel hinge case, dust proof, open
face, good porcelain dial, with second hand and is
easily regulated. We have never seen a watch
that wilt compare with it for price, in point of
looks, time-keeping qualities, and durability.
Every watcli warranted to give entire satisfaction.
We have thoroughly tested them. Sent post paid
upon receipt of price. gD.oo. or by express, C. ().
D. Privilege of examining before taktng.
are

23
25
24
8
24
14

Farmington’s Neighbor.
Phillips, Nov. G—At a special town meeting a proposition to purchase a steam fire engine and other fire apparatus was rejected by
an overwhelming vote, as was also a motion
to appropriate 8200 for hose. Phillips has

ly twenty attempts
of the city within

d2t

A GOOD HI

Lt Clear
Lt Clear
Lt Clear
0 Clear
Lt Clear
12 Clear
Lt Clear

W. Eiciikluekuek,

W.

A Persistent

my22

—

9 Clear
11 Fair

Sergeant, Signal Corps, U.

and passengers.

Lancaster Building,

N
NW
NW
NW
0
W
NW
W
NW
NW
NW
NW
W
W
W

0
x4
—2
—7
—4
—3
*.3
—3
—3
—1
-3
—6 NW
X4 SW
—1 S
—11 N
—6 N
—4 S
X9 S
xl2 S
xlO SE
x4 SW
x7 E
—3 8
E

33

Alpena,Mich 29.99
Marquette... 30.11
Chicago, Ills. 30.21

NW

—

46

Cleveland... 80.01
Detroit. 30.07

-HANl'FACTPBERI OF-

nn.

*

NW 7 Clear
NW Lt Fair
W
10 Clear
NW 10 Clear

—io
—20
—12
—2
—t
—19
—20

45

Memphis.30.22
Cincinnati, O 30.19
Pittsburg_ 30.03
Buffalo, N.Y. 29.90
Oswego. 29.81

Firsl Quality Custom and Kcudy
nude

“

“

PILLSn BILIOUS

Cure

fying.

E. C. FARRINGTON.

LIVER AND

gm

g

>

ci

jt

MAINE.

en

TELL YOUR WIVES

i
a

—26

34
32
34
35
34
40

29.84

New York... 29.93
Philadelphia. 29.95
Washington.. 30.02
Norfolk, Va. 3> .04
Charleston... 30.14
Savannah.(la 30.17
Jacksonville. 30.16
New Orleans 30.25

inspection.

in

|C

~

Eastport, Me..
31 -23 W
14 Clear
Portland, Me 29.70
Mt.Wasbiu’n 29.47 .. NW 04 Foggy
32
W
16
-27
Clear
Boston, Mass 29.79

Prices from 50 cts. to $4.

We invite

g|
§
I

~J

a

Corsets and utl llie best Domestic

Gentlemen, Don’t

Wma

*

ta

—

oc8

IjIiIic**

160 Park

In,

oil atatinna

■

1843.*

JANUARY 1, *80.

CASH CAPITAL, all

daily bar. ..29.4461 Maximum ther...65.9
Minimum ther.... 30.6
Meauldaily ther..41.2
Mean daily;d’w|pt.31.6
Max. vel.wind44 h 7am
Meandally hum....68.7 iTotal preclp.0.39

■es

OF NEW YORK,

MEDICAL BOOMS

SW

03.0
W
12

Mean

Observation.

DR. E. B. REED. Continental Ins. Co.

GOOLD,

60.0

22
Velocity. 44
Weather. Cloudy Cloudy Clear

i’laee of

STATEMENT

sn-eodtf

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by tin* allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about, four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
one 2-cent stamp and *2.00. Examination at the
office *1, and consultation free.
O0)<-p Hoiii'N-ttH, tu. io 9. p. m. aplOsntf

93.0

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Nov. 7, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time

31 Exchange St.,

WALTER

Eastport.

Barometer. 29.143 29.478 29.716
Thermometer. 64.0
39.0
31.0
Dew Point. 62.0
23.0
19.7

INSURANCE.

Durant Block, Congress St*
Sole Agent* for the new method of Index
Stamping.

continue

Portland, Me., Nov. 7, 1886.
17 A mTst m ill P~M

Price 25 els. per liulf-ouiiec Balls,

—CAN BE HAD AT—

sig-.als

_____

codl mnrm

placing it within the reaoh of all, thereby enabling consumers to enjoy the luxery of Silk

are

LOCAL WRATHKB REPORT.

-1

nov8

The Worst Cale Ever

MORNING,

subsequently landed them

HURRICANE.

ly injured.
northwest

Cautionary

Wind. 8

knitter**

Hosery, Mitts, etc., at a trifling expense.
Remember these fine goods in all Shades and Colors,

fair,
northwesterly

weather,

warmer

Humidity.

KNITTING

A favorite with tunny

warmer.

Prepared by AVERT LACTATE CO.,
173 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

—ALSO THE—

KENWOOD

become a necessity
in every household.

Get a 10c. trial size bottle of your druggist.

FITZGERALD’S.
Full

will

soon

at

WEATHER.

Washington, Nov. 8.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are fair weather, slightly

meet
with universal favor, and

One of the many fine productions of Beldings Bros.
& Co.'s immense Silk Mills, whose name alone
Is a sufficient guarantee for excellence.
are

it

A TERRIFIC

*

THE

(

■A-ISID

KNITTING SILK.
good,

f

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

LACTART

A Tower of Strength combined
with Elasticity, Long Fibre,
Fine Lustre &, Fast Color.

Time

^dU-TLAND

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

and
Sore Throat, and at the
same time not interfere
with the digestive organs
or affect the nervous system, we offer our

RINES BROTHERS’.

SUPERIOR

A‘i

PUBLISHING COMPANY,
-change Street. Portland, Me.

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
a year; If paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every
part ol the State) lor $1.00 per square for first Insertion, and 60 cents per square lor each subse
quent Insertion.

Croup, Hoarseness,

at

nov8

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS,
'<shed every day (Sundays excepted) by the

Dollars a Year. To mall subollars a Year. 11 paid In advance.
scribers. b,
Rates oP". -vrrtising— One Inch ol space
the length ol column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head ol "Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less, $1.60.

TN response to many inquiries, from both the

500 WHITE BED SPREADS

to

■fu',

Tub*,

yd.

MONDAY

24.__PORTLAND,

NEW ADVERTISEMENT®.

DAILY

WALDO

Fifty (people

COUNTY.

Unity are
Territory, and all

from the town of

now residents of Montana
are said to be doing well.

The Death

Rate.

The whole number of deaths in the city for
last week was 1!>, from the following

A LITTLE ONE.

Bangor Whig.
A little Bangor boy who ha* Just donned
his first pants went to a school where the
teacher was quite diminutive in size. On
his return home he was asked how he liked
his teacher. “Oh,” he replied, "she Is a little thing; *he hasn't got into pant* yet”
AN

INDl'STRIOl'S BIDDT.
Belfast Age.

Master Thomas H. Sldellnger, residing
Vine street in this

oa

city,

has in bis possession
a White Leghorn hen four
years old that is
a great egg producer.
The hen has been
setting but mice, and since she was six
months old has laid an egg every day except
during a few weeks each year when shedding featiiers and a few days one year while
setting. Friday last this hen laid two fullsized eggs. Whose "biddy” can give a better record ?

causes:

Diseases.
Brain.

--WARDS1 2 8 4 8 8 7 Total.

Cancer.
Cong, of lungs.

CoaaumpUott.
Dipblberta.

2

1

Heart.
Hemorrhage.
In (lam. of bowels

8
l

1

1
l
2
1
t
Kidney. 1-•-1
1
Old age.
1
3
Paralysis.- ill--1
I
Perfurated tutestlur
1
1
Whooping icough
..

—

—

Colby University.
The appointments for the Senior exhibition to occur the last Wendesday evening of
the present term, Nov. 17th, have been an
nounced as follows: C. E. Cook, C. C. Rlehardson, W. K. Watson, F. K. Owen and Ml**
Winnie Brooks. The five Junior parts already announced will be in connection with
this exhibition.

..

Total.

The following

1

*

8

8

Failures.
late failures

are

f

8

19

reported in

Maine:
F. A. Young, dealer in general

dise, South Hancock has falltd.

8

merchan-

He has 11a-

A big Job of paving has for some time peat
been underway tn Fifth Avenue. New York,
the granite blocks which are used coming
from the Mount Waldo quarries In Maine,
operated by the New York and Maine Per-

iug Block Company.
Horace D. Benson, postmaster at West
Hollis, died Thursday.

draws is that the system of lighting our
school houses is responsible for this deterioration in the eyesight of our young people. The specific causes are enumerated as
follows: Improper light, coming from in

PRESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 8.
We do not read anonymous lett ers and commun
nations. The name and address of the writer are
is all eases Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
Icatlon but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
OMuminicaiu.ns that are not used.

front of the pupil; insufficient light,
pelling the pupil to keep the book too
the

unsuitable and improperly arTbe practice of placing
blackboards between windows is condemned

OF

MAINE.

BY TOR eOTEBNOB
A.

PROCLAMATION.
the United States, In accordInstituted by our forefathers,

The President of
ance with a custom
has appointed

Thursday, the 25th day o( November,
as a day of Public Thanksgiving and Praise.
I do therefore, by the advice and the consent

the Executive Council, Recommend that the
people of the State of Ma'ne on that day lay aside
their usual avocations, h yfully gather around the
family heartli-stouc, anu thoughtfully assemble in
their accustomed places of public worship; everywhere giving thanks and praise to God for Ills
bountiful gifts and fatherlv protection.
Let us as citlzens’of a highly favored Slate esreturn thanks to the Oiver of all good for
pecially
the abundant hat vest, material prosperity, religeducational
and political blessings of the
ious,
year
Let us lie ever guided by the teachings of the
Christian Religion, and wherever an opportunity
offers, with open hands and generous hearts contribute from our abundance to the wants of the
poor and unfortunate, thus serving to make tills
National Holiday a Joyous ‘'Thanksgiving Day”
for the whole people.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
fourth day of November. In the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six. and
of the Independence of the United 'Stales of
America the oue hundred and eleventh.
FREDERICK ROME.
By the Governor.
‘Oramandei, smith, Secretary of State.

THE

man

Riddleberger would be

a

in the next United States

bounding Springer has got back again.
Springer would be as great a loss to the
House as the clown to a circus.
The

Mr. Blaine’s tarry in New York is giving
the Mugwumps no end of uneasiness. Those

dear old ladies will be quite broken np if he
doesn’t couie home soon.

The labor party will have four or five Representatives In the next House. How many
will the Third
Party Prohibitionists—the
party that Mr. St John says will elect the
President in 1892—have?
in Maine this
year?” is an unanswered question. If any
hunter can tell of conquering bigger beasts
than those told In the Press this morning,
let him send along his figures.
moose

United States District Attorney of
Missouri, and a Democrat and a Benton at
that, should be suspended from office for offensive partisanship is the greatest shock
Missouri Mossbacks have had since the New
a

Madrid earthquakes.
It is easy to understand the disappointment of the Virginians when Mrs. Cleveland
failed to appear at the Richmond cattle
show. The reception in Boston shows that
the better half is also the popular half of
the administration.

Democrats of Indiana profess to be

disturbed lest the Republicans will
count-out some of the Democratic candidates
They are holding meetings and making a
It is undoubtedly the old
great hullabaloo.
trick of a thief shouting “stop thief.”

It is just such ebullitions of temper as Mr.
Morrison has displayed since his defeat that
prevented him from making a success in
Congress. He never had a particle of patience with men who disagreed with him and
his plan was to bully and drive.
Of course
it seldom worked.
The fate of the American painter, James
Briarel, who has been murdered in an Italian
between Monaco and Cannes
calls attention again to a form of crime that
is becoming very frequent in the compartment cars used in Europe. France has lately
car

furnished several remarkable murders of
this sort.
Mr. Morrison thinks his defeat will not seriously check tariff reform. We are Inclined
to think he is right.
It is difficult to check
what is at a standstill already, and certainly
tariff reform is and has been ever since Morrison took hold of It. If it has moved at all,
it has retrogaded.
His first bill did get consideration. His second was buried without
the formality of funeral services.

Since the municipal election in New York
some English bankers have sold off their
American securities. The spectre of socialism
has frightened them. It will trouble them to
find any bonds that they can safely purchase,
If they are thus easily scared.
There is
less socialism in the United States than in
any other country of any considerable population—a great deal less than in England.
The conference of the English Liberals at
Leeds was an important meeting. It has
committed the party to Gladstone’s policy of
home rule for Ireland, and served notice on
the Unionist Liberals that they must fall
Into line or stay outside.
The Liberals of
Scotland have also put themselves on the
side of Ireland. Tho Leeds conference is an
important milestone in the progress of Ireland towards liberty.

The-association of ex-prisoners of war, organized a short time ago, by Union veterans
of Bangor who suffered in Southern prisons
during the war, is now well organized with
a definite statement of its
objects. Annual
re-unions |are to be held, similar to the regimental reunions which occur every summer in this State.
The association also intend to preserve andlhand down to
posterity
such historical facts as may now be furnished by the testimony of
individuals, but

of their confinement.

lUMier oi

an

,me

meeting

men principally whom the Democracy have
been accustomed to consider blind adherents
to their party that did the business in eaeli

Indeed one of the notable features of
the canvass has been the activity of the
laboring men to defeat the avowed enemies
of protection and the apostles of British
free trade. The Democracy have probably
had their eyes open to the fact that they do
not own the laboring classes and that they
cannot lead them into the free trade wilder-

ease.

Statement Jan.

CURRENT COMMENT.
ONE CERTAIN THING.
Providence Journal.
One thing is certain. It is a verdict against
the incompetence of the Democratic majoriKenresentatives.
ty in the present House
IT WILL NOT HE MISSED.

Boston Transcript.
If it lie true that President Cleveland is
pleased with the result of Tuesday’s elections throughout the country, it shows what
lie thinks of the Democratic majority in

To those who are about
ing for their winter outfit,

selecting articles of clothwe wish to say, they will

A

MISCALCULATION.

North American.
During the past year 789 barroom licenses were issued in wUhington, an increase
of 108 over the previous year. It is evident
that the saloon keepers did not anticipate
the defeat of so many Democratic Congress-

Overcoats for

ex-

variety

of

him from an examination of the
eyes of Lewiston school children. Eleven hundred and

thirty children

were examined by J)r. Norpersonally, and he has collected the sta-

tistics of 228,000 similar examinations. From
birth to school life there is no increase of
short-sightedness, but with the primary
school it begins. Of those pupils that he examined in the first class of the
primary

styles,

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

Boys’ Overcoats

CASH CAPITAL,

TOTAL

$6.00,

at

prices.
350 pairs
SPECIAL

Boys’ All Wool Knee Pants only
BARGAIN, just received.

1000

Boys’
$3.00, $3.50,

Knee Pant Suits at
$4.00 and $5.00.

75

cts.,

■

mon.)

W. C. WARE.
nora

Manager.
dtf

Total

*142,836
241,127

$383,962

charlatans,

Neuralgic, Sciatic, Sudden, Sharp and
Nervous Pains and Strains relieved in
one

minute

Turner Bros.

by

a

lot of
will offer THIS MORNING at 50
cents per yard, regular price $1.00.
These goods are All Silk and Wool
and a very great bargain*

Million

ALLEN, JCL,

88 EXCHANGE

STREET.
eodsw

Laces at about half

price.
Styles
opened.

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.
We have a large assortment and arc prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET’S TRIAL CASE, together
with the OPTRA LROSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods know n for detecting nil optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

in Black Laces

just

Centermeri’s Suede Gloves

Sewing

yard.
PInsh

Machine

$19.50, equal

to any $55.00
chine in the market. Can be
in the Pattern Department.

■

*

Please call ami hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful Instruments.

TECHNICON.

maseen

TUNING TO ORDER.

dtf

INSURANCE.
"Time Tried and Fire Tested.”

JUST ARRIVED.

LATEST NEW YORK

NOVELTIES
X
w

mwr~i ii r—i 111 ■iiiium ■mu

bi—ii hi n

-|-t~~

-*

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do
not appear equally black at live or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which commo
spectacles will
11ns
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of he
corneas.
defect Is called ASTIGMATISM.

PHCENIX
INSURANCE

CO.,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
January In, ISM*.

Spectacles

for 25 cents.
(1

QQ

Eye glasseslfor
<1

(I
ALSO

(I

25 cents.

II

i<

II

Reserve for Reinsurance.

NET SURPLUS,
TOTA1.

1,334.'.132.30

921,814.62

AAMETN,

*4,488,'440.70

Large

GEORGE
Corner
aug6

Congress

67 FRYE,

money by buying from

Agents.

Hol.l

the Evening Express
Enquire at EVEN3-1

TRUST COMPANY

s*A
store 2 hours ride
city, dolarge business; old established store. This
is a splendid opportunity for one or two young
women with capital.
Address .JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND & CO., 227 Washington St., Boston. 3-1
a

ROOMS.

LET—Large
ROOM*
all day, with small front
to

corner

JEWELL & CO.,
oet6eodSni

front, sun

or large back room
adjoining, single or connected, up two tltgbts,
hall
nice
and
at
125
FREE ST. 6-1
large
closets,

WANTED-Two or three partly
board, by
of
three
adults. Address W. B., Press
family
Office.4-1

ROOM*
furnished rooms, uptown, without

a

LET—Two nice furnished rooms with furnace heat, gas,
water and closets, at No. 22
Wilmot St.; also two very fine pianos at 117Vj
Exchange 8t.. at HASTINGS’ WAKEROOMS.
furnished

rooms,

or

unfurnished, with board at 92 FREE ST.

WANTED.-A few boarders
wanted at Wellcome’s, 524 Vi Congress street,
opposite Casco. Nlco table, large pleasant rooms
and central location.
6-1

Boakdek*

All ANTED—A live, energetic man, to repreT r
sent us.
376 per mouth and expenses.
Goods staple; every one buys; outfit and particulars free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO„

Building.

Mo. 197 middle Street.
I.ADIKN, Knamel yonr
Ranges twice a year, tops

aald

the successful Comedo-Drama,

DAD’S GIRL!
HAiiKY HILSOY .IS DAVID HOSKINS,
Supported by the taleuted little Actre**, Vocalist

MISS BLANCHE SHERWOOD

D—Two or three pupils for private
WANTE
instruction in Greek, I-atin,
the English
or

branches. CHAS. H. STETSON, A. M., 309
Spring Street.6-1

to know that at 553 Congress, corner of Oak Street, they can buy a
nice French kid bultou boot for $3; also gents to
know that we have a few more pairs of the Itaunel
lined grain creedmoors that will keep their feet
dry and warm. J. W. TURNER,6-1

WANTED—Ladies

public to know that MRS.
WANTED—The
P. J. COLE has removed her dressmaking
to 67 Brown
she will receive

Street; also,
evenings at her residence on Lincoln St„
Woodfords.6-1

rooms

callers

lady

to remember
want every
that she can buy a pair of E. C. Burt’s best
French kid boots ut my store for 36.60; these
are regular goods such as I have sold foi 20 years
4-1
past at 87.00 per pair. M.G. PALMER.

know that we have
just received a very choice lot of Vermont
and New York dairy butter in tubs for family use,
which we are selling at a remarkable low price;
wholesale and retail; give us a call at butter
store 41 Free St. McCOBB & LORD.4-1

public

WANTED—The

to

second-hand Knights of
or parts of uniforms.
Parties having such and desirous of selling them,
will please can at 394 Fore St. E. TRUE.
4-1

WANTED—Thirty
Pythias uniforms

girl compositors. Enquire
WANTED—Two
at
at EVENING EXPRESS Office,
once

88

Exchange St.4-1
second

II. TYLER & CO- 601 Fore

hand

express
hand harness.

and Railroad Honda, aud
other First-Class Securities.

City, County

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtt
lelO

AND

with

one

or

two

well reeomApply to E. F. SHAW, Junction York
and Pleasant streets.2-1
come

secoud hand counter about 16
feet long and 2 feet wide. Anyone having
such can find a purchaser at 221 Spring St.
W.
H. SKNTER.
1-1

WANTED—A

WORKS,

607

S._
give

WILL llOLI> TURIK

AN.NIALF.UR AND ENTERTAINMENT

extra

an established
merchant tailorgoods on coinAddress BOX 1116, Springfield, Mass.
a

tio.YDtv
BV *c si I-YD—Chandler’s
mil
brass band will give a concert from eight to nine
o'clock.
Tl'ENDAV K VKYI.YCl— A promenade concert.
Tickets, Monday evening 26 cents; Tuesday eveuilig, 35 cents or three for *1.00, tube
hail at F. It. Farrington's SOW Middle ht .Chandlpr’M

inn sir storr iinii nt th« ■l.w.r

Monday evening

au Anti'iuarlan supper will be
served (join « to 9, In Reception Hall. Tickets
tor supper 26 ets.uovodtd

Coarse Ticket. Kcdacrd

_26-4

real estate In PortEdge security. Kor further particulars enquire of O. 1). KICK, 261 Commercial St.
years on

_______12-if

WANTED—An

active agency to represent
the manufacturers of a
popular regenerative
gas lamp; equals electric light; invention new
aud meets with general favor all over the United
States. Address the Wasserman
Keg. tlas I .amp
Co- No. loop Arch st„ Philadelphia, Pa.
8-4

WANTED-Tlie public to know that J. D.
y CHENEY, Piano and Organ tuner has a
K. station opposite Preble
i,
,.at l.
-f’Vr30
House,
o. address Oeertng Maine,
ltecap■

plng piano hammers

a

29-4

specialty._

to board; a few horses
WANTED—Horses
board by the subscriber,
■iLjSea he taken to 8,HM|
care and accommo,ri-^f.
an
?.r?-e.dations. B-U.COBUKN, Box
Me.

176, Gorham.

____»ep28-6
•‘orilaml to know
8NilW. Magnetic Physician,
and Business Medium, lias returned
from
her vacation, and can again be found
in her
in Eagle Hotel, Middle St-corner of India.
parlorshours.
Office
9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 and 7 to 10
p. m.
lest

for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantlvon hand.
eoatf

octl

PULLEN, CROCKEF. Si GO.
Bankers and Brokers,
NO.33 EXCHANGE STREET.
Members of the
Y. Alack fist Image.
Private Wire to New Yoke and Boston.

WEBER

QUARTETTE,

OK llos I ON.

WALTER E. PAINE. Counter Tenor;
LAURENCE G. RIPLEY. Baritone;
GILBERT A. DAGGETT. Tenor;
GEO. R. TITUS, Basso.
Klecalioaarr Krndiags by
Miss ANNIE COFFIN,
of Boston.
Admission 25 cent* Reserved Seats 60 cents.
Reserved seals to members 25 cents. (^Course
tickets, with reserved seats, to the remaining
seven enterta'uments reduced to »1.50 to all
parts of the house. Reserved seats for the course
to members, only 50 cents.
Reserved seats on
sale at Stockbrlage’s.
nov2dtl0

LIVING PICTURES

NEW YORK

CORKEMPOMDEIVYM,

-AT

week and you have
[he tlnest-polished stove In
world. For sale by all
[he
(•rocersaud Stove Dealers,
lesale Agent, Portland.

with
grocers. To

druggists,
one

com-

Willi

NOTICE.

a

MW&B18W

CONOKESS

CREEN & BATEMAN.
F.

SQI

—

VEMTKY,

AKi:

WEDNESDAY EVENINF. NOV. 10th.

H.

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

Stanley T. Pullen,
Frank C. Crocker.
dec Ieodtl

The
quest.

will repeat the entertainment by re
TICKETS 2JCEVI S.
novadSt

annex

Thursday Evenings,
21.

commencing Oct.
Tickets admitting Gentlemen
with Ladles, 50 cents.

H.M.PAYSON&CO. INSTRUCTION
6th STOCKBRIDGE.
Bankers I Brokers, City
Hall, Thursday Evening, i\ov. 11.

from 8 to9. 0ANCIN6 from 9 to II.

Investment

Bought

Securities
and Sold.

EXCIIAMGi:

32

F. H. PRINCE & C0„
No. 2 State
St., Boston,

BANKERS anil BROKERS.
HE.HBERS OF
Sew Yark, <bi«n«o and Bo.iaa stork

Kich.l|n.

PRIVATE WIRES TO
Slew Yark, C'kiraae Wa.Kington, Portlaud. Fall Hirer, Praridrurr. hb<I .tew
Bedford.
octlleodSmos

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

BANKERS
Choice

Funds
janl3

Banks

at

Evening tickets, no and 76 cents,
Stockbrldge’s Music Store.

Mi.

I.twreur

on sale
novDdlw

now

Mi., Y. P. M. at Ckrlsliu
•endeavor.

GRAND CONIC ERT
OX

FRIDAY

KVKSIXIi,

XWV.

25c. Children 16c. A limited number of seats will
be reserved at 36c each, which may be procured
at the store of Granville Staples.

novB_

d5t

MONTGOMERY

FAIR,

Nov. 33, 33, 34, 33, 3# and
Admission 25 cents.

Mortgage

37.
dtd

CITY ADVKHTIMK.WKXTM.

and
on

ISth.

By the Mendelssohn Male Quartette and Prof. M.
Dennett. Reader and I upersonator of Lewiston,
assisted by P. W. Shaw, Miss Hattie Week, and
Mary I Dargan. Concert at 8 o'clock. Ticket*

Street.

suitable

constantly

Kriil Eiuir

C^iieen Elizabeth.
The story of the founding of England’s greatness.
Defeat of the Armada- Ulorles of the
Elizabethan Age.
Rare and beautiful Illustrations on Land and Soa.

oct20

Exchange

Securities,

Savings

STOQDARD.

ST.

jy'-ia__codtt

Cor. Middle and

Illustrated Lecture by JOHN L.

for

CITY OF PORTLA3D.

Trust
hand.
eodtf

Mecariliee.

1 am
fiftrst Mortgagee on real estate
to eastern parties, netting them seveu per cent,
aemi-an.
per anoutn, with tile Interest
Dually. 1 loan only one-third of the value of the
security, and attend to all collections of both inThe mortgages are In the
terest anu
form <>( Bonds with Interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and

sending

payable

principal.

Address.
give full particulars.
A. SI. BURNHAM, l.incolu.

Neb.

References:
Judoe W W. VIRGIN.
)
Hon.JOHIAII H. DRUMMOND,) Portland, Me.
Hon. 0. F. LIBBY,
)
Hon. H. M. BEARCE, Norway, Me. sept7eod3m

Propolis for

Granite

Paving

Blocks.

Proposals will he received by the undersigned until November 13th. 188«. at 12
o’clock, noon, for furnishing the City of Portland
with ten thousand square yards of granite paving
blocks of the following dimensions, viz: length, 8
to 10 Inches, width, 3Vi to 4V, Inches; depth, 7

SEALED

te 9 Inches.
Said blocks to be

delivered during the Winter or
early Spring, either by water conveyance or by
on either side of the
city, as may be required

cars,

by the Committee on Streets. The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Proposals to be addressed to. and any further Information may be obtained from,
WHITMAN SAWYER,
Chairman of Committee on streets,
uovodtdNo, 18 City Buildings.
ANNUAL

31KKTINRM.

BONDS !
Rockland.8s A 4s
No. Pacific Gold..8s
Anson.4s

Bath.8s & 4s
Maine Central. .7s A 5s
P. & O. R. R....8S

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

194 MIODI.K STREET, PSnlsaA
January 1.1884.
tanldtt

Ne.

PER (’EM BOARS GIAKAMEED

by

the Nbawaller Mortgage »'•.
More
Havings Banks In New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also insurance
Companies, Bocletles and Individuals are
Investing In this class ot securities. Call or

than

fifty

address lor Illustrated pamphlet,

NOTICE.
stockholders of the Central Wharf Tow
THE
Boat Company are hereby notified that their

meeting will be held at the office. No. 179
Commercial afreet, Portland, on Tnesday, the
ninth day of November Inst, at 2 o’clock In the
afternoon, to act on the following articles: 1st. To
choose a Moderator. 2d. To hear and act on the
report of the Treasurer. 3d. To choose Directors
for the easuing year. 4th. To act on any other
business that may properly come be'ors them.
DAVID TURKEY. Clerk.
Portland, Nov. 1.1886.
nnv2dlw
annual

_

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME.

R. H. Stearns & Co.,

(OPJBT.VCKSHIP NOTH'*:*.

CORNER

mart}

di)m*

“NOTICE^

Tremont St. and Temple Place,

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership, under I he firm name of J. H. A
T. LORD, to do a general Lumber and Grocery
Business, at Steep Palls. Me.
JOHN D. LORD,

THE

JEREMIAH H. LORD,
TOBIAS LORD.
Steep Falls, Nov. 1, me.
nov2dlw
_

..

DISSOLUTION OFCO-PAITHERSHIP

BOSTON

IMPORTERS.

heretofore existing under the
WHOLESALE I Ml RETAIL DEALERS
THE partnership
of W. L. Wilson A Co., has been unA.
name

solved, W.

stand,

Wilson retiring.
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.

—

Ic.ntinue the Grocery Business at the old
the firm name of W. I,. Wilson A Co.

uniter

ocfiedtfFRANK

W.

—

BASKETS.

STOCKMAN.

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland.
October 30, A. D. 1880.
State of Maine.
In case of FRANCIS BARNFIELD. Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the thirtieth
day of October, A. D. 1888, a warrant
in Insolvency was Issued by Heury C. Peabody.
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against tin- estate of said
FRANCIS BARNFIELD, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
D. lasts, to
October, A.
thirtieth day of
which date Interest on claims Ls to bo computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, ami the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees ol his estate, will be Held at a Court of Insolvency to be tiolden at Probate Court Room In
said Portland, on the fifteenth day of November,
A. I). 1888, at ten o'clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of th<- Court of insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
novlAS

IN

Hoods for Holidays a Specialty.

THIS

WANTED.
a

91.M.

la

of

117ANTED—Six thousand dollars at five per

,T
V?'1'-for
land.
Oil!

AT—

Not. 8th and 9th.

GRAND CONCERT BY THE

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

;:i

an

COMEDIANS.

City Hall, Wednesday Kerala*, Nov. IO.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

ENGLAND
DECORATIVE
St., Boston, Mass., P. O. Box
novteod2w

ded Jersey, new milk cow.
quantity and quality of
over 8 years old.
Mail
full particulars and bottom price to M. C. TKKMAINK, West Buxton, Me.
29-4
must

OF

SECOND ENTERTAINMENT.

186 MIDDLE STREET.

trade; steady employment; 89.00 per week
earned; all materials furnished; work mailed free.
NEW
19 Pearl

CAST

STRONG

A

Bankers and Brokers Y. M. G. A. CoURSE.

and Young Men to Dec
WANTED—Ladles
orate Holiday Novelties for fall and winter

Address

—

Hale ot Meat* ronvPrice 75, 50 owl 35 eta.
metiers Friday, Nov. Sth.uov4dtd

SWAN & BARRETT,

St._3-1

Drug Clerk
WANTED—A
years' experience; must
meuded.

AS

—

MULVISY SOPHY HOSKINS,

City Hall,

Boston-._oct22eod&w3m

trade, a paying place. (Comiuisinn. >
rafrreuoes and particulars to H. NOKTON & CO., -8 Chauncy St- Boston.
nov4ddt

efappetizing in eat
Dyspeptics to
result!.
Injurious

Wilson’s Comedians

—

Pint National Bank

ESTABLISHED l§3l.

I.E—Millinery
FOB
from Boston, smart manufacturing

ing

Apply

once

The management take pleasure In announcing

SAMITAA AiWIATlOA

HOMYOY,

good reliable boy, living at

WAKTED-A

manding

SAUCE.

TWO NIGHTS,
and Tuesday, Xov. Nth and »Ui.

Monday

eotftf

HELP.

Woodford’s, to deliver
to subscribers at that place.
ING EX PB ESS OFFICE.

sale at Stockbridge's Music
iiovadlw

PORTLAND THEATRE.

P O R T L A M I)

1-d

well acquainted
SALESMAN
confectioners and

d|f

The most delicious In flavor;
fect ; and
liberal use enables
•neats and hearty food without
For sale by all Grocers. M. A.

street.

MALE

Please rentetuber,
when you
want n Trunk or Bug, Hint l ot*
keeps the Patent Wood Trunks
and Is sole agent for lUninc; also
Leather Bugs of nil kiuds.

NO. 514 CONGRESS STREET,
Portland, Maine.
not
TABLE

Exchange

mission.

Suits, Hoods, Etc.
save

by
C.

GEO.

witli
and

THOUSANDS OF THEM.
FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES.

can

sum
same

trimmings.

to

HORSOLANKETS.

You

of

a

please leave at GEO. M. NELSON’S harness shop,

Salesman
WANTED—
trade with dry goods
Agents,
ing
trades,
sell
stable line
eod3w

Photography,
by

eedtf

oct29

•

TRUNKS.

WIESBADEN

and Franklin Streets.

•

31 Exchange At.

dtf

FI3NTES

A

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

Bee’,.

octl8-tf

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

PEBBLE EYE BLASSES for 1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
Variety of Go d Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, ,$5.00 and $6.00 each

..m.I

.•.•nivnl

J&nSl

Exchange, Congress, Franklin or INVESTMENT SECUUTIEX FOIL SALE.
LOnT—On
Lincoft streets,
Breast-Plate and Traces,
The finder will
Silver and Nickel

"

32 Plum Street.

—

A

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.

BOAT

milk, not under 5 and not

From 50 Cents to $10 Each.

—

NO. 8 ELM STREET,

-Thirteen feet long, white Inside, top streak, drab bottom, copper botnew.
For particulars call on
nearly
tom; boat
J. 11. BLAKE, Wldgery's Whart.3-1

WANTKD-A

M. E. FAtRWEATHER’S,
nova

H

_

CASH CAPITAL,
#2,OOO,000.00
Reserve for Unadjusted Losses.... $ 231,473.72

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART,

AT

■

~

lost

a

KENSINGTON,
—

LONT—October

M.

A. « JII.I.MOST. Vice-Prc.’l.
l». W. e. SKII.itlV, Srt’j.
«. H.
Au’i

dtf

--—
_p»*g'**Tn mu in

3d, a Shepherd pup, black
with tan breast and feet. Kive dollars reward will be paid the party that leaves him at
THIS OFFICE.6-1

lmy
WANTED—To
wagon at ouee; also secoud

THE

f«. HEI.I.O(iU, Prv.ident.

488 k 49# CONGRESS ST.
oct2U

-——

shaving
get
by
first class artists; ladies and children hair cutting
C E. HASKELL. Proprietor; A. A.
a specialty.
Traves, E. 11. 8. Morrill, Assistants.5-1
can

WANTED—I

STOOLS m COVERS,

BlIBDirk,

IN

Haskell's fine hairdressing
FOUND—Goto
parlor, under Union Mutual Building, where
tine hair cutting and
done

CO.,

BURDETTORGANS.

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

FOUND.

LOST AND

--O

29-2

are

Cloaks.

—

rfio I.ET—House 20 Cushman street; newly
X papered and painted, and in first-class order.
4tf
Inquire at 81 State street.

X

PIANOS !

Finest line of Centermeri Kids
in stock that we have ever received.
the best in the market.
Wrapper Blankets by the
Headquarters for Seal

Coatiueatal
Mtrrling find
Kitlma|
bought and m»1«I ul mioni favorable rate*.
Travelling nod i ouiuiminl Cettem of
Credit luucil, available in all the Principal Citien of Lnropr.

in

___3-1

BOSTON.

brothers'^

shops

Mussey’s How, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PBEBLE.20-tf

rflO LET—Nice, pleasant

DECKER

now

Demorest

to

WANTED.

0Ctl4

New

TO

work

; on

8t‘,re-__

and Dan»t*u»«f

---

■

TO

$1.50 Plushes for
$1.25 SAMUEL THURSTON,
$1.25 Colored Silks for $1.00 So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
Torchon

RS,

So. 218 Middle Street.

.VIII4UEL.X.ANEOUS.

eo<I3m

large job
Novelty Suiting which they

ihe Culirurn A mi|lie most perfect auti-

f FI\ Fnin Plia.Hr,
/ a\\ dote to pain and iiitlaininatfon ever com
/
\ pounded. New, origlual. instantaneous,
Infallible and safe. At all druggists, 25 cents;
live for Jl.OO: or, postage free, of Potter Drug
and Chemical Company, Boston, Mass,
novl
MTli&w2w

Will.

Over Two
Dollars.

nuS23_

readers.

and

Assets

383 Harrison Avenue

Have just purchased

■

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
Is Represented at this Agency.

IMTAiYT NOTICE.

PORTLAND, ME.

ST.,

treats of American Wild Animals in Art
The “preliminary confession” gives a modest and interesting account of the writer’s
experience of authorship as a profession, of
his struggles, and the measure of his successThe essays are well written and agreeable,
and the hook shmild find manv svmnat.hafio

by quarks

MARINE.

E. VAN NOORDEN &

Mr. Julian Hawthorne’s volume of Confessions and Criticisms consists of a series of
papers upon literary subjects, with the exception of the last one in the book which

assailed

$1,142,569

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for illustrated Circular.

255 MIDDLE

—

THE TREASON OF ARNOLD.

a

VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

Boston £ Portland Clothing Co.,

k

FELT._2-1

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And

$2.00, $2.50,

■11

calling

CO., The Deleware Mutual Safety
lusurauee Co„

$200,000.00

TOTAL ASSETS,

If I

__3-1

can

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

$684,164

Reserve for Unpaid Premiums, Unpaid
Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

1

Containing
have the
FOUND—Ajpocketbook
money. The owner
street.
at 275 Commercial

ORGANIZED 1838.

TOTAL ASSETS,

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.
CASH CAPITAL,

$1,101,451

oet21

PUBLICATIONS.

The Good Things of Life are very good; in
fact a most amusing and entertaining collection of illustrated witticisms and bon mots
from an American Punch, which compares
favorably with its English brother. They
are gathered into a handsome volume, and
years hence will be valuable as an historical
record of the fashionable fads and absurdities of American society in the year of our
Lord 1880. Many of the drawings are exceedingly clever, and would not shame Mr.
Maurier himself. (New York: White, Stokes
<fc Allen; Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

ASSETS,

OF NEW YORK.

606.060

OF BOSTON.

stock of BOYS’

TOTAL

*178,603

ORGANIZED 1872.

REEFERS.
Men’s Leather Jackete in various qualities and

Large

1

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims,. (616,363
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
626,202

$500,000.00.

ASSETS,

Ll

I.KT—Pianos both upright and square tn
let; also a line Chlckenng Plano but little
used; for sale at a bargain by C. K. HAWES, 431
3-1
Congress St.

you

CASH CAPITAL, $300,000.00.
All Invested in United States Bonds.

ORGANIZED 184.0.

$7.00 and $8.00.

Simplicity and Fascination,by Anne Beale
was first published thirty years ago.
It is a
quiet, sensible story of the English life of
half a century ago, and should be of interest
to all novel readers whose tastes are not
vitiated by the over sensational tales that
are at present prevailing, and which, if they

/■J

|

P1TTSBIHIGH, PA.

PRESCOTT INSURANCE

New York Sun.
Fuller returns than we have yet from some
of the closely contested Congress districts
will be needed before any man can say
whether the Democratic majority in the
next House will be 15 or 8, or even (>. In the
present House the Democrats have a majority of 43. It is a good deal of a revolution,
but it is a revolution the wrong way.

am

one

OF

and $5.00.
extra values in

$1,225,985

■

tAflll IAI1IAL, fi)VVtUUU.VV.
Reserve lor Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.. (381,467
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
711),084

INSliRANCElO.,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

Also,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims. $468,284
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
767,700

$1,136,108

REEFERS, CARDIGAN JACKETS, &c., &c.
We probably show the largest and best variety of
Boys’and Children’s Winter Overcoats to be found
anywhere. Superior bargains are to be found at
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50

RHEUMATIC PAINS.

grade, one and a half per cent were nearsighted. As the examination advanced the
nearsightedness increased regularly with the
length of school-life, up to the third class of
the high school, where it was 16.7 per cent.;

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.|*W ,73a
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders M30,.'I73

some cut

BANK

BENT—Offices and chambers suitable

MANCHESTER,

in United States Bonds.

CITIZENS

ULSTERS in very large
EXTRA LONG.

V

IVOR
for salesrooms, studios and

Co.,
Hampshire Fire Ins,
OF
N. H.

$200,000.00.

ASSETS,

tuniinf

I.KT—Double tenement house with stable
on Oak Street, Deerlng, between
Dolley’s marble yards; price *8 00
each. Inquire of K. S DAVIS, 108 Exchange
8-1
Street, Portland.

m. co„ New

THE WBONG WAT.

inipoteutly

Androscoggin County Medical Association
Lewiston, Dr. Norton gave a paper containing some interesting facts determined by

Statement Jan. 1, 18841.
CASH CAPITAL, $400,000.00.

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.

TOTAL

no

la-itli

I.KT—Nice sunny cottage house 81 Montreat street; 8 rooms; hi good repair; heated
by furnace; large yard. *16 per month. U. H.
SIIAW, 02 North streer, or 154 Middle street.
2-1

Statement Jan. 1,-1886.

known to wear well.
hibition only.

Ii,i-i i-iI

tn

NEB, 40 Exchange St.

1

ORGANIZED 1860,

desired, sizes for small men and large. Fine Kersey
Overcoats in Black, Blue and Brown, made of serviceable materials, and from trimmings that are
We make

$921,424

ORGANIZED 1867.

All invested

4-1

I.ET—Furnished house, modern, heated
with steam, bath room, centrally located,
owned by a gentleman without family; would like
to board with teneut, retaining one room; also
7 rooms in a house, steam heat, furnished; owner
anil u’ifu

■VBJKA'Tl

In

i. B. BROWN & SONS,

Leighton

£34,223
3S7,200

13-12

FISKE,

(of llarvanl College,)

FINANCIAL.

TOand garden
A

$300,000.06

men.

NEW

TOTAL ASSETS,

$1,263,510 TOTAL ASSETS,

CASH CAPITAL,

GURSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

___

OF BUFFALO, N. Y.

find it an easy matter to make their selections from
our stock. There’s a little world of Overcoats here—
the rough faced, smooth faced, soft “nappy” material now so “teney,” stitched, corded or raw edge as

TIIE FREE TRADE CRAB.

Lowell Courier.
The protectionists nearly cleaned out Carlisle, and they scared Springer almost to
death. They laid out Morrison and Hurd—
cold. Non-protection don’t seem to be advancing except in crab fashion.

U: S. BRANCH.
Reserve lor Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other (:ialms.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

—

baying

TO

Statement Jan. 1, 18S0.
(Subscribed Capital,.$3,000,000
Capital Paid ap iu Cash,
1,000,000

ORGANIZED 1858.

buffaloIebM

LET—Two very desirable rents in the
i western part of the city; one twentv-flve dollars and the other eight dollars a month. Apply
to H. S. PRIDE, Caboon Block.4-1

TO

(I.M1ITKO.)

1, 1886.

TOTAL ASSETS,

HA l.l'
Owner leaving the country will
sacrifice for #4<k>, Boarding and Lodging
House in flourishing city near Boston; furnished
#200 per mouth clear, year
complete, and
round;always full; low rent; good location: never
changed hands; investigate. Address J. \v. FKK-

TIIO

I.ET-A first class lower tenement of six
rooms on Spring St. Apply to E. A. WARD,
3-1
KnlghtvllVe, Me.

OF NEWARK, N.J.

Reserve lor Unearned premiums, Unpaid losses and other claims.8410,087
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 840,39f,

Congress.

those suffering from Knave little hope to he relieved of it tills side of the grave. It is time, then,
that the popular treatment of tills terrible disease
by remedies within the reach of all passed into
hands at onec competent and trustworthy. The
new and hitherto untried method adopted by
Dr.
Sanford in the preparation of ids Kaiiicai. Cuke
has won the hearty approval of thousands. It is
instantaneous in affording relief in all head colds,
sneezing, snuffling and obstructed breathing, and
rapidly removes the most oppressive symptoms,
clear,ng the head, sweetening the breath, featuring the senses of smell, taste and hearing, and
neutralizing tlie constitutional tendency of I lie
disease towards the lungs, liver and kidneys.
Sa.nkoiid’s Radical Cuke consists of one ho t
tie of the Kaiiicai, Cube, ono box Catakiuiai,
Solvent and an Improved Inhaleii; price, gl.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

of the

CASH CAPITAL,

Middle street,
Perry, clothier. A
or
trade. Show window
good
unsurpassed. Possession given at once. Apply
at 162 Spring street.
6-1

St.

JOHN

SALK—New milk cows, at TKWKKS12tf
FA KM. < tcean St., Peering.

now

Exchange

LECTI'BK HY PHOP.

___

181

Evening, Nov. 8, at 8 o'clock.

Monday

K. PAUL. Proprietor. 2 1

The house Is new and in thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences.
Its situation is
unsurpassed by any in the city. For price and
terms inquire at the house, ISABKL It. SMALL.
154

TO

I.ET—No.
STORK
occupied by Charles
stand for office
retail

to A.

For

DOR MACK—A lodging
JT
street, Boston, Mass.. IS rooms, all full;
ami painted
furniture, hl.uk
walnut
nets;
carpets, tapestry and Ingrain. Kent #71 a mouth.
Price #00o. Cause of selling, sickness.
Call or
address MISS L. FOY, ;t42 Trentont street. Bos10-4
ton, Mass.

FOR

TO

TO
40

ORGANIZED 1883.

WHY IS IT SO EASY TO CHOOSE

Companies.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OF

ness.

No single disease lias entailed more Buffering or
hastened the breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of
hearing, the human voice, the mind,—one ormore,
and sometimes all, yield to its destructive influ
•nee.
The poison it distributes throughout the
system attacks every vital force, and breaks up
the most robust of constitutions.
Ignored, because hut little understood, by most physicians,

ex

of every six of this class was near
i. e.,
sighted. The conclusion which the doctor

Another noticeable result of the election
is tlie disasters which have conic to the pronounced free traders.
The fight against
Monison was made on the tariff issue, so
was the fight against Hurd and Carlisle.
The first two were defeated and the third
had a narrow escape, it was the working-

GIRARD FIRE INSURANCE CO.,

Constitutional Catarrh.

in

ton

Democrats.

$20,135,791

particulars, apply

1

TKT—Nice house 6 rooms, in western section of the city. Enquire 0. P. WALDRON,

7,389,113

balden

TOTAL ASSETS,

admiring
(Boston: Ticknor &
Co; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

with the particulars

Last week at the November

old leaders have been returned.
will be there and so will Messrs. Hiscock
and McKinley with a powerful minority at
their back to confuse and confound the

and

which will in a few years be
beyond recall.
All honorable means are also to be taken to
secure the passage by
Congress of an act to
pension all prisoners who suffered from the
exposure of their sojourn in such places as
Ubby and Andersonville. The association
a

All their
Mr. Reed

of the In-

ORGANIZED 1880.

Subscribed Capital .$10,000,000
C apital paid in C'anli.
3,000,000
Net Nurplim a* regard* policy

»ALB-At a bargain; furn
FOR
turea of Beal’s Hotel, Norway, Maine.

PARK STREET CHURCH

I'tOR
BURY

I.ET.

TO

OF LONDON.

1, 1886.

__H-l

6-1

and American

Leading English

Statement inn.

exceedingly popular with the children and
young people. They are of excellent moral
tone, vigorous in style, and inculcate useful
lessons in an interesting manner. As a novelist Miss Finley is not |so successful, although her book has much genuine merit,
and is not lacking in attractive qualities.
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

undoubtedly right.

State,

experience.

TO

as low rates as any

presenting to the public the Annual Statements
companies represented in this Agency. They are

ORGANIZED 1831.

The Thorn in the Nest is a novel by Martha Finley, whose Elsie Stories have been

The’ flop over in Colorado Is probably
traceable to the attitude of the Democratic
house toward silver.
Colorado makes a
good thing out of the present coinage law,
being able to dump a large part of its annua]
product upon the government. The vote
last winter in the House showed that there
was moro Democrats than Republicans in
favor of continuing the law.
Hence Colorado Infers that her principal industry
wilj
be safer with a Democratic house than with
a Republican and accordingly votes. She is

in the

and

placed In this agency at

can be

OF LONDON.

fascination, certainly lack simplicity.
& Shepard; Portland: Loring,
Short & Hannon.)

into the hands of the rum men and
elected the man the latter wanted.

w~

point of ability

_

Insurance

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO.,

have

played

—*—

a very much inferior man.
The Republicans in tlie next House are going to be
immensely superior to the Democrats in

machine, for fine
Address
CATON Bit OS. A BIXBY,
Foxboro, Mass.
oct28d2w

and Paid at this Office.

PROMPT, POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE; SOUND, SOLID AND SUCCESSFUL.

it would have been still

marked had not Republican quarrels
in several districts enured to the benefit of
the Democrats. More noticeable, however,
that the Democratic* loss in numbers is their
loss in ability. Some of their strongest men
have suffered an eclipse, notably Morrison,
Tucker, Willis and Cabell. Hewitt, another
of their leaders, has been elected Mayor of
New York, and will not appear in the next
House. His successor is Gen. F. B. Spi-

season.

WllcoxA Gibbs
ladles’ goods.

on

LET -A llrst-elass Lower Tenement at
No. 4!» Green street; also several small
bouses to sell, one near l'ust < Slice. Enquire ol
J. C. WOODMAN, No. 106',ii Exchange street.

I.

1

coming

for

on

FOR

flOHSAl.l
enade, occupied by the late William T. Small.

LET-'Two story wooden bouse No. 17
BANK’S DRUG
at
Oray St. Enquire
0-1
STOltE, Junction Congress uud Free Sts.

surance

*

engage
WANTED—To
atew llrst class operators
straw
work

amybbimbjitb.

HACK—On Spring Street, west end, a
valuable property for investment; income I
#400 per year, price Aaftoo. For particulars, ap^
ply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

I!

MARINE INSURANCE ON MILLS AND CARIiOES TO AND FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

Th&M&wurmly

>

PORTLAND, ME.

I take pleasure In again

(Boston: Lee

Just before election the liquor dealers’asso
ciatlon of New York sent circulars through
the State warning the liquor dealers against
Judge Daniels, the Republican < undidate for
Judge of the Court of Appeal.-, because he
was a prohibitionist, and warmly
endorsing
Judge Peckham. The Repub lean vote of
the State and the prohibition vote added together wo tld elect Judge Daniels.
By voting for a third candidate the Third Party

prisoners

Jy

TXTANTED—I-adies; something entirely new,
If
perfectly simple and easy, ladies and young
Kiris in city or country can earn a good salary,
work sent by mall, distance no objection, no canvassing. Address. AID SUPPLY CD., No. 43
30-3
Eliot St., Boston, Mass.

now

agency in Portland.

more

THE

greatly

railway

less shortening than any other.powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.
Cook Book free.
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R.

-

Promptly Settled

requires

HOUSE.

nola,

Carlisle says if the Democrats had only
turned out his majority would have been as
large as Visual. It was a case of over confidence in the solidity of the South.

The

Losses

Republicans and four labor candidates
elected, giving the Democrats a
majority over the Republicans of twelve and
In the present House
aver all of eight.
they have forty-one. This is a very substantial gain and shows that public sentiment is
again setting towards the Republican party.
The evidence of

“Who shot the biggest

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

•

wanted to set up Tea Clubs for our
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful articles to select from as premiums. Send for Illustrated Price and Premium List. Mpecial offer
to every tenth person that answers tills advertisement, we will send ft ee one pound of choice
Tea. Address NAT'L. TEA A COFFEE, CO.,
oct2aeod*w3m
Boston, Mass.

FEMALE HELP.

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

appear to be

In place of Alexander, of Bulgaria, they
are talking of George Maxiinilinovlch of
Leuchtenberg. Who?

That

NEXT

agency.

by the system.

154

Tlie election of Carlisle probably nips sevincipient Speakership booms in the bud.
if

a

There are several districts still unsettled
and one—in Rhode Island—in which a new
election must be held, so that it is still impossible to give the composition of the next
House exactly. At present, llki Democrats,

eral

as

Preparation, made by the only process that
produces baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required
is Prof. Hosford’s Bread

physicians.

cators as well as

Much to Democratic disgust, there will be
one colored man in the next House.

looks
pretty big
Senate.

to

where schoolhouses have been built on hygienic principles, there has been a diminution in tho percentage of nearsightedness.
Still it is not entirely obviated, showing
there is some other cause at work. This,
Doctor Norton thinks, is probably found in
the tests and other work connected with the
modern system of ranking.
The general endorsement which the members of the Association gave to the views set
forth in the paper, recommends them to the
thoughtful consideration of parents and edu-

of

It

compelled

sit facing
the glaring light while engaged in blackboard exercises. “But the worst thing about
school furniture,’’ continues the paper, “is
the position and form of scat and desk. They
are usually arranged so that the pupil must
lean forward in writing, bearing a large part
of the weight upon the desk.
Congestion of
tbe head and eyes are thus produced tending
to eye trouble.” It is said that in places
are

FOR MALI.

LADIKM

Fire and Marine Insurance

IN THE WORTH

eyes;

BK.VlAf.K HELP.

INSURANCE !

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

near

ranged furniture.
because pupils

STATE

com-

nltCUiLAHWI.

niWRlXANEOlIS-

KS
r-

R. H. Stearns & Co.
«i8

_

»sl3m

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
B. A. Atkin.on a Co. house furnishers, CorHAVINli
Pearl and

Middle streets, purl laud, l .hall In.
happy It meet my friends in the state ot MaJue at
quarters.
My twenty-live years experience In the business with Walter Corey A
Co.,
8>*™ *meh
spent as manager (In eminectlou
w:18
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland furniture Co., warrants me In believing that t can nil
‘•ny order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest strreks ot carpets, chamber sets ami parlor
suits hi the country to select from, 1 remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO V. DYER
octZO
dtf
ner

mv new

,

TTIE PRESS.

Imports.
Jeanie—633 lihds sugar to

PONCE, P. II,,

Geo. 8. Hunt

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 8.

str
& Co.

Foreign Exports.
BARRINGTON. N. S..iBr. sell. Daisy Vaughn125 bids flour, 36 do meal, 600 yds dress goods,
180 gals kerosene oil.

WIT AND WISDOM.
Mrs. Jones—I am told that your husband Is
worth a great deal of money in the old country
Mrs. Macuamera.
Mrs. M.—Troth, an’he is, ma'am. The government over there will pay $5000 for Mac ativ
1 dav
3
they can lay their han's on him.

FORT DE FRANCE, MART., bkt. Clara E.
McGilvery—0093 shook and heads.
BUENOS AYRES, sell. George V. Jordan537,149 feet lumber.
WESTPORT. N. 8., Br. sell. T. W. Greser540 gals oil, 3 bids pork, 2 do Hour, 2 tous coal.

I think very highly of Dr. Seth Arnold'»
tuwjh
Father used It five years, and 1 have
very
often heard him recommend it as the best
remedy
he ever saw.-C. C. Keeney, New London, Ct.
Dr. Seth Arnold’s Sugar Coated
Bilious Pills
unequalled for costiveness, Jaundice, and liver
troubles. 26c.

Boston Stock Market.

KUler.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
dallv:
Atch., Topeka and Santa Fo Railroad. *1)2%
New York and New England Railroad.
03%
do oref
143%

Railroad..

Eastern

Mexican Central. ny,

Some one says that a man who has been struck
by lightning cannot swim. Thereupon an exchange says:
“He don’t want to swim. What he needs In
nine cases out of ten, after being struck by lightning, is|a cheap and unostentatious funeral.

Mexican Central 4s.
48Vs
Bell Telephone.. .»209
Ellul & Pere Marquette Railroad com. 33
do pvef.
pa

Marquette. Houghton and Out. K., com.... 39%
Power Co.
5
Wisconsin Central. 25
C. R. & y.
139
Maine Central Railroad.I6u
Boston A Maine Kali road.* 208%
Boston Land Company.
9
Caluincl & Ileela.225
Boston Water

Carter’s Little Liver Pills will positively cure
slckheadaclio and prevent Its return- This Is not
talk, but truth. One pill a dose. To be had of all
Druggists. See advertisement.

•Ex-dividend.
Amateur tenor (who has been abroad)—All! I
understand you are an eye doctor.
Oculist-1 am an oculist, sir.
Amateur tenor—Yes; well what 1 want to know
Js whether there is any way to prevent the
eyes
from filling with water while singing.
Oculist—None that I know of except to steel
your heart against the sufferings of the audience.

New- York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Nov. 6
1886.—Money on call
active, at C;per cent. Prime mercantile paper at
4g6 per cent. Exchange is steady. Government
bonds are |dull and steady. Railroad bonds quiet
and Arm. The |stock market after 11 showed
very little change.
At noon the market was
quiet and firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 863.794 snares.
* ue louowing are
to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, «s.lOOVs
New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.128%
New4%s, reg .110%
New 4%s, coup.111%
Central Pacific lsts .116
Denver & R. Gr. lsts.120
Erie 2ds.101%
Kansas Pacific Consols.107
Oregon Nav. lsts.U0%
116
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
is

Those uuhappy persons who suffer from nervousness ana dyspepsia snouia use carter’s Little Nerve Pills, which are made expressly for
sleepless, nervous, dyspep :lc sufferers. Price 25
cents, all druggists.
Harrisou Smller had been up before

commit-

a

tee «f members of the African Methodist Church
to which lie belonged on tlis charge of appropriating hams from smoke-houses. As there was
not
evidence to convict, he was acquitted,
principally on his own testimony. After the investigation was over, Harrison met the preacher
who had presided and remarked:
“1 say, Parson, it’s mighty lucky foil me dat I

enough

•..

got ’quitted dis mawnin.”
“It am, sure. I hope you wuz ’quitted hones’ly,
Harrison?”
’Deed 1 was, sure. But It’s a pow'ful good
thing der wasn’t anything said erbout bacon,

Thp follnwitur

Tt may save your life, for it cures your cold and
cough. Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. Price 25 cents.
Mr. Robert Sutcliffe, late of Birmingham, Eng.
land, now a resident of Baltimore, claims:—“For
neuralgia Salvation oil is worth Its weight in gold.
Omaha Ulrl—And so there’s a real rebellion In
the Hlgbstone seminary?
Returned Pupil—Yes, Indeed. The girls just
made up their minds they wouldn’t stand It and
left In a bunch.
“What was the trouble, dear?”
“Why, you know- Iasi year a cooking school
was added to the department."
j|Y#i, I remember. You spoke very highly of

“Yes, everything was Just splendid, and wc did
have such fun. I can't see what got into the principal, hut I guess she Is a little crazy.”
“Why, what did she do?"
“Would you believe It. she actually insisted that
this terra we must eat the things wo cooked.”

Ohio Central.
Ohio fit Miss. 29%
Ont. fit Western.
19%
Oregon Transcon.
86%
Pacific Start.
65%
Panama. 93
Pullman Palace.143
Reading.. 37%
Bock Island.
127%
St Louis fit San Krau.
35%
uo prel.
71%
1st oref.115%
St. Paul
94%
St. Paul preferred.120%
St. Paul, nlinn. fiCMait.119%
St Paul A unaha. 60%
do pre ..113
Texas Pacific.
21%
Uuiou Pacific.
60%
U.B. Express. 60
Wabash. St. Louis fit Pacific
20%
do pref.,30 V*
Western Union Telegraph
79
Alton fir Terre Haute. 38%

Bobby

was
evidently very much perplexed. “I
ask you, Mr. Featherly,” he tluallv said
during a lull In the conversation, “about your
house and lot."
“I have no house and lot, Bobby,” replied Featherly, a trifle uneasily. "I sold them some time

ago.”

"Sold ’em,” repeated Bobby. “Then pa must
have made a mistake. I heard him say you drank
’em up.”

had been granted.

Such have been the feelings
of thousands who, after trying physicians and

numberless remedies, have used Athlophoros and
found to their great jov tliat this medicine really
did cure these diseases.

Bath, Me., April 29,1886.
For rheumatism or neuralgia I recommend
Athlophoros as an Infallible cure; my wife has
for some time been troubled with rheumatism, at
times very severely. A few weeks ago she was
taken with rheumatism with symptoms of a fever
a neighbor who had been using Athlophoros (for
a child who had suffered with the fever) with satisfactory results, Insisted on my wife trying the
same remedy, she did so, using not quite one bottle, the rheumatism, fever and all other symptoms
of the disease left her. I consider Athlophoros a
A. G. Eaton.
good medicine.
Hinsdale, N. U., May 18,1886.
Of all the medicines that claim to cure rheumatism there Is only one that will or can do it and
that one Is Athlophoros. I have for years been
troubled with muscular rheumatism, at times so
severe as to keep me In bed for 14 or IB weeks at
a time, taking all kinds of medicine, none of which
would give meduore than temporary r?llef. The
last time I was down I commenced to use Athlophoros, the first bottle got me out of bed In quick
order. 1 was then able to get around on crutches
a second bottle I am happy to say laid away tlie>
crutches, and I shall never need them again, for
in case I should ever be troubled again with rheumatism I can get a cure In Athlophoros.
Nobman IIow’e.
Every druggist should deep Athlophoros and
Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
wan

auei-L,

utn,

.new

v. 1.1 acini

uuci

nai

do

....

..

Homestake.17
Nevada.1
HornSilver. 1
Ontario.i..2o

Sierra

California
/Rv

Onliir. 6%
8a vane.1. 3V4
liodie.:. :.... 2Vi
Yellow Jacket.2
Bulwer. 1%
Gould & Curry. l7/»
Eureka. 4
Mono. 2Vi

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Nov. 6,1886,-Tbe following are today’s quotations of Provisions, So.:
Pork—Long cut 14 00®14 26; short cuts 14 60
16 OOjbaeks 14 75®16 OO; light backs at 13 60®
14 00; lean ends 14 60@15 00; pork tongues at
13 00®,.$13 60; prime mess*13 0O®14 60;extra
prime al 10 60a'*11; mess, old, at lo 60; da new
11 60.
Lard—choice at 6Vi®7c
lb in tierces; 7Vi@
7%c In 10-lb palls;8@»y»c in 6-lb pails ;8V4®6Vi
In 3-ih pails.
Hams llVi@12Vic|> lb, according to slxo and
cure; smoked shoulders 7Vi®8c; pressed hams at
11V4&12C.
Dressed hogs, city, ut 6Vic
lb.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
S9c; do extra firsts at 24®26c; do firsts atJ20
®23e; do extra held creamery 21e; do extra (first
lield ermy 19 a.atie; do choice held imitation 17®
18c: dolrt-sh Imitation creamery, choice 21®22;
do firsts 20c; do June lactory, choice at 14c; do
lair to good at 12®13e; do common lots 10'allc;
Vermont entry extra at 28® 29c: do dairy at 26®
2lle; do extra firsts at 22®23c. Jobbing prices
1 a2c Higher.
i'lieesc—Northern, choice to extra, 12® 12Vie;
sage 13®13‘Ac; Western choice to extra 12c;
lower grades according to quality; Job lots Vic
higher.
Eggs- Neai by 27®28e; Eastern extra 26c ;Easteru firsts at 22®23c; N H and Vermontextra 23
Ift24c: New York extra at 23®24c; Western
choice at 21c; Michigan choice 23c; Nova Scotia
23@24c; limed 18c. Jobbing prices lc higher.
neaus—Choiceismall N|Y hand picked peal 60®
1 66 ** bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 165@1 70; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 86®® 1 90.
Hay—Choice prlmeat *17|50@*18; fair to good
*1600®$1700; Eastern line *14®?16; poor to
ordinary at *a*16: East swale *10. ltye straw,
choice, S16®f7 00: oat straw S*8®9 19 ton.
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick
bbl 1 62®1

mge

FOKTLANI), Nov. 6, 1886.
The following are to-day’s closing quotatM!-, id
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
laruis.

! HlghMxd Corn.62®62 Va
Superfine and
low grades.2 6033 60 Corn, bag lots....68@64
X Spring ami
Meal, bag lots. ,.61@62
XX Bpring..4 n0@4 26 Oats, car lots....39®40
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots—40®41

Wheats.6 00®6 26 Cotton Seed.
I car lots..22 50®23 00
Mlcb.straight
roller .460®4 76| do bag... 24 00® 26 00
clear do_ 4Vfc®4IWi Sack’dBr'u
car lots.. 16 00® 17 00
stone ground. 4yi®4 36
do bag. ..16 00® 18 00
St Louis st'gt
roller.4 76®6 00 MiddUngs. 18 00®20 60
clear do....4 26®4 60 do bag lots,19 00®22 00
Provisioks.
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 00®5 26 ForkFlak.
Backs ...16 00®1 660
Clear.... 14 60 al4 76
Cod.pqtl—
Mess.12 0U,&12|50
Large Shore2 76®3 00
Large Bank2 25aj 60 BeefSmall.2 00®2 261 Ex Mess. 8 00®8 60
Pollock.2 00®2 75i Plate....
9 00:39 60
Haddock.160®2 00| ExPlate. 9 60®10 00
Hake.1 25§1 76iLaro1
Tubs
Herring—
*>. .6Vs®H%c
Scaled
bx..lC®20c! Tierces_(IVs®6yic
No 1.13® 16c I Pails.7 M« c
Mackerel t>bbl-18R6. iHams O fb....l2@12Vi
Shore ls.21 60®26 0O1 do covered. .14®. 14ft
Shore 2s.12 60®16 OOl
Oil.
Med. 3s.
1 KeroseneI Port. Kef. Pet. 01*
Small.
<S
Product.
I Water White. 8
Cranberries—
| Pratt’s Ast’I.Obbl. is

75._

Print Cloth Market.
FALL BIVEK, Nov. 6, 1886.—The print cloth
for the week 176,000
is
firm—Production
market
pieces; deliveries 163.000 pieces; stock on hand
sales
136,000 pieces; spot.37,000
72,000 pieces;
pieces; futures 99,000; price—60x60sat 8V4c;
64x64s

IHUliauVi

*4

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Nov. 6.!1880—Flour unchanged;
sales 9,600 bbls; State at 2 16M4 76; Ohio 3 00
4 16; Western 2 16(&4 90; Southern 3 25<a5 00.
Wheat higher; sales 416,000 busli No 2 Red for
December 86ii@86 9-16c; 96,000 bush do for
.fan at 86(6-16*87 3-16c; 116.000 Feb at 88V4*
88 Mi;4,000 bush do May at 92 iz«3c; receipts
197 000.

Corn better; sales 96,000 bush; receipts 169,000 bush.
Oats better; sales 90,000 busli; [receipts 88,306
bu.

7g

CapeCod...7 00@7 60|Ligonii>. 8%
Pea beaus.. .1 86@2 OOlHilver White. 7%
Medium
1 85(«.2 00 Centennial.
Baiiinn.
German mdl 60 a, 1 761

8%

Beef dull.

Yellow Eyes.l 40<al 66|Muscatel— 2 26«3 mi
Potatoes, bush. 4t>«,661 London Lay’r 2 60@2 87
2 Oo aS OOlOnduraLay. 10
St Potatoes
@11
2 76.a3 OOlValencia.
Odious
7@8
Turkevs.16@20i
Mugor.
Chickens.12@14|granulated » ft.ey«
Fowls

Fork flrin.

Lard dull.
Sugar quiet. Butter firm. Molasses steady.
Petroleum firm. Rice is steady. Coffee is firm,
Freights are steady. Spirits Turpentine firm
Rosin is quiet.
Cotton dull. Uplands 9Vhc; Orleans 9 5-16;
sales 179 bales; futures steady.
CHICAGO. Nov. 6, 1886.—Tlie Flour markel
quiet ; Southern Winter Wheat at 4 15(*4 60;
Wisconsin 3 90*4 16; Michigan do at400(u4 60
soft Spring Wheat 3 50wj4 10; Minnesota bakers
3 60»4 10; patents 4 40*4 80; low grades 1 7(i
®Sj75; Kye flour at 3 2503 60. Wheat is dull
No 2 Spring at 734Vo73a4c; No 2 Red 74V4C
Oats are dull; No 2 at 26®26c. Rye—No 2 at 61c
Bariev—No 2.at 52c. Provisions—Mess Pork ai
9 30*9 35.
Lard 6 87Vu. Dry salted shoulder!
5 00; short clear sides 6 05.
Receipts—Flour, 18,000 bbls; |wheat. ;96,00t
bu; corn 203,000 bu;oats 99.000 busli; rye 1,0(K
busii-.barley, 64,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbls; wheat, 21,00(
busli: corn, 113,000 busli; oats, 76,000) bush
rye 2,000 bush,barley 22,000 busli.
ST. LOUIS, Nov. 6. 1886.—Flour is steady
XXX at 2 36 *2 46; family at 2 65*2 70; elioici
3 50«4 16; fancy 3 40 a 3 60; extra fancy 3 66 </
3 80; patent 4 00*4 367 Wheat is fiat; No|2Rec I
at 76fg*»c. Corn is lower; No 2 Mixed at 34 Vi
Oats nothing doing; No 2 at 25 Vaf?
d'/aC. Lard 5 90* q,6 93.
Receipts—Flour, 4,000 bills; wheat, 26,000 bu 1
coru. 20,000 bush; oats, 14,000 bush; rye, 2,U0<
bush, barley 9.0(F) bush.
Shipments—Flour,6,000 bbls: wheat 11,0(F)bu :
com,4,000 busii ;*oats 2,000bnsli; rye 2,000 busli ;

.ll@12IExtraC.6%

Ducks.
Geese.
Apples.

M

@

1 26 *2 25

F.bld

Evaporated 4>

lb
I.etnuos.

Meeds.

|

I Red Ton.... #2% '<0*2 %
Timothy 8eed2 25@2 35
Clover..
»
@llc
Choose.
Vermont....13 @13%
:N.Y. faotorylS f*13%
Sage. 14 a 14 %

»@10oI

Palermo.6;00o7
Messina.6 00@7
Malagers....

Muller.
Creamery l> ft. ..26@28
00 (Hit Edge Ver... 25d27
(jo Choice.17 a 18

Good.14@15

Oruuges.
.Store.12@14
I
Florida.
Eggs.
@
'Eastern extras ,.23@24
Valencia
Can «t Western..
23
Messina and Pa
Plermo p bx.6 60@7 001 Island.23
“Abroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Nov. 6. 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
ami 42 cars miscellaneous mercUandise; lor connecting roads 117 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

fi34%c.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
The following quotations are received daily by
F. G. Stevens, No. 42% Exchange street:

barley

WHEAT.

Nov.

Dec.
74v>

>,1*hes.1.74%
74%
Lowest. 731/4
<3%

Closing

....

74%

Jan.
76V*
75%
7n%
75%

May
81

81%
81 B/s
81%

COHN.

Nov.
■ opening....36%

Dec.
.37 Vs

Highest-36%

373*

Closing.36%

3C.34
36%

Lowest.36%

Jan.
37%
3734

Mav

37

42

37%

42%

40'!?

42*4

OATS.

Nov.

Opening....
Hlgliest— 25%

Lowest. 25%
Closing. 20%

Dee.
26%
26%
26%
26%

Jan.
20V,
26*4
26%

May.
8o%
30»/i
80%
30%

at3V»c._
Domestic markets.

_

O

V

Com Oa!. & Va. 11V*
Hale & Norcross.;lYs
3 Vs
Best.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

VV|l»VIVV

Mining Stocks.
Tfi»l*»crrnnh

to-day:

fiwMOlcommehcSl

Mnau

25
90
65
00

SAN FKANCISCO, Nov. 6, 1886—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

women, constipation, headache, Impure blood,
Ac., Atalopboros Fills are unequalled.

...

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Nov. 0,1886.—The lollowing are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado |Coal.34 60
Quicksilver.-. 5 60
do preferred. 23 00

paid)
receipt ot regular price, which is $1.00
per bottle for Athlophorog and 60c for Tills.
For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, Indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of

I

Mining

|

0.000

busli.

DETROIT, Nov. 6, ] 88(1.—Wheat—No 1 Whit
at 75V4C; Midi Red 70*40;No 2 lied 70MiC.
Receipts, 40,192 bush.
NKW ORLEANS,Nov. 0,1886.—Cotton steady
middling SVic.
SAVANNAH. Nov. 6, 1880. Cotton is easy ;
middling 8 7-16c.
CHARLESTON, Nov. 6, 1886,-Cotton is dull ;
middling 8Vie.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 6,1886.—Cotton steady; mid
dlins 8 7-1 Cc.
MOBILE, Nov. 0,188C.-Cottou Is quiet; mid
dling 8%c.

European (Markets.
By Telegraph.]

0,1886,—Consols 101 1-16.
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 6, 1886,-Cotton market i ,
dull and prices gcn»ally In buyers’favor; upland j
LONDON. Nov.

|

[By Telegraph.]

HAVANA. Nov. 6.—Sugar—Owing to unfavorable news from abroad, with the fact that holders
buyers have held
asked 2 50 for Centrifugal,
aloof, sales being confined to superior classes or
closed
market
quiet.
sugar for Spain. The
Melasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
at tl GO.gl 87 Vi gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refining, 85 Co 90 deIn hlids, bags and boxes, at

crees

polarization,

c'entrffugal sugar, 92
tion, at 2 12Vil^2 37Va.

to

96

degrees polariza-

warehouses at Havana and
Stocks
Matanzas, 24,000 boxes. 260,000 bags and
for tlie week, -boxes,
receipts
6,200 bbds;
bags and- hlids; exports during the
445
bbds
ami 4900 bags, iuboxes,
402
week,
cludingMOO boxes, 4,200 bags and 348 hlids to
States.
the United
hhd of sugar loading at
Freights dull;
Havana at 2 00®2 25 gold; ]> liud of sugar from
ports on the north coast (outside ports) for the
United States at 2 25@2 60.
the

In

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOB

Alvo.New York..Klngstou ...Nov
Manhattan.New York. .Hav&VCruz|Nov
Scythia.Boston.Liverpool.... Nov
Germanic.New York..Liverpool...Nov
Riigia .New York..Hamburg...Nov
Polynesian.Quebec_Liverpool.. .Nov

10
11
11
11
11
12
Niagara.New York..Havana.Nov 13
Devonia.New York..Glasgow
.Nov 13
Ellis.New York..Bremen.....Nov 13
Rhynlaud.New York. Antwerp_Nov 13
Servla. New York..Liverpool. ..Nov 13
Cllyof Chester...New York..Liverpool...No- 14
Schiedam.New Yolk. .Amsterdam Nov 1G
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool ...Nov 16
Philadelphia.New York..Laguayra...Nov 17
Eider.New York..Bremen.Nov 16
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool... Nov 19

nHCELLAKGOl’a.

Eth, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, for

CLOTHING.

Foreien Ports.
Sid fin Melbourne Sept 24th, ship S F Hersey,
Port Darwin.
Sid fin Sydney, NSW. Sept 8, sliip Enos Soule,
Soule, Hong Kong; 22d, ltosie Welt, Welt, Puget

Mitchell,

Hong Kong Oct 1st. ships India, Kich, and
Beuj Bewail. Ulmer,for New York; Geo Curtis.
Sproul, do; Grandee, Evans, and Harvester.'fay
lor, unc; barques Penobscot, Eaton. forNYork;
Antioch, Hemingway, do; Francis B Pay, PettiAt

grove, do.
Passed St

Helena —. si,ip P N Blanchard.Oakes
from Manila for New York.
Sid lm Victoria, ISC, Oct 2D, barque Oasis, Keyholds, sound, to load lumber.
Sid fin Amsterdam Nov 3d. uarquo Veronica,
Paygon, New York.
Ar at Cherbourg Nov 2, sliip Frederick Billings,
Sherman, San Francisco for Havre.
Passed Tuskar 2d inst, sliip Alfred D Snow,
Willey, Liverpool for New York.
Ar at Aux Caycs Oct 12, brig Morancy, Wass,
Port au Prince, to load for Boston.
Sid fin Demarara Oct 4, brig Kachel Coney, Bryant, Curacoa.
Ar at Ponce Oct 12, brig Jennie I’hlnney, Morton, Portland.
At Cardenas Oct 26, barques Mary C Hale, Higdlsg; Hannah MoLoou, Bowers, do: brig
aven, Smart, for Nuevitas; Beh Walter L Plummer, for New York, ldg.
Ar at St John, NB, 4th inst, brig Sullivan,
"
right, Darien; sell Jos Souther, Watts, do.

IRA F. CLARK

IRA F. CLARK

has received the third invoice of

is Helling 60 dozen of the celebrated $1 White Laundered Petersbury Shirts at only 75 cents each,
the best titling, best made and
best wearing 7o cent shirt in the

and

elegant Silks

those

Satin

lined $30 Overcoats that he is sell-

ing
are

from $5 to $10 less than

city,

^AKlH6

Spoken.
8ent 12. off Cape Good Hope, barque K L Pettenglll, White, from Iloilo for Boston.
Nov 4, off Barnegat, sell Earl P Mason, lroin
New York for Portland.

UINE BARGAIN.
left; call and

Only

POWDER
Pure.
A

25 doz. $1 Oil Tan Cloves at on75 cents each.
We always have in stock a tine
assortment of Outside
Flannel

ly

at

GEN-

a

Shirts, Cloves, Hosiery, Coders

about 50

them.

remain,

!00 more of those $18 double
breasted Indigo Blue Suits with
detachable buttons, at only $10,
just the suit for railroad men.

the best

State.

marvel ol purity,
More economical,

weight, alum or
Royal Baking Powdek Co., 100 Wall 8t.
N.
ju2dly
Y._

cans.

IRA F. CLARK,

—

...

MA-KIJSTE

NEAm

482

all

Men’s, Youth’s and Children’s
Overcoats, Keefers and Suits in

:

abundance.
Also a line line of Sleeve But-

tons, Ac., always in

THE

Congress Street,

VTHE

CLOTHIER,

stock.

IRA F. CLARK,

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

THE CLOTHIER,

....

each

35 doz.
wool Scarlet
| and
Blue Ribbed Undershirts and
|

drawers at only 92 cents, sold everywhere for $1 to $1.25.
32 doz. 75c, Red Striped UnderWc pay SPOT CASH for our shirts and Drawers at
only 50 cts.
goods and have marked them at a each.
very small advance from cost, and I
100 doz. 45c. all wool hose at
from the BIG RUSH of customers,
29 cents; best linen collars 2
only
we are convinced that the public j for 25
cents.
Celluloid Collars
appreciate OUR LOW PRICES.
and Cuffs always in stock.

the

overcoat for the money in

MINIATURE ALMANAC...NOVEMBER 8.
8un rises.6 28 H|„h
l. 8 39
Sun sets.4 22 ul|"n wa‘er J. a 04
9 54
I... 8ft2iu
Length ol day
Moou sets. 2 67 tmg“I
s it 0 in
(

4 cases 75 eent Bonanza Shirts
and Drawers at only 55 cents.

over-

can not be sold In
multitude of low test, short
phosphate powders. Sold only in

competition

and caffs, and in fact all kinds of
a gentlemen’s fnr-

goods found in
nishing store.

OPT REPRESENTS OUR

about 100 of the $8

coats for $3.72

Absolutely

This powder never varies.
strength and wholesoaieness.
than the ordinary kinds, and
with the

see

Only

city.

they

Customers say

for $2<>.

any other store In the

gns.

..

CLOTHIER,

THE

Conin*cMft Street,

48*2

CLOTHIER,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, Nov.

Boston.

Sch Coquette, Orne, Wlscasset for Boston.
RETURNED—Sell Edward Waite.
Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
•
to J B Coyle.
Barque Clara E McGilvery, Griffin, Fort de
Fiance—J H Hamlen & Son.
Sell Geo V Jordan, Lynam, Buenos Ayres—R
Lewis & Co.
Sell Charlotte Buck, Warren, New York—Dole
& Stuart.
Sell Daisy Vaughn, (Br) Hopkins, Barrington-

W

Endorsed for its Purity and lleatthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find It to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
KICHAKD < STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from ’76 to ’83.

nrindly

ninrlO

i

master.

Railway

Co.

BELOW—Sell Frank
bound west.

stone

OCR

Learning, with paving

CORRESPdNDESTS.

SACO, Aug 5—Ar, sells Annie 1, McKeen, and
Nautilus, from New York; Jordan L Molt, and
Frank Magee, do.
Also ar, sells Stephen Morgan, and Henry May,
from Philadelphia.
EAST MACHIAS, Nov 3-Ar, sells C V MinotHathaway, Portland; Neptune, Sanborn, BostonMfLLBltlDGE, Oct 4—Ar, sch Addle J, Francis. Portland.
Nov 5—Sid, sch Mabel, Strout, Portland.
PORT CLYDE, Nov 5-Sch W T Emerson, Gott
Orlaud for Boston, with brick, while beating out
ot tills harbor tills forenoou, ran ashore on Marshall Point and remained a few hours. She came
off on the flood tide with loss of foreword shoo
and leaking sightly.
Fishing steamer Novelty, of Portland, lauded
3300 bbls porgies at Tiverton, RI, 5th, and left
for another load.
The fish were caught off Cape

May.

Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussitin
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Uonor% etc., etc., says :
“ LIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
cure oils.
It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with ite
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it has received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
Crown f

Marshall, Iqulque.
Sid fm

Hong

Kong Sept 20, barquo J H Bowers,

Plum, Honolulu.

Memoranda.
Ship Anna Camp, from Philadelphia, before re.
ported asliore at Rotterdam, was floated after discharging part of cargo.
Sell Cbas R Campbell, front Ship Island for Asptnwall, before reported abandoned, was picked
up and towed Into Galveston 4th Inst. Her masts
and deckload are gone. The bull is in good condition. She registers 413 tons and Is owned by
B W & H Morse ot Bath.
Domestic Ports.
ASTORI A—Ar 27th, barque Wakefield, Crowell
Portland. O.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th, ship Lucy A Nickels. Nickels, Nanaimo.
Cld 6th, ship Servla, Gilmore, Havere.
NEW ORLEANS—Old Dtk, barque Stephen G
llart, Fearson, Havana.
PORT EADS—Sid 1st, barque Hattie G Dixon,
Sawyer. Ship Island.
ST AUG U8TIN E—Sid 3d, sob Cyrus McKowu,
Faruham. Fernandhia, to load for Point-a-Pitre.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 2d, sell Lizzie Major,
Cole, Poiut-a-Pitre.
Cld 5tl), sch Alfaretta S Suare, Smith, for New
York.
DARIEN—Ar 6tli, barque Leventer, Gerry, fm
SAVANNAH—Ar 6tb, sch Warner Moore,
Crockett. New York.
CHARLESTON—Sid 4th, sell Isaiah K Stetson.
Trask. Fernandhia. to load for New York.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 6tli, Mary E Douglas. Perkins, New York.
NORLOLK—Ar 6tli. barque Payson Tucker,
Tucker. Portland via New York.
Sid 4th, sch Gertrude L Trundy, Davis, Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 6tli, sell Annie E J
Morse, Lansil, Baltimore.
GEORGETOWN, DC—AT 5th. sch Loring C Ballard, Bearse, Gardiner.
Cld 5th, barque Alabama. Marlin, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4tb, sch Sarah A Puller,
Hart, Providence.
Ar 6th. sclis Warren Adams,Colcord, Pensacola;
Henry Wlthlngton, Crowell, Bangor.
Cld 5th, sch Annie Bliss, O’Donnell, Savannah.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5th. sell E 8 Newman,
Keyes. Apalachicola; Helen L Martin, Fountain,
Darien; Isaac H Tfllyer, Smith, Kennebec.
Ar 4th, sells Adetla Corson, Corson, from Frankfort; Belle Hardy, Kelley, Kennebee; Bill Stowe,
do.
Cld 4th. sch Etna, York, Boston; Mary L Peters
do.
Ar 6tli. barque Emita, Crowley, Bath.
Cld 6th, sch Isaac Orbeton, Trim, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, ship Anahuac. Robins n,
Colombo; sells Nettle Langdon, Bagley. Kbit's
Ferrv ; James Young. Llnnektu, 8t John, NB;
Ella l’ressey. Nash, Rockland.
W U Starbuck. Reed, Porllaud, O;
Cld 6lh,
barque American Lloyds. Whitmore, Ponce; sell

Plilnney,
Wyman,

slilp

Marion Hill, Armstrong, Nassau, NP.
Sid 5th, ship L Scliepp. for Yokohama.
Passed the Gate 5th, sells 8 E Nightingale, from
New York for Eastport; George Bird, and Ada
Barker, lm New York for Boston; A h Mitchell,
do for do; Ira D Sturgis, Hoboken for do.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 4tli, sell Pushaw, Ludwig, ElizabetUport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 4lb, sells Mindora.
New York for Boston; Ellen Ferkms, Pori Job
sou for Salem; Yankee Maid, Kondout for Gloucester; Susan, New York lor Bowdoinhani; OM
Marrett, Amboy for Portsmouth; Wigwam, New
York for Exeter; Alaska, from Port Johnson fur
Mt. Desert; Ella, Point Wolf for do.
Sid 4tli.6clis B W Morse, Reed, Darien fur WIscasset, (proceeded lu tow); Mima a Reed, fm
Philadelphia for Boston; Hyena, Hoboken for do;
Trenton, Elizabetbpsrt for Portsmouth; Alice T
Boardman, Weehawken for Calais.
BOSTON-Ar 8th, barque Skobeiefi, Luring, fm
Baltimore; sells W L White, Achoru, fm Georgetown, DC; Mabel Hooper, Hooper, Philadelphia;
Gardner G Deerlug, Rogers, do; Elva E Pettengill; Emma K Smalley, Robinson, and Jos Oakes,
Gray, Hoboken; Sadie Cofey, Mai shall, Dresden,
J S Lane, Orcutt, Deer Isle; Harvester, Roberts,
Vinalbaveu; Oceana, Morse. Bangor; Lizzie
F<*r, Dickey, do: Winslow Morse, wluterport;
Jos Ponder, do; E L Warren, Colson, and Janu s
Holmes, Ryan, Belfast ; C M Walton, Laue. and
Commonwealth, Shaw, Rockland; Ferine. Reed.
Bootlibay; Mazurka, Lane, Rock non; Harve st
Home. Hodgkins, Lamoine; Idella Small, RobVtine

Portland

Below, sells Sadie Willcutt, Fatmv Flint, Abide
C Stubbs, and D Eddy.
Cld litn, sobs Willie L Newton, Coombs, New
York; Angola, Garland, Portland.
Ar 6th. barque Naversink, Hall. Philadelphia ;
ling Sparkling Water, Hiceborn. do; sells Aid l*
C Stubbs, Pendleton, Norfolk; Surprise, Mltehell,
Eastport; Prospect, Arey, Bayonne; Mindoro.
Billings, New York; Kenset, Curtis. Philadelphia;
John H Converse, Grace, do; J I, Newton. Si over,
and Thomas N Stone, McDonald, Port Johnson;
Sarah A Blalsdell. Kay, and Henry, Falkiiiahaiu,
Amboy; Hmbad, Strout, Portsmouth. Kl; Jennie
Armstrong. Thompson, ltockport; Matilda. Barter, Deer Isle; Mary D Wilson, Cole, and William
Duren, Gove, Calais; Sadie Willcutt. Barter.South
Gardiner for New York; J H Crowley, do fordo;
Wasson, Lord, do tor New York.
Abtiy 6th
CM
brig E H Williams, Gould. Barbadoes.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sells Sarah A Blalsdell, Kay,
Amboy; Marcellus, Pratt, New York; Diadem,
Sellers, Port Johnson.
Also ar 6tli, sells Nightingale. Bangor for New
York; Dan'l Webster, do for Narragansel; S J
Lindsay, ltockland for New York; Sardinian, do
for do; MBMahsney, Bangor for do; Augusta J
Fallens, ltockland tor New York; Samuel Hart,
Blueblll fordo; J it Bodweil, Vlualhaven for Wilmillgton; H B Metcalf, Augusta for New York;
Ila,)i;or for Chatham.
DOVER—Ar 5th, sell Mary A Klee, Lowell,
Hoboken.
LYNN—Ar 4th, sell John EChase, Falktngham,
‘■MHelen G King Brown, Hoboken.
NEWBUKYPOKT-Ar fitli, sell G M Bramard,

Tollman. Amboy.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th, sells Sabao. Flynn.
New York; E0 Allen, Meady. Baltimore; tlmrUe & Willie, Phllbrlck, Elizabetliport.
BATH-Ar 6th, sch Nelllo Grant, Dodge, fioin
ltondout.

CARDS.

BValKEM

WI. I?I.

MARKS,

Boston; Philadelphia

AND

From BOSTON eterj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA even TUESDAY and FRIDAY

—

Job Printer

From Long Whart, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-balf the rate of
a
sailing vessel.
Freights lor tiie West by the Penn. B. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of comp.

PRINTERS’ EXCHANGE,

97

>

exchange St., Portland, Me.

-2

FINE JOH PRINTING A

mission.

SPECIALTY.

Round Trip BIN.
Pawagr $10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. H. SA.npao.X, Areal,
70 l.oug Wharf. Hontoo*
Sldtf

All ordeis by mail or telephone promptly atnovlleodtf
ended to.

DOMINION LINE.

kidneys.

They

now

iue tise ui

Adamson’s
Botanic

Balsam,

cure

Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

971-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Extracts.
The Surgical Staff oi Murdock’s Free Hospital
for Women are in dally attendance, except Saturday, to examine patients and assign beds.

Huntlugton avenue, above Westchester Park,
contains fifty (DO) beds.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
on Gainsborough street, corner of Huntington
onntqina

Fin

ItPtU

P.an.h

hnsiiit’ii

in

charge of a separato staff of responsible surgeons.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 40
beds, and is located at 11 to 21 Causeway street.
Many of these boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema
and other skin diseases, which yield quickly by
the use of our Liquid Food.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheen are
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor.
All brands are made by tile same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,
the tank.
If richer, It is stronger in smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated .eduction. It cannot be reduced so low but It will be superior to all other
preparations In treating chronic cases.
if you cannot obtain Murdock’s Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express,
12 oz. for $1.00.

MURDOCK LIQUID POOD CO.,

Boston.

SM&Wtf

my2N

Rate, of

P.uug«
Cabhi.$5o and|$80 Keturn..#*',(> and $150
Beturn. $B0
Interinediute$3n
Beturn at lowest rates.
Steerage.$13
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TllBKANCK & CO.,
Foot of India street.
nov2dtf
..

steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. ra. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, Ne<“ York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Ju.
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

BINDING.

—

and South Aaiarioa and Maiico.

Faanaui

Three door,

reduction lu rates to San Francisco, Cabin
gdo, Steerage $30.
From Sau Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Saturday Nov. 20th,
Great

weal

STREET,

at 2 p.

For

«f fanner office.

Joseph A. Locke.
feb27

iba

Freight, Fassage,

_dtf

educational.

to

can

bo

acquir-

1

—

Shaw’s Business College,
PORTLAND,
7

°

ME.
experienced

but thorough and
teachRooms open for business day
employed.
and evening six days each treek. For full particulars send for catalogue.
F. L. SHAW. Principal.
None

ers

eodOm

•auglO

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES

New

j

SPKIN6 AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailI
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 e. M., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked to
destination, jy Freight received up to A00 p. M.
For Tickets cl staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office. 4!> Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office Railroad Wharf, foot
J. 11. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
nuv2Udtf

D. H. HAM & CO.,
AllDrufflUU,
54 Broad btroet, BOSTON, MASS.

Wj&Mly

■

Hop Plaster |

COCKLE’SANTS-BILIOUS
PILLSTHE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
Liver, Pile, Indigestion, etc. Fret* freni Mcrc* otulim
only Pure Vegetable Ingredients.
Auntie. N.tltlTTBNTON. Sew A oa k.

Far
c

ThM&wlynrm

Lesson.
Ulw eod2\v*

LESSONS!

ART

Mailed on receipt of price
lioodwin A Ta. General Agents,
oct20-W,F&M-r»m-nnn

Maaa^_fr

a

oclG

patented.

Backache, Rheumatism, Crick, Sprains, Neural- *
gin. Stit ches, SciaUca, LomoSido or Hip. Kidney
local*
Affections, Boro Cheetor pain in any part,
Ploster ■
or deep-soatod, quickly go when a Hop
is applied.
Prepared from Bur&ufidyofPltoh,*
fresh *
Canada Balsam and the medicinal virtues
■
Hops. Acts instantly, cures quickly. The greatost strengthening plaster ever known. All reoay ■
and
country
stores,*
to apply. Bold by druggist
8Scts., 5for $1.00. Mailed for price. Proprtorf^
tora, HOP PLABTER CO., Boston,

$1.00

MR. A. E. MOORE
win take a limited number of pupils during the
Fall and Winter season. Instructions given hi
rravmi Portraiture from the flat and from life;
also in Free Hand Academic rawing irom cast*,
still-life, and the living model.

STUDIO 34 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.
till*

_<*<Kl

OCtlS

I'MgrrH Hirer!. Opposite City Hull.
practical school of business, having a National College Rank, with a cash capital of #2oo,iK)0
organized in 1804. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed in eacli department. and thorough instruction guaranteed. The
short hand am type writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further information cheerfully furnished. Address,
I,. A. GRAY, A. H. Principal.
scplHeodniii

MISS

SABAH
—

aodSnt

Mitchell's

Belladonna

Plasters,

An ■{ffrciive Krmrd, for paiu or weakneif
the Brent, Side, Back, or Limbs; also foi
Liver Complaint, Weak Lungs, Cough, Cold Spot
between the slioulds. Asthma, Difficulty In Breat
lng. Pleurisy, etc., in which cases they cive till
mediate and permanent relief. This Is the nldesl
ami most reliable Belladonna Plaster made, anc
contains an extra nuatilty of belladonna.
Held by nil IkruggU,.
od6m
sep24
111

E.

TEACHER

LAUGHTON,
OF

—

ELOCUTI01ST
In nil

its braiiiTit-s,

FALMOUTH HOTEL
Specialties: Volce-Traiulng and Instruction In
Natural Reading.
_octTdlin

"'returning—Leave

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.
*"”i On and alter.Waaday, Ort.
-““l»arllaadi

Tar Waree«ter, 4'tialaa. Ayer Jaactiaa.
Va.bau. Wiudhutn and Kppiag at 7.11
a. in. and 1.03 p. at.
Ter .Vlaacheoler, Concord, and points Nortl
at 1.05 p. iu.
Alfred, W
For Roch*-Hicr,
boro, and Mloco Riror at T.*IO a# m.,|fl.U5
m.
and (mixed) at O.:io p.
»• «■•* 1.05, O.JO, MB
For 4«orhnMB at

(mixed) at 0*3001 at.
Tor Harcarappu, 4’ouibcrland VIill., We
brook J uuctiou and Woodford’, at 3.M
and 10.00 a. at., 1.03, 3.00, 0.30 ar.O
(mixed) *0.30 p. at.
Tor Tore.! Arcane (Deering) IO OO a. at.
3.00 and 0.30 p. nt.
The 1.03 p. la. train Irom Portland connects at
AyrrJ.nl. with Hooxnr Taaarl Koala lot
the West, and at Union Depot, Worrr.trr, toy
Now York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Hpriagdcld, also with N* V.A N.K. B. K.
("Steamer Maryland Koute”) tor
Hnltiutorc, Wa.hiugtoa, and the Hoath, and
with Karlen A Albany H. K. tor the Went.
Close connection made at Weal brook Jo tenon with through trains ol Maine CcutralB.lt. and
at Grand Trunk Transier, Portland, with through

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
Is effect Ocl. 4, INM6Trains Leave Bridgton.

Philadelphia,

trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. 11. HKLLKN,Ticket Agent, Prrtlaud A Rochester Demit at toot ol Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodtord’s.
J. W. PKTKBS.Suof
oct23dtl

NAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD
On tun! after JIOSDAV* Ort. Si,
|«N«, Fassenger Trains Leave
PorfluiKl us follows:
For Hangar, 7.10a. nt, via Angu.u-; 1.20 p.
via An
nt, via l.cwt.ioa. 1.26 and til.lop.
Vaocc(or 4C1I-worth. Bar Harb.
ProriaCounty,
Ht.
ret,
Htephen
1.20 p. m., 1.26 and tU.16 p. m. Pc Hangor
16 p.m.,
At Pi.ratnquis B. K.,7.10Am.. 11
tol Hkowhcgita, Beifaxt an.' Dei .cr, 1.20,
a. nt,
7.10
Wntervlllr.
in.;
1.25,111.15 p.
1.20,1.25. and, til.15 n. nt. and on Saturdays
Hnllawcll,
tor
5.15
Aognsla,
at
in.,
p.
only
Gardiner itud Bl naaotek, 7.10 A m., 1.25,
6.16, til.15 p. in.; Hath, 7.10 a. nt, 1.2o, 6.16
and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.;
It I
and
ml 14 tins sa ml l.iiitolll U If..
7.10 a. m., 1.3ft p. m.; Aul in •<n<1 Uwa
ton at 8.30 a. in., 1.20, fi.OO p. ill.; I.rwi.ioo
Tin Brnnawirh, 7.10 a. m„
Furminalon, Honmnnia. « iulhr.|. Onh
land on.! Yorlh Au.on 1.30 p. m.; Farmington rin ar.inawiek. 7.10 a. m. and 1.36

and lb*
Kata;HI. John, Halifax,
\roo.toot
and

TtilNI

GRAND

Ktr Aahsra sad Lewiuaa.7.10t. lit, 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
Par Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.80, 4.10 and 5.20

p.

m.

Per

aad

Chicago

.tloalrcnl,

Larhau,

Quebec, 1.3* p.

m.

Par BuebBeld aad Cnatea, 7.10 a.
1.30 p. m.
% BBIVAI.lt.

m.

and

Preas l.cwietea aad Aabara, 6.26 a. a*.
12.05. 3.15 and 6.60 p. m.
Preas Gorham, 8.25a.m., 12.06 and 6.50 p. m
Praas Chicago wad .tlealreal, 12.06.
rrea Qarbec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Cortland
Montreal.
TICHKT OPPiritl

Eiohangs SL,

35

and Opoot Foot of ladn Strap!

TICKETS SOLD AT KK'DICED BATE
—

TO

fnaada, Oelreit, Cklcan, Ttilwaah
f iaciuaali, Ml. I.aaia, UMaka, Magiaaw, Ml. Paal, Mall l.ake f lly.
Pravrr, Mala ITraaclaca.
and all point* In t&a
\orthwml, Wen! and Noulhnni
JOSEPH HICKSON.Reneral Manager.
STM. EDGAR. O. P A..
J. STtPHKNSON. Supt.
dt!
Nov. 1. ISS6.

la

CONOKESS ST. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
he obtained lor principal points East and West.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sunnot to
days Included, through to Bangor but
skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Uexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday roorn-

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

Tralns are due In

Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m.j
Lewiston, 8.50 a. in.; the day trains from Bangor at 12.40 and 12.45 u.in.; the afternoon tralni
from Bangor, Waterville. Bath, Augusta. Rocklaud and Lewiston ai 6.45 p. in.; tbe night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. in.
Limited Tiekela, first and second rlsssa,
Mil point* in ibr Province* an sole nl re<1

tart'tl

ad Milk I'vtUIm,

TnreoMan

Window Shat

Curtain Fixtures,

UPHOLSTER / HARDWARE.
WM

MAKS til* OJTLY

GENUINE
our Map Roller la Standard.
taraak pour Bernier tor Cham, lake no other
[WHOUSALX.I

aad

mint.

PORTLAND, BANGOii, MT. DESERT & MACH1A3
STEAMBOAT CO.

ap21

Steamer CITl OF HI< II MO310 makes two
trips per week on the route between Portland am
Machlasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. m..
WEEK HAY THU'S.
Tuesdays and Fridays and Machlasport at 4.00 a
m„ .Mondays and Thursdays.
On mill After Oct. 1, 1886,
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
Leave Portland for Peaks’, Little ami Great Dla- ;
F. K. BOOTHBY.Oeni Pass, and Ticket Agt.
oct22tl
mond ami Trcfethen’s, 6.46,7.00, 8.0O, 2.16,
Port laud. 0«t. 20.1888.
4.30, 0.10.
Leave Portland for lsunr Island, 8.00, 2.16,
Leave Peaks’ 6.20, 7.26, 0.10, 3.26, 4.60, 0.30.
Leave Little Diamond 0.16,7.20, ».o5, 3.20, 5.10,
6.36.
'..j MS benrlaglklnScnasp.
£«qcoil«a:.
Leave Great Diamond 0.10, 0.0O, 3.16, 5.06.
Leave Trefethen’s 0.06, 8.55, 3.10, 5.00.
Leave Imng Island, 8.46.3.0o.
SUNDAY TRIP*.

^

rodljr

Wharf)

XPECTORANT.
Invaluable Otedirlae I* aeknowled
thooaanda to be The Heat C oa«h iMedh
n the world. For Cough*, Colds. Sore
L, Hoarvcntaa, Inflammation of the Throat
louth. Whooping Cough, t anker, lush,
here le no medicine now latum that ha,
medmor* caret.
• Warranted not to contain any minora
ince; U la also free from laudanam 01
b; Umar bo taken At any time with par
tfety. Soldbrall b’g’ata. 35c. Aft. bottle*.
■

__

pleasant.

Leave Portland tor Peak’s, Little anil Great Diamond, and Trelellieu’s, 10.30, 2.15.
Leave Portland for Long Island. 10.30,3.1,*.
I-eave LIUle Waroo,id, n.35,S.20.
Leave Great Di imona ll.30 3.l5.
Leave Trefetben’s, 11.25. 3.10.
lame Island. 11.15. 8.00.
,,vt* Peak’s, 11.40. 3.26.
B. J. IVILLAUD. Manager.

iUdl\« kkllK I'rnn

El>r.
Tht^S^tands
higher la the eattmatlmi of
any other la the workl. Thou-

ON

thnllt.

eodSw3m33

auglH

ran now

('•agrrw Si.,

passage apply on board to captain.
gep’JOdtfGEO. F. WEST. Manager.

consulted at bta

sticking, blistering, breaking, ot trouble
Elasticity, stiffness, and gloss produced, (live*
Troy finish. Ask your grocer lor HTAKCH1NK
See that the Fox head Is on every package. Madt
FOX
and guaranteed by THU tiRlIKOK
ST ARCH CO.. Cincinnati, O. octSOeodlu
No

WINES and LIQUORS
DM.

J

o

Permanently removed, by an Indian Preparation
Reliable reference given. Consultation free. H;
Mrs. W. W Hadley, 175 Tremont St.. loom 4d
lloston. Mass. —Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thitrs

3. STANLEY & SON, Importers
PORTLAND, ME

days; hours, 9
i Summer

Celebrated

to 4 p. ni.
Mass.

P. O.

address, 121

MOTH, EMRCKLKS. PIMPLES,
permanently cured, by ar
English Preparation. Price 92.00. Address Mrs
W. W. Hadley, 128 Summer 9t., Lynn, Mass.
eod3m
oct22
a

!

a. nt.

Street, Lynn,

ltd Hlaek Heads

nf Caaca.

a.

m.to 8 p.

tiifiilf

m.

_

_

__i

ha*« a emltlr# rawadyiw tha alaaa dlaaaa* by Ha m
»»t.>uaanda of easAlef tba worst kiat and of loaf
Aav« &m«tnirod ind*«d. an a«r«wif l*ay faith In UseOaMf
a-ad TWO bOTTLia Mil, tofathar with a T4Lthat I
I tpLB TS1ATTS1 on thUdtaoaao.to'jaf
4 r. 0. bduxowh P4. T. A. SLOCUM, Ml raarlSA At

staaadtaf

will

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

roK kjmj by

earner

No cure, no pay. only tor medicine.
from
lion «n«l Examination free. Office hours

[

I SPORTED

MAINE.

bo

SEW ROMS, JUBCIAMICS* WILRIM,

or

UAUUIHON.

e»*d®w8BieW

DR. WILSON

IKmrers than

..“Vwhdwoarll wtu tell you the muon It you

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1, 1880, steamMouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf dally. Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chcbeagne, .lenks.Ureat Chebeague, ilarps
well and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and intermlnate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

mm ihiral mm v\w,

I

NOTICE OFREMOVAL

harpswell STEAMBOAT CO.

liberal Maoagew for New Kn*t»od tor tfc

R

DruggjstaJ

oct27

sepSOdtt

NO. 410 FORE ST..

Priiflilanra

IUtim’ Arabian Italaam L»nneqa*U-B
[forCroup. Try 1L «&c, sadat

liave

VH031

1, lss«

D. III.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT 10

KIM

after B63DAY, Nev.
tralaa will raa aa fallawe
DCPAKTC RKS.

nod

All train* timed as above (rom Commercial Street
Station, stop at

ISLAND STKAtlKBS.

at tl.lo a. m.
For freight,

CANAlV.

1.35,111.15Km.;

|x>ints beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &e.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Jr. Manager
octltf

Hu.

r.M.

3.20

AKKANCiEJIENTS.

WINTEK
Oa

RAILWAY W

ro,

WHARF, Portland,
o’clock; arriving In
day evening
for connection with earliest trains for

(CnalMU

A.*.

8.00

8.36
10.66
Arrive Portland.
x.35
3.15
Leave Portland (P.ftO.iLK.)
6.00
11.to
Arrive Bridgton.
Stage connections at Bridgton for North Urldg
ton. Harrison and Waterford. Waterford stage
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a. m. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with 6.( 0 p. ni. train.
Stage dally from Sandy Creek for So. Bridgton
on arrival of 6.62 p. m. train,
J. A. BENNETT. Supt.
oct&dtf

__

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

this paper

-33,
.-TiHHO, Passenger Trains will l.ear*

■

leave FRANKLIN
alternately
at 7
wecV

OV A1.L

I CURE FITS!

When I say care J do not mean merely to atop them for a
time and then have them return again, I mean a radical cure.
I have made the disease of FITS, EPILEPSY or FALLING
SICKNESS a lifelong study. I warrant my remedy to euro
the worst cases, because others have failed la no reason for
not now receiving a cure. Send at once for a treatise and a
Free Bottle or my Infallible remedy. Give Express and Post
Ottlce. It costa you nothing lor a trial, and I will cure you.
Address Dr. II. Q. BOOT, IBS Pea*l BtfNsw York.
novG
d&w6m

_

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

If

A

j

,.s

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

season

b«-

Kumt'ord Falls & Barkfield Railroad.

BOSTON

every

D4Y TR4IXH
uu4 H*alr«al.

Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Falls, Ilenmark,
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldg
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brtdgtoa.
Traiaa Arrive la Perslaadi
EASTERN DIVISION.
1.33 a. as. from Bartlett awl Way Buttons.
Far Baeiea *2.00, *8.00 u.m., sl.OO, *8.00 p. m.
(S.33 p. ns. Irom Montreal, Burlington and West.
Ho.ton lor Fartland t7.3o. 9.00 a m„ 12.30,
J. HAMILTON, Bupt
17.00 p.m. Cape Klianbrlk, 0,00 a. in., 1,00 |
CHA8. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
6.00 p. m.
Warn, 8.00 A m., 1.00 p. m.
octldtf
1.
188*1.
6.00
Oct.
0.00
a.
m., 1.00,
p. J
Btddoford, 2.00,
Portsmouth. Newburyport, Mnlroa and
m.
m.
1
6.00
0.00
a
m.,
1.00,
p.
l.yaa, 2.00,
Amrsbury 0.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. Parlor and )
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
TVlater Arraagessseat la Kffecl Bsv. I.
O.oo a. in., 12.30. l.OO, 4.0O, 7.00 p. in., and leavIMA
ing Portland at 2.00, 7.S0, 8.40, 9.00 a. in., 12.40,
1.00 aud 6.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
Leave Portland, via O. T. Kailway. 7.1V a m.:
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
Lewiston s.00; Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
Portland 2.UO a in.
Li
_i..
gay
ui...a n nr.
L"
1I..K.,.., u Oft.
{From North Berwick to Mrnrboro CrowBuekfleld 0.46;
E. Sumner
10.36, Hartford,
ing via Western Division.
in 56, Canton 11.15.
•Connects with Ball Lines for New York, South
Leave Cortland l-30 p. in.; Lewiston 1.87;
and West.
.r*,,.,..Anto with CLviinrl T.ltiau ft
\«w Vnrlr Hnntb
Mechanic Calls 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
E. Hebron 3.37: Buekfleld 3.50; E. Sumner 4.06;
anil West.
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; Ullbertvllle 4.35 p.
To leave passengers only.
Through rickets to all points West and South
Canton 4.16. 0.15 a. m.;
tor sale at I'sles Siatiss Ticket outer 4'oaa.
ntrrrinl Hlreel. Portland, and t’aion Ticket
arriving at Cortland 8.25 a. in., 12.06 p. m.
Htrerl.
IO
Kxctsalf
Ottlcr,
STACK C63.tRCTIO.tS.
JAM. T. FUKBH.lt, (Jcn’l Manager.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. (or Hebron
D. J. FI.ANI)F.HS. lieu. H. A T. A
Academy; Brickfield 3.60 pi m. for W. Sumner
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen’lsAgent.
and Turner: Canton 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Peru
oct23dtf_ 6.30; Dlxtteld 6.00; Mexico
7.00 p. m.; also for
Kretlun's Mills. Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dlxflold 7.00 a. ra.; arriving at Portland 12.05 p. in.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.oct2ildtf

FARE ONLY $1.00.

Portland,^*.

I. ii «
niunuig
iwrn P«rtla«4

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commenciiig Monday, October 4, 1*86,

for Roatoa 1.00, 4.15p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scarboro Crossing.

Fall ami Winter A rruagranal-*.

Congress St.,

I

Montpelier,

SIX Li AJlLllH.

Portland Mrh.ol of Nlen.grnphy.
Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.

I*

tu., 1.00
p.m. Honan far Fartlaad 7.80,8.30
aud 4.00 p. in. For Scarbar# Heaeb, Fine
m.
More, !
B.30
p.
Feint. 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 3.30,
Hiddefard, Heaarbaah, 7.30, 8.40 A in.. and until further notice Passe user Trains win
8.40
Reach
Welle
7.30.
12.40, 3.30. 5.30 p. m.
Leave Partlaad as lollows:
North Berwick, Ureal
A in., 3.30 p. III.
N.33 a. as. (nr Brlditton, Fryeburit, No. Conwaylaw.
llarrrkill,
Falla, Dam, Exeter,
Fahyans, Btehleham. Lancaster. Whlteflald
reace, I.owell, 7.30. 8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3.30 p.
at. Juba
Littleton, Well* Klver,
m.
Rockeater. Farmington and Alton Raj,
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 8.30 p. m. Nlaackeater and
bury, Newport, .Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlingand
West.
Bwanton,
Newmarton,
8.40
a
Ogdensburg
Concord via Lawtence
m., (via
3.13 p. as. Local Fortlandto Bartlett and interket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
mediate stations, with stage connections lor
(Connects with all Ball Lines.
No. Windham, Blandish, Llininirton, Bcbagu,
TRAINS
SUNDAY

*w.

««

jan 2 4

4>

A

tin.,

143 PEAKL STUEET.

ORDERS SOLICITED.

BURE CURE FOR
Dyspepsia, Imdiqestion, Liter and ktonkt
Complaint*, Kervoi sn ebb. He abtbi kn.U ind
in th* Stomach or Pains in the Bowel*.
Headache. Drowsiness. Low Spirits,
Melancholy, sn»l Intemperance.
As » MEigciNK it is quick and effectual; curing
the worst and moat aggravated cases of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complaints, and nil other derangements
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy an*
droonins snirita, and restore the weak, feeble.
nervous, ana sicniy to neaun, strength, ana vigor.
Nightly I>la»Ipatioi».—Persons who, from
dissipating too inucb over night, feel the evil
effects of the poisonous honors Id violent headaches,
Sickness at Stomach, Weakness. Giddiness, etc.,
will bud that one dose will remove all bud feelings.

AND ALL PARTS OF

COLCORD,

W.

J.

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS I.KAVK PORTLAND
Far Hasten at t7.30, *8.40 A m., 12.40, *3.30

—

—

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portland and

FAMMENUKH TRAIN NKKVICE,
effect Monday, October it, ISM.

in

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

Terms,

FOIt ALL

FOB

Brunawick, Norn Mcoiin, Prince Kdwardn l-laud. aad Cape H re Ion.

CHINA PAINTING

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this Plaster will be found
to give Instant relief by
between the
applying
shoulder blades.
SHARP.
gjp^For Kidney Trouble
Kneumatlsin, NeuralRla,
Pain In the Side, and Hack
Ache, they are a certain
and speedy cure.
PAINS.
Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or five lor $ 1.

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.

at PREBLE HOUSE every Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday of each week, commencing Oct. 25.

This Plaster

Informal ion

STEAMSHIP CO.,
i
Needed by every young man,
el in
abort apace of time at

Will receive pupils in

nets direct ly upon * the
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.

general

or

or

International

MISS HI! S. WYMAN

dvwiyurm

in.

address the Geueral Eastern Agents.
E. A. AUA.VIM Jr VO.,
113 Mlale Mtreei, Car. Brand 91., Ho.ton.
dtf
JelO

apply

8. Locke.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

lg(n

COLON.sails Tuesday Nov. 9, noon.
From New York, pier fi ot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Praacieca »la The I.ihmu. • ■

removed to

180 MIDDLE

LINE FOB—

California, Japan, China, Contni

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

OOMPAMY^

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP

LOCKE St LOCKE,

SR. TTALTS

AntiPIERCE’S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
36c. a viol, by druggists.

sep30

For NEW YORK.

^aid flPibndei,

QUINCY’S,

A.

—

Boston.

MAIM STEAMSHlr lOMrAAi

BERRY,

and

Miss. A. L. Sawyer, 537

Complaint.” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.

i
bv Heom
*

Avonni’th'

Circulars were sent by him to all the Physicians
in the United States, askinawhat their experience
was with Murdocks LU/uid Pood in its usejor infants under, as well as over, one year old.

on

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is tho
fountain of health, by using Dr. Picree’s Golden Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medioai Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially has it proven its efficacy in curing
Snit-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Pores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery' cures Consumption (which is Scrofula ot the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.

Trade mark

BBIDTOI,

From

nov4

EVERY BED FREE.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located

deod&vveownrmylB

teat

SERVICE, (Avonmoutli Doric.)
STKAMKKS. From Portland,
December.
2d
11' h November.! Tkxad,
25th November. JVomiiwon,
| ICth December.

CO.,

AT 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST., over Press Office.
'mm

ovotiiiA

1

B. THURSTON &

W.

Then what results, with all the
different Milk preperations,tiraiu
Foods, Peptonoid Foods and Beef

|

18th November,IVancouveb,
December, ISab.ma._|23d

nooks made and warranted at

Scud for the Report of the Chairof the Section of Obstetrics
of the American Institute of Homoeopathy, read at Saratoga at the
annual meeting of 1886.

'From Portland
Tlli Halifax.
25th November.
Otb December.
December.

htviucvu
"XEAMBBS.

2d

BOOK

man

for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.

DU.

WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Book-binding of every description done in a satisfactory manner at low rates. Also blank

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily win make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
infants, never change their food, but add five or
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, and
tlielr lost or needed vitality will be restored lu less
than thirty days.

I

1
Liverpool.
November, Oregon,

4th

No. 87 Pima btmt.

it

feb&

Front

WE WILE DO IT QUICKI.Y.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

BEDS,

LfiNGST

Londonderij.

HAII.INIJ DATES

<$faoicf fob

Cannot be made by medicines, or the skill of physicians; bnt the old ones
can be strengthened and

a sure

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

STEPHEN

_M&Flynrm

preserve!! uy

via. Moville and Halifax.

equal

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

NEW

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,

recognized by the

140 FREE

the market.

rtec7

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS-1886-7

profession front results obtained
in the Free Hospitals that have
been established and supported
by our Mr. A. E. Murdock during
the last four years.

Beware of Imitations.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

K til. MO A IMS.

It Al I.KO A DM.

HIKAtlBlIM.

Book, Card
—

Its value was

EES MAJESTY'S FAVORITE COBM1TIO CLYCEBIKE.
Used by Her Royal Highness the]Prinoess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, Eruptlons.CUapping.Boughucss. $1.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Sarsaparilla, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla In

*

Boston.

*AVK8 LABOR, TIMEan.1 SOAP AUAZ
1NGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
'To family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all G rocerjj. BEW AllK of imitation!
(Veil designed to mislead. l’EAKLlNE is tha
^NLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYUS. NEW YORK.

Also essay read before the American Medical
Association at Richmond, Virginia, and Washington, D. C.

Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,
Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with

Dyspeptic,
weak

Vernon, Berry,

ell. New York.
Passed St Helena —, barque Mabel, Snow, from
Hong Kong for New York.
Sid fm Valparaiso Sept 18tli, barque Vesuvius,

Knight

6herry.”

FROM MERCHANTS’ XHCUANQE.

Sid fm Auckland, NZ. Sept 25, barque Elinor
New York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Oct 4, ship Annie H Smith,
Brown, New York.
Ar at London 4tk Inst, ship Louis Walsh, Pendleton. Philadelphia.
Sid fm Seville, Oct 30, brig C C Sweeney, Mitch-

.

Send for Essay and DIsCCSSION
before tlie British Medical Association at Brighton, England, 1880,
(Essay) by the lice President of
the American Medical Association
anti others on the value of Murdock’s
Liquid Food over all
Foods and and Extracts known, it
being the ONLY Raw Condensed
Food, free from insoluble matter.

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University t
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

op Preble House

If HABD OB SOFT, HOT 00 COLO WATER.

There never was an essay read before any Med
iced Society on Raw Food Extracts, except on
Murdock's Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufac
turers of Extracts have published many of onessays to shout the value of their counterfeits.

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

8t.,

J

THE VALUE OF MURDOCK’S LIQUID
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED IN ALL COUNTRIES, AND IS INDORSED BY ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

/

482 Congress

«•

FOk SALE BY ALLCROCERS

W I, Gresser, (Br) Coggins, NS—master.
Sch Bessie Carson, Baker, MargaretvlUe, NS—

Sell Frank O Dame, Rogers, Baltimore—coal to
G T Ry Co.
Sch Uranus, Peters, Phllaeelphia—coal toUT

BEST THING KNOWH

WASHING4113 BLEACHING
The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

master.
Soli T

Sell Sebago, Clark. Hillsboro, NB, to load for
New York—J S Wiuslow & Co.
Sch l.ydia Walker, Condon, Bluehill—N Blake.
Sen Quivet. Klee, Bluehill—N Blake.
Sch Grace, Betts, Bangor—N Blake.
SUNDAY. Nov. 7.
Arrived.

482 Congress St., op Preble House.

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

6.

Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, N li
via Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Woodbury, (U S) Deane, eastward.
Barquo Miraude, Corbett, Philadelphia—oil to
Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Kerosene Oil Co.
Soli Nellie J Diusmore, Parker, Philadelphia—
coal to Sargent. Dennison & Co.
Sou Mima A Reed. Nash, Philadelphia—coal to
Me Cent RR.
Sch Parker M Hooper. Uarkuess, Baltimore—
coal to O T Ry Co.
sch Robert G Dun, Crowell, Baltimore—coal to
P & O Ry Co.
Sch Lizzie M Eells, from New York.
Sell C W Locke. Chase, Boston, to haul up.
Sell Agricola, Garland, Boston.
Belt Trenton. Norton, Boston.
Sell Cock of the Walk, Lewis, Wlscasset for

FROM

Wells. Fargo Express..127
Mobile fit Ohio. 19%
Morris & Essex.
.141
Central Iowa
.|15
Fort \Yavne.
144
Pacific 6s of ’95.
126
Long island. 96%
Con. Coa!. 28
Canaria Southern.
64%
Canton.
K. Temi..... .18%
EastTenn, lstioref.. 74
Kansas fit Texas. 85%
Houston & Texas. 34|
Oregon Nav.108%
Now York

Havana Market.

HO

100
Boston Air Line
Burlingtou & Cedar Rapids. 55
El.216
Metropolitan
Richmond fit DanvlUe.

on

Flout.

pref..V..

_

Sid

Philadelphia.

rs.

..

want to

attack of rheumatism, neuralgia or sciatica
and relief conies it seems as if a new lqase of life

it!

Northwestern.117%

Castorla,
When she became Mias, ehe
clung to Caetoria,
Whoa she had Or.ildron, sbo gave them
Castorla,

severe

innrL-ol

Nortnwestern preferred.142
New York Central..
113%
New York, Chicago & St. Louis.
14%
do pref.
27%

When Baby vu nick, we gavo her
Castorla,
When sho was '1 Child, ebo cried for

a

ctnplr

ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
fit Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express.142
American Express.107
Central Pacific. 4(1%
Chesapeake fit Ohio. 10
Chicago & Alton.. .144
Chicago & Alton preferred.160
Chicago, IturliugtonjA Quincy.139%
l)el. fit Jiud. Canal.
106%
Del., Lack, fit West.141V*
Den fit Bio Grande... 32%
Eric. 36
Erie preferred
76
Illinois Central.134
Ind., Bloom, fit Western. 19%
Lake Erie fit West. 20%
Lake Shore. 96%
Louisville fit Nasn. 57%
Manhattan Elevated.170V*
Michigan Central. 90-1*
Minn, at st, Louis. 21%
do pref.46 V*
Missouri Pacific.117%
New Jersey Central. 60%
Northern Pacific. 29%
no pref. 04%

though.”

A NEW LEASE OF LIFE.
When one has been suffering the agonies of

Kpid Vnrlr

B^d; Orleans 6 5-16d; sales 7,000 bales;
speculation and export 600 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Nov. G. 1880.—Quotations—Will*,
ter Wheat Gs7da«s9d; Spring wheat at Gs 8il
Lorn—mixed
aGs 9d; Club wheat at Gs lOdjfls.
1 rovisWestern prime at 4s 4d; peas at 6s 3d
6U for short
87s
at
bacon
ions, &c.—Pork at 62s;
clear, and 37s for long clear. Cheese at 68s Gd
for American; lard, at 82s 3d; tallow 24s Gd for
Americau.
at

server. ****•%

proas
novH

D1

I hi*

d4w8m

V* A LTV CWC Its causes, and a new and
Cj \ a 31 Eioij luccesstul CL II® a* I1^
own home, by one who was deAf twenty-elfb*
years. Treated by most of the noted specialwithout

l>eneflt.

red

In

I mouths, and since then hundreds of others,
I particulars sent on application.

I

T. a. I*AI1K,
oct23e«KlAw0m*

No. 41

three
ru

West 31st 8L,
New Yora Ltiy-

THE

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 8.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
KW

JtUVKKTIMKitlKNTM

TO-UAT

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Boots and Shoes—Wyer Greene & Co.
I’lushes and Velvets—Sines Bros.
Dress Goods—X. John Little.
House Furnishing Goods—B. A. Atkinson & Ce.
Cheap Sugar—Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Drapery—Owen. Moore & Co.
Jewelry—Morrison & Co.
Kid Gloves—Mlllett, Evans & Co.
Administrator’s Notice—Fred V. Chase.

Chrysanthemum Display—Morton's.

House for sale.
Book-keepers wanted—Bennett & White.
Ear Ring Lost.
Agents wanted—C. C. Parker & Co.
Pointer for sale—M. H. ltanlett.
Rooms to let.
Situation wanted.
In Insolvency.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Table Damask—Rines Brothers.
AMUSEMENTS.
Living Pictures at Congress Square Vestry.
»»" JMniCUIT

IMUIlf:

I'COpit*.

Advice
Mothers. —MItb.
WINSLOW’S
800TI1INU SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
and
is the best known remedy for diarVowels,
rhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-live cents a bottle.
W"18

SM&W&wly

‘‘*5,000

reward. Every testimonial
publish
Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam
is genuiue. We will
pay a reward of live thousand dollars for evidence prosing otherwise In a
of

single

case.

“F. W, KINSMAN & CO.,
Augusta, Me.”
nov8

’.MWS&w

Why don t you try Gaiter’s Little Liver Pills?
They are a positive cure for sick headache, and
all the Ills produced
by disordered Liver. Only
one pill a dose.
nov2d&wlw
Harper’s Bazar.-TIBs beautiful
weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the
parlor ei rcle
The number for the ensuing week lias been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484
Congress street

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

James Stanley and
DnATnRPAVp—DeCosta,
Ellen
Peters.

Intoxication; each

county tail.
Dennis Hartnett.

10

Intoxication;

days in the

days in
county Jail.
Thomas Burke Search and seizure: 2nd offence; $100 and costs and six months In county
16

jail. Appealed.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
There were 47 arrest last week, of which
22 were for drunkenness.
Megquier & Jones will put a new elevator

in the Printer’s Exchange.
Bramhall Hook and Ladder Company will
give a dance at Mechanics Hall, November
18th.

The value of last week’s exports was 839,909.92, and there were 921,949 feet of lumber
exported.
The Munjoy Chautauqua Circle will meet
this evening, with Mr. J. n.
Gerrish, No. 0
Atlantic street.
A large plate glass window in the store of
B. A. Atkinson & Co., was shivered
by a

falling awning.

A carpenter had !a| hand
caught in the
gearing of the elevrtor in Printer’s Exchange
and two fingers were broken.

Bosworth Post on its visit to Biddeford tomorrow, will be accompanied by the Maine
State Fife, Drum & Bugle Corps.
At Chestnut street church
morn-

yesterday

ing eight jiersons were received upon (probation and seven into full
membership.
One of the clerks at Eastman Bros. & Bancroft’s was badly injured by
falling down
stairs Friday. She was taken home.
The contract for the plumbing at the Maine
General Hospital was awarded to J. H.
Bond A Co., they being the lowest bid-

ders.
Three partridges were caught in the
city
last week; one on State
street, one on Grove
street, and one in the Maine Central railroad
yard.

Saturday

was the

last

day

for

entries of

pictures for the November exhibition by the
Society of Art. The exhibition will open

Monday.

Charles Stowell’s store,
and Cumberland

Saturday night,

streets,
and

a

of Preble
broken into
small quantity of
comer
was

goods stolen.
The shower early Saturday evening was
accompanied by vivid lightning, and unwary
pedestrians had their umbrellas turned inside out by the wind.
A Gloucester vessel arrived in the harbor
Saturday with 325 barrels of mackerel. In the
present state of the market, the catch will
be worth nearly 85,000.
} esterday afternoon, while workmen were
employed in securing the steamer Empress.
one ol them tumbled into the .ice cold
water,
and was rescued safe and

shivering.

he Longfellow Chautauqua Circle meets
at Chestnut street vestry this
evening. An

interesting programme is arranged and the
president will answer several questions.
Samuel Farrington of the Portland & Ogdensburg road and Simeon Harford of Cape
Elizabeth, had a wrestling im cli Saturday.
They weigh over 600 pounds. Farrington
was the victor.
A horse attached to a cart w s
frightened
by the dumping of coal on Randall & McAllister’s wharf Saturday and backed off the
wharf into the dock.

He was rescured after

considerable exertion.
Free street church
has discharged its
choir and will hereafter have only congre-

gational singing. There will be an organist,
who has not yet been engaged and F. V.
Chase, Esq., will lead the singing.
The four-masted steam schooner Jeannie,

discharging a cargo of
Grand Trunk wharves, is one
now

the
sugar at
of the few vessels of her class afloat. Her steam power is
intended for use in calms and navigating riv-

and bays.
The sentence of Sergeant Kelley now confined in Portland jail for .the shooting of
young Smith at Fort Popham, expires the
17th of this month. To restore him to citizenship a petition signed by many prominent
public men of the State will be presented to
President Cleveland, asking that a pardon
be granted Kelley on the day his sentence
ers

expires.

THE STORM.
The lieavv calc of Snturdnv „i,.«a

terday strewed the streets in some parts of
the city with (small branches broken from
the trees. Fences were blown down in one
two

instances,
fered somewhat,
or

and signs and awnings sufbut no serious damage is

reported.
In the harbor there was a
higli sea yesterday forenoon. Several row boats were seen
adrift, and a sail boat in Custom House
wharf dock was capsized.
The fishing fleet
was out in the
storm, but the few arrivals
during the day brought no accounts of disaster. 1 he steamer
Empress, moored at Portland bridge, broke
partially from her fasten-

ings,
the

and swung around until she headed
up
harbor.
Along the Cape shore the

waves

Attempt to Throw the
man

ran

very high early in the day, but
subsided later. Trees were blown down in
the vicinity of the
city by ilie force of the
wind.
Base Ball Notes.
According to the rules of the New Kngiand
league, the several clubs must file their lists
of reserved men with the
secretary on or before Nov. 10.
It is said that Ake, the second baseman of
the Boston Blues, will
play in Utica next
year, and that Whitely of the Lynns has
signed to play with the Des Moines club.
Big Murphy, late of tbe Blues, realizes
that he made a mistake in
signing so hastily
with the Bridgeport* for next season.
He
has got a desirable offer from Minneapolis,
which he wants to accept.

Bangor Pull-

Off the Track.

The through Pullman on the Maine Central for Bangor, known as No. 25, hail a narrow escape from destruction
It

Saturday.

is well known that many times of late years

obstructions had been placed by miscreants
the track between Gardiner and Hallowell and detectives employed, and men stationed in places near to catch the scoundrels,
but no arrests have been made.
When No. 25 left Portland Saturday it consisted of six cars, including a parlor car. It
was late out of Gardiner and when the engineer was making up time by fast running
lie saw a barrier across the track.
The
brakes were applied and the engine reversed
but before the train could be
stopped it
struck a barricade of solid timber.
The cowcatcher was broken,
and
the engine
wrenched, but luckily all the train kept the
irons, and despite a general shaking up and
on

momentary consternation,

THEIR ONLY MEDICINE CHEST.
Dkkrloihie, Montana, Dei-. 10,1884.
I have l>een using Buandkth’b Pills for the
last thirteen years, and though I have had
nine
children, I have never had a doctor in the
house,
except three times, when we had an epidemic of
scarlet fever, which we soon banished
by a vigorous use of
Brandeth’s Pills. I have used
them for myself, two or three a
night for a
month, for Uver|coniplalut, dyspepsia and constipation. In diarrhea, cramps, wind colic, indigestion, one or two Brandeth’s Pills iixed the
children at once. A box of Pills is all the medicine chest we require In the house. We use them
for rheumatism, colds, catarrh, hiliousuess and
Impure blood. They never have failed to cure all
the above complaints in a very few- days.
William W. B. Miller.

we

TRAIN WRECKERS.

PRESS.

no one was

hurt,

and nothing else damaged.
There is a general feeling of uneasiness
among the railway and postal men which is
heightened by the following order issued
to the conductors and engineers:
“Run
slow between Gardiner and Hallowell, as obstructions are again being placed on the

Another Hat Store Where It is Needed
For > ears it has been an open
question
why some of our enterprising merchants did
not open a hat and fur store on
Congress
street. At last it is to be done.
.The Somers
Bros, have leased the store 4511
Congress St
Clapp’s Block, and have fitted it elegantly
and are to open next
Thursday with one of
the finest line of furs and hats that
Portland
has ever seen. They
propose to sell their
goods at a very small profit
believing that
t lej can do more business
and have their
profit column foot up larger at the end of
the year by selling their goods with a small
margin. They have just returned from New
York with an elegant assortment of seal, otter, beaver, nutria, lynx, raccoon, skunk,
sable, coney, hare and all other kinds of furs
in the market. They also have the trimmings of the above skins. The have every
advantage in the way of repairing garments,
and putting on fur collars and cuffs on gentlenmen’s coats. They have a full line of
hats, and propose to sell them at such prices
that will insure them the best trade in Portland.

Somers Bros, open this store under the
most favorable circumstances, a store has
been needed up town. They saw the deficiency and embraced it. The Somers family
is a family of hatters.
There are five of
them

PERSONAL.

Judge Gould, of the Municipal Court, is
away on a snort vacation.
Mr. C. E. Calvert, of the Lewiston
Gazette,

in the city Saturday.
Hon. W. W. Bolster of Lewiston has been
visiting Gov. Kobie at Gorham.
Mrs. Elbridge Gerry and Miss Gerry will
return from Europe in a few weeks.
Mr. Alonzo Hight of Saco has been apwas

business in Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Clara Lunt of Biddeford,
formerly
assistant in Berwick Academy, has accepted
the position of preceptress of Bennett Academy, in Greenville, South Carolina.
IL J. Witchell, representing the firm of
Brunswick, Balke & Co. and A. N. Parmelee
of New York city, representing the firm of
Cranell & Godley are at tho City Hotel.
Mrs. Samuel E. Spring and Fanny
Spring
sailed from Liverpool for New York on
Monday, Oct. 25th, and are expected to arrive in Portland to-day or Tuesda y.
S. G. Davis, Esq., of Brilgton, the News
says, so resembles John L. Sullivan, that
when in Boston the street urchins exclaim,
“There he is! That’s him.' There he goes!”
Mrs. Stephen Shaw, nee Miss Annie Blair,
who was lately married, on her return home,
was presented with an elegant French clock
from her former associates in the store of
Rines Brothers.
Mr. George J. Hodgdon, on the occasion
of his birthday, Friday, was presented
by
his friends with a fine French clock, and
there was vocal and instrumental music, and

relapse

is

a

Maine

of Bridgton,
a high compliment for his conduct as leader
of the Republicans of the Twenty-first Assembly district of New York city.

9th.
Mr. J. H. Bewail, who has had
charge of
repairs of locomotives at the station of the
Grand Trunk R|^way, has left their service
to accept the
of Mechanical Superintendent of the Bewail Safety Car Heating
Company of this city.
Miss Ida M. Brown of North
Bridgton
will commence in December a three weeks’

p^Rtion

lint tlimr

orn

not

cnAinlnntlo

*■

therefore
are not sufficiently careful.
The last report
of the Board of Health relates a case where
a nurse who had been attending a diphtheria
patient went home to her children without
changing her clothes, ner children all took
cause

and

the disease and died.
The woman did not
think the disease was contagious.
In the
case referred to by the Piskss the other
day
we did not suppose for a moment that the

family

wilfully careless, but that they
were not sufficiently informed as to the contagious nature of the disease, and therefore
were not as careful as they would have been
had they fully appreciated the danger. The
were

above communication would seem to show
that all necessary precautions were taken inside the

house.]
Samaritan Association.

This afternoon the Samaritan Association
will open their annual fair in City Hall.
The various fancy tables will contain everything desirable in the way of useful and
fancy articles. The art table will be one of
novelties of the fair and will contain articles
and paintings from various artists and art
Btores of the city, besides many beautiful
The different
tilings from other sources.
booths will be decorated aud everything
done to make it as attractive as possible.
Oren Hooper, Son & Leighton will furnish
a parlor with furniture and draperies from
their well known establishment. This evening an antiquarian supper will be served in
Reception Hall from G.00 to 9.00. There one

find everything that can be desired, and
willing hands will serve all that visit them.
From 8.00 to 9.00 Chandler’s full brass band
The programme will
will give a concert.
consist of their new and choicest music.
Tuesday evening a promenade concert will
be given. It is hoped that the fair will be
well patronized for this is one of our most
worthy societies.
can

Gas Co, and
Rates.

HOUSE FURNISHERS FOR THE MILLION.

FUR STORE!

It Is evident to us from the size of OU1- sales last week, that the great nubile wlioare Interested In their homes and home comforts, can take a hint, especially when past experience
has proved to them that our advertisements are solid facts, borne out by examination of
what we offer. That we made tile most sweeping reduction in prices cannot be disputed,
that we gave our customers an opportunity to buy good goods at cost to manufacture, we
know w ill be appreciated, and all who want

A

a Parlor Salt, a
Parlor Stove, a Kitchen

Carpet, Chamber Set,
Bed,

a

Office, Library

or

Lounge, a Mattress or Spring, a Feather
Range, an Easy Chair or Rocker,
Dining Room Furniture

may have an opportunity to further examine our stock, and make their selections. We
shall continue tills great sale of all kinds of House Furnishings,one week longer.aud with
our well known frankness and without prevarication, let us tell
you that now is the time to
buy, if you want any goods and are reallv anxious to save a dollar.

Thursday, November Nth,
New Store 459
Congress Street, with a full line
of Furs of every description.
Any kind of a garment made to
order, also Fur Trimmings.

we

will open

our

Gentlemen’s Overcoats trimmed with fur. A complete line
of Hats in our stock. No fancy
prices. We intend to sell at the
smallest profit. We will warrant every sale to be as represented. We advise our patrons
to call for

The above cut represents our Parlor Stove and Range Floor, and Just to show you the
enormous size that this compartment of our business has reached, we have for the past
five weeks made an average sale of 30 ranges and parlor stoves per day, 180 per week,
or 900 parlor stoves
and ranges in the past five weeks.’ This should.prove two things;
first, that our Parlor Stoves and Cooking Ranges give entire satisfaction. Second, that the
lower
is
than
they can be bought for elsewhere. We have shipped them to every counprice
ty In Maine and to New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Massachusetts.
We warrant every Parlor Stove to be just as represented, and we give a written
guarantee with every range. We prepay the freight and sell for cash or 1-4 down and
balance by the week or month.

b.a.atkinson
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OUR *Z50 STIFF HAT.
Don't Buy Your Seal

at

Scotch Cap Until Yan See Oui Advertisement Nail Weak.

vr///***wnn i ft \ vasCTW
The above is a cut of our Carpet Floor, before enlarging, now almost twice the size and DIP
edtoits fullest capacity with carpets of every make and kind; rugs both domestic and
foreign; linoleum sheets, oilcloth sheets, straw mattings, and all kinds of floor coverings at
our last week prices.
Don’t fail to look at our splendid exhibit and get our rock bottom
;prices for cash or.1-4 down, balance by the week or month,
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any scale and will at once put on
a large force.of artizans to complete the orders already in hand which amount to about

elocutionary tour, with the Redpath Concert
Company, through Maine; the rest of the

the dangers from this

ADVBBTIME.BEl'ITM.

NEW- HAT AND

mi
a. lie

The question of safety in using the Maine
Water Gas Co.’s process and the effect upon
Insurance rates where the gas was desired
have been frequently referred to by investigators. After a great deal of time and labor
by the committee of experts from the New
England Insurance Exchange that body
voted on Saturday to grant the permission
recommended by the committee, to allow the
use of not to exceed ten gallons of oil in a
carburetor in connection with the Maine
Water Gas Company’s process, without affecting the rates of insurance; having be-,
come convinced of its perfect
safety and having confidence in the management of the
company. The permission is based on specifications filed by the manager with the Ex-

Welch, Tuesday, Nov.

lieved was a much more common source of
the disease, namely, contagion. The investigation of the Secretary of the State Board
of Health in towns where diphtheria has
prevailed during the past fall and summer
have shown conclusively that a very large
percent, of the cases have arisen from this
cause.
Not that people are wilfully negli-

_

ance

This morning Gov. liobie and Mrs. Robie
will start for Philadelphia to attend the annual meeting of the National Grange.
Hon.
A. R. Bixby of Skowhegan, a member of the
Executive Council, will accompany them.
Mr. Harvey S. Murray left on the afternoon train yesterday for
Vineland, N. J.,
where he will be united in marriage with
Mi.SS Vfllfl Wolffh
flanrvlifaw n#
rP

crfsnt

Water

Brown, Esq., formerly

purpose was not to pursue any individual
but to turn public attention, which seemed to
be settling down to the conviction that all
our diphtheria had its origin in
improperly
constructed school-buiidings, to what we be-

1.
OUUUVI

___
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Mrs. G. O. Bailey, bundle clothing; Mrs. <Jeo.
Trefethen, bundle clothing; Friend, bundle clothiug; Associated Charities, by Mrs. I,. X. Brown
two bundles of assorted new clothing; Mr. li. l,.
Morse, bundle slothing.

The New York Evening Post pays to Ed-

obtained from a very trustworthy source and
were belle ved to be correct. Names and localities were suppressed simply because our

-—
VI

Farmington Sufferers.
City Messenger Shaw Saturday received
the following additional contributions for
the sufferers by the Farmington fire:

again

Diphtheria.
To the Editor of the Press:
The article in the Pkess of Nov. 5th, headed “Diphtheria,’’ is entirely misleading in
the essential points. The wash was deposited in the bathroom vault and all cloths,
etc., burned. Besides the constant use of
disinfectants the house was thoroughly
fumigated for the space of forty-eight hours
under the direction of the attending phy*
sician.
[The facts of the Pkess’s publication were

STS., PORTLAND.

served

For

severe

winter she will devote to study under the instruction of Petersilia, in Boston.
K. Ito, a young gentleman of
Japan, is at
Bucksport. examining into the habits of fish
and the method used in the fish
hatching
process, having been sent over to this country for that purpose by his government. He
intends spending a year in this country to
make himself thoroughly conversant with
the habits and culture of all kinds of fish.
I he Council of the Grand
Army were in
session in Augusta Friday. As it is not
customary to give a second term to the Department Commander, there will be a change
in the office at the next election. The Kennebec Journal says that the gentlemen
prominently mentioned for the office as far
as heard from are Dick
Gatley, Portland ;H.
H. Burbank of Saco, Gov. Robie; D. Horace
Holman of Lewiston, Seth T. Snipe of Bath,
Wm. S. Howe of Lewiston.

COR. I’EARL k MIDDLE

__

Aid for Poor Children.

confined to his house
and bed. When he was taken down, the
family
were about to start for
Washington where
they intended to spend the winter.
ward F.

have

WBW
_

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

Mr. Charles L. Fox wishes to thank the
kindness of the donors of alms collected at
his recent exhibition at the Art Rooms, in
the name of those who received it. The sum
obtained was $12.22 and is destined to the
children of the poor and of those persons
who gain their living as models for painters,
whom charitable societies do not reach and
who are too proud to beg for themselves.
The amount is not great but so vitally useful
as to represent more than double the sum.
To artists employing models the occasion is
often presented where a little money may go
far, even save a life.

supper.
and

i»

--*•*

Rev. Alfred C. Owen, formerly President
of Dennison College, Ohio, has
resigned on
account of ill health, and will enter into

Ex-Governor Perliam is suffering

that

prices of furs will be lower than others. This
iirin is composed of smart,
energetic Portland boys, and we predict for them a brilliant
trade. To ensure their success, and to convince the public that they mean to sell
cheap,
they have inaugurated the easli system in
the hat business in Portland.
Anybody purchasing a hat from this firm must pay cash.
In that way they will have no bau bills at
the end of the year, and of course can sell
their goods cheaper, for it must be understood that the credit system lias
compelled
the man that pays cash for his hat to
help
pay some of the bills that have been trusted
out.
We think it a very wise conclusion, as
they can then sell their hats much cheaper
than others, and still, with the same business, make more money.
How much better
it would be if all of our business men would
follow the same example.

Mr. George C. Mayo of Nortli Windham
lias been appointed as a customs
officer, assigned to duty on the Canada line.
Mr. M. C. Millikcn of this city, and
family,
left Wednesday for
Minneapolis, Minn.,
where they will make their future residence!

capital

family

PAtniilnta otnolr n# funn

customs at this

port.
Mrs. Nettie Fellows of New York is for
the present a member of the High street
choir.

a

the

ABVCRTl«BnENTn

their apprenticeship at the hatters’ bench,
two of them have their stores on Middle
street. The other three now open this new
store on Congress street, and have every
reason to expect the same luck in business
as their brothers.
They are practical men in
every sense of the word, and are sure to
have their expectations realized.
How handy it is for the promenaders of Congress
street to avoid going down to Middle street
by simply stepping into the new store and
buying their hats. The ladies will find a

track.”

pointed deputy inspector of

in

WBTT
_

hundred machines.

one

At this time when so much is being said
about “Wild Cat’’Insurance Cos. atEastport

459

#

The above is a cut of Parlor Suit Floor, filled full with all grades of Parlor Suits covered iu

in our columns of the Continental
Insurance Co. represented bv the old and
long established house ot W. D. Little & Co.
It shows a cash capital of one million of

dollars, a net surplus of nearly one and a
half million, a reserve for re-insurance of
over two and a Quarter ^million, and cash
assets of over five million dollars, included
in which is nearly a million and a half of
registered Government bonds.
Live and let live seem* to be Geo. C. Shaw
& Co.’s motto by the prices they are selling
goods. It will be seen by their advertisement on granulated sugar that their prices is
the lowest that has been made on this staple
article for the last 100 years.

MARRIACES.
In Falmouth, Nov. 4. by Rev. W. H. Haskell,
William E. Knight of Deerlng anil Miss Ella 1).
Raker of Falmouth.
In Denmark, Oct. 27, A. F. Merrill and Mrs.
Mary Oilman.
In Rlddeford, Oct. 27, Frank M. Rrown of Saco
and Miss Nettie M. Allen of Rlddeford.

DEATHS.

B.

83 years.

At sea Sept 18, ou board ship Merom, on the
passage from Taiwanfoo to New York, Frank E.
Rlancliard, formerly of Cumberland.

What is Scrofula
It is tliat impurity in the blood, which, accumu
luting in the glands of the neck, produces unslght
ly lumps or swellings; whicli causes painful running Bores on the arms, legs, or feet; which developes ulcers In the eyes, ears or nose, often
causing blindness, or deafness; which is the origin of pimples, cancerous growths, or the many
other manifestations usually ascribed to “humors
which, fastening upon the lungs, causes
consumption and deatii. Being tne most ancient
It Is the most general of all diseases or affections
for very few persons are entirely free from It.

How Can it bo Cured
By tuking

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla, which, by llie
eas accomplished, often
when
medicines have failed, lias proven Itself to
and
potent
peculiar medicine for this disease

remarkable

cures

it

ATKINSON

A.

&

Electric lights

oil

Three Floors.

ISAAC G. ATKINSON,

DRESS GOODS SALE!

nov8

AND

PLUSHES

Great Mark Dawn Sale,

Manager.

VELVETS.

LOWEST mm EVER REACHED.
$1.50 Plushes 19 in. wide at 95 cents per yard.
$1.75 Plushes 19 in. wide at $1.25 per yard.
$2.00 Plushes 24 in. wide at $1.50 per yard.
These are new and fresh goods, imported this
season, and the best line of colors ever shown.
$1.50 Fancy Velvets 19 in. wide at 95cents per yard.
$2.00 Fancy Velvets 19 in. wide at $1.50 per yard.
$2.50 Fancy Velvets 19 in. wide at $2.00 per yard.
$3.00 Striped Velvets 19 in. wide at $2.00 per yard.

The Peculiar Medicine
‘,1 have running

my limbs for five
years, so bad at times that IJcould not walk, nor
sleep nights. When I commenced taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, I was in pain so severe that I cannot
describe it. I had no appetite and fell away. But
Hood’s Sarsaparilla did me a wonderful amount
of good. I have a good appetite, have gained in
flesh, aad can sleep well. My sores are almost
healed, and I can easily do a good day’s work.”
Mils. C. F. Lord, Dov^r. N. if.
sores

Hood’s

on

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. *l;slx for »5. Prepared
onlp by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar.
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also relieve
trehs trim Dysj.' jmiaJB
I ndigestion and T £*1
Hearty Latin*?. A
feet rcmo^y *or
uoMi, Noupcr,, Drowsl-fl
new,Bad Taste in tlufl

They

|ht-H

Mouth, Coated Tongue JB
Side, &c9
They regulate the Bow-||
l-l.- .':n<l prevent Consti-M
Pain in the

and easiest to
nation and Piles. The
OiHy onepill a dose. 40 in a vial. Purely Vop
stable. Price 26 cents, flvfalaby inullforfl.iin.mt
CARTER HEDICifit CO., ?ropT,, Now York. ■
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GRANULATED

SUGAR 6H

MONDAY MORNING.
The Lowest Price Made for the Last
Owing
One Hundred Years.
large

dlw

to the warm weather and other causes there has
been a tremendous discount made on several makes of
American Dress Coods. We have secured a
lot and
shall offer them, commencing Monday Morning.

Having made large purchase* on the
present depressed market we are enabled to

IOO pieces Gilbert Silk and Wool mixed dress goods, 40 in.
wide, at 44 cents, been selling for $1.00.
IOO pieces Arlington Scotch Checks at 50 cents, been selling for 75 cents.
25 pieces Boucle Plaids at 50 cents, been
selling for 75
cents.
IOO pieces Camels’ Hair Homespun, 54 in. wide, 62 cents
worth $1.00.
IOO pieces Gilbert 6*4 Suitings, all colors, at 75 cents,
been selling for $1.00.

make the above

unprecedented low price.

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
585 and 587
nov8

Congress and 235 Middle Streets.
eoUJIw

50c. DRESS GOODS 35c.
50c. All Wool Serges at 35c.
the best value shown this season.
Remnants of All Wool and Cotton and Wool Dress
Goods to be sold next Friday at about one-half usual
one

yard. They

case

TO OUR CUSTOMERS FREE.

are

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY & SILVERWARE.

nrice.

Call und register your

WRAPPER

Every

BLANKETS, $3.90.

We shall offer this morning one case of Blankets
made especially for Ladies’ and Gents’ wrappers a1
$3.90. These were intended to be sold at $6.00 and
$6.50, but we have so many of them we shall let
these go at above low price.

BED BLANKETS.

BUILDING,
517 Congress Street and 7 Casco Street.

millett, ¥ans & go.

RINES BROTHERS.
Last July we gave special orders for Heavy Cur*
tains to arrive November 1st, fully expecting that
the new addition to our store would be completed
and the new Drapery Department opened by that
time. The store is not ready, and the goods have
arrived, and are now open in the room up stairs.
As an inducement for people to go up and examine
them in the rather limited quarters, the price has
been made remarkably low, we think much less
than similar goods are sold for anywhere. Parties
intending to buy Draperies should examine them
and compare prices. We are anxious to make a
favorable impression and are always pleased to
show goods.

Wc have opened
1 Lot Heal Kid
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Department of Ladles’
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Wanted.
FUST-CLASS brick-layers; wages 13.60.
BENNETT & \VII ITE.
to
Apply
Lowell, Mass.
nov8dSt
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CONCRESS
A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel,
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THE LARGEST ANI> BEST

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.
F

THIS

In Intolveury,

Black,

generally
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PRESENTS

Court ot Insolvency, for theCounty of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
November 6, A. I), 1888.
In case of WILLIAM B. QUINT, Insolvent
■Debtor.
rilHIS Is to give notice, that on the sixth day ol
X November, A.D-I1886,a Warrant In Insolvency
was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge ol the
Courtof Insolvency, for said County ol Cumberland, against the estate of said
— -—«io
WILLIAM B. QUINT, ol Portland,
adludged to be an Insolvent Debtor on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was Bled on the sixth
day of November, A. D. 1888, to which date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or
by said Debtor. and the transfer and delivery of any property
rr*ar«|
by him are forbidden by law.
win
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to lie holden at Probate Court Boom,
in said Portland, on the sixth day of December.
A. D. 1886. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
■•
Ulven under my hand, the date flrst above written.
*" (ci our
II. R. SARGENT,
as
Messenger, of the Court of InWe *hii,i -rely
Deputy Sheriff,
solvency for said County ot Cumberland.
if
,f
you w|,„
i you
I
nov8A16

We also have Cashmere Gloves in Black and Colors, all
grades.

r.li.LT ? Hom*'
rat6

valuable present.

MORRISON cfc O O

..
Suede Gloves, iu Tan, 0 button, at
$1,37 1-2

This department is under the charge of MISS MINNIE
HEED, who
will give her whole attention to it, and lit all Gloves If
required, and
will be pleased to see all her friends and the public

The sale of Plushes and Velvets at One Dollar
per yard will be continued today in Fancy Work

Department.

“

a

for Presents this month.

JT"

KID CLOVES.

dlt

HEAVY DRAPERY.

TWENTY-FIVE
d«

MECHANIC

We shall sell today, 50 pairs good size Dark Crey
Bed Blankets at only $1.98 per pair.
Good size Horse Blankets at 59 cents each.

nov8

Street.
Congress
0_

names

customer has a chance to secure a
a

516

oteer

be a
Some of these cures are reallv w onderful, if you
suffer srom scrofula in any of its forms, he sure
to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

BEST

CO.,

Open Every Evening.
•

K.

______

€or. Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland.

We offer

In this city, Nov. 0. Willie H„ son of Wm. U.
and Margaret E. Dugan, aged 10 months 27 days.
In Ferry Village, Nov. 7, Annie W.,
daughter of
J. W. and Anna F. Lowell, aged 13 years 7 mos.
tFuneral on Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.)
InSebago, Oct. 31, John Weeman, aged about

„CLAP P’S BLOC

Hair Cloth, Ramie, Silk Plush, Mohair Plush, Brocatelle, [etc., etc., etc.
Prices all the way from $33 for Hair Cloth, $40 for Plush and up, $60, 60, 75, $300 for
Crushed Mohair Plush, and *300 for Silk Brocatelle, the finest in the land. We have them
all in our buildings and the lady that we cannot suit must be hard to please. Nobody in
New England handles any finer line of goods than we carrv. We are manufacturers also
and save you one profit on the goods. Lounges, Easy Chairs and Rockers, all prices for
cash or 1-4 down and balance by the week or month. Chamber Sets; the biggest line in
New England, right here in Portland. Come and see them. Prices $16.50 to $700. Pine,
Ash, Oak. Walnut, Cherry and Mahogany and Imitation Cherry and Mahogany at last
week's prices. Cash 1-4 down and balance by the week or month. Freight prepaid to any
depot In New England. The largest stock, the lowest prices In New England.

and this vicinity, we are pleased to call the
attention of our readers to the statement

published

CONGRESS ST.,
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